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DYE HOUSE NOTICE, NO, 3.
NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE YOUR
FADED or SOILED
OA11IYIEUITS

A

*aki*

Take

Renovated for Winter.
them to

Fosters Forest
Employed.

CAUCUS.
Tlie Kepublieans of Deerlmr

are

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wliolosomeness. Mole economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Royal Baking Powdkii Co.. 106 Wall
Iy2d*wlf
8t„ N. V.

requested to

meet at the Towu House on Tuesday. Feb. 28, at
4 o’clock p. m., to nominate candidates for town
officers, and to attend to any other business that
may coiuo before them.

Per order Town Committee.
feb22d&wtd
Deering, Feb. 21,1888.

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

CAUCUS.
The Kepublieans of the town of Windham are
requested to meet at the Town House on Saturday,
for

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

Feb. 25th. at 2 p. m., to nominate candidates
Town Officers, and also to choose Town Committee for the ensuing year,
Per order Town'.Committee.
febltid&wtd

Memorandums of Cumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on tin* wharf, or
direcl from our Southern Piue Mills, and In the

quickest possible

"caucus.
The Kepublieans of Cape Elizabeili are
quested to meet in Caucus at Town House,

time.

IIEERlNi:, WI.VXI.OW A CO.,
I*or»li*nd, Me
t'lt Comuiercial Sitrert.
eodGm
octlO

reon

Wednesday. Feb. 29th, at 8.30 p. in. to nominate
candidates tor Town Officers. A full attendance
is desired.
Per order Town Committee.
fab23d&wtd

CAUCUS.
The Kepublieans of Falmouth are
at the Town
on

Pure.

Absolutely

sneodly

octl7

THE

WEATHER.
Washington, Feb. 23.

meet
House,
Saturday, Feb. 25th,
at 4 o'clock to nominate Towu Officers and choose
a Town Committee.
Per order.

The indications for New England are
fair weather, followed by llight snow in the
northern portion, slight changes in temperature, light to fresh westerly winds, becoming
variable.

HELPS FOR PLAYERS AMI SPACERS.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

requested

In addition to a largo Instruction Book such

as

to

Portland, Me., Feb. 22. 1888

the

'|7

Sew England Consevatory Method

every pupil needs a great
deal of easy music for practice. This is found
In a very cneap ana convenient form In

Menu dally liar...80.08
Mean daily ther...30.7
Mean dally d’wpt.20.7
Mean daily hum. 58.0

Of collections of Studies and Exercises for Plano,
we publish no less than Two Hundred and Thirty!
Please send for lists and catalogues.

(Feb. 22,1888,10.00 F.M.)

Place ol

Very useful musical writing book.

jt

w

4.00

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
feb8

Boston.
eod&wtf

MONEY WANTED!
e money we have decided to reduce the
all our regular lines of l-adie*’ French
Kid llootw for one week: commencing Feb. 13,
our 36.00 line hand turns will be $6.00; our 36.00
hand welt will be $5.60: and our regular $6.00 line
$4.60; these are no broken lots, but our very best
goods iu all sizes and widths, from A A to D; besides these, we have some broken lots that will be
sold very low; goods sent to any address on receipt of money, postage free.

To ral

price

ou

I

Boston, Mass

Cincinnati,0.
Pittsburg_
Buffalo, N.V.
Oswego
Cleveland....
Detroit.
Dodge City..
—..

PORTLAND, ME.

eodtf

LADIES !

Chicago,
Des

111..

Moines..

Duluth,Minn
BuPaul,Minn
Leavenw’rtli
Santa Fe....
Assinlboiiie..
8t. Vincent..

Bapid City...

Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes
They will dye everything. They are sold every
where. Price lOr. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fading Dualities. They do not crock or smut. For
sale by I). W. Heseltine & Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. U. Nichols, Drug-

1st, 787 Congress, corner drove street; E. W.
levens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, coruer Conand Washington streets; T. J. I, oouey,
ruggist, corner Mid ile and Franklin streets; D.
P. lforr, Druggist, 638 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist, Junction Congress and Freo
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danforth
street; Cook, Everett & Pennell; John W. Perkins
& Co.; If. H. Hay Si Son. and A. W. Smith, Druggist, 107 Portland St.. Portland. Maine. W. W.
Whipple & Co.. 21 Market Square, and Woodford's Coruer. Deerlng, Me.
Jlylleodly

Cheyenne—
Nor111 Plane

Denver,Col..

30.34
30.4u

30.14
29.94
30.28
30.30
30.32
30.30
30.32
30.32
30.38
30.18
30.10
30.22
30.30
30.10
30.20
80.3
80.22
30.04
30.04
29.70
30.34
30.32
30.34

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) hy the
POKTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At t)7 Exchange Stkeet, Poktland, Me.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mail suli
scriDeri. Seven Dollars a Year.if paid In auvance
Kates of Advkhtiming—One inch ol space
the length ol column, or twelve lines nonjxiriel
constitutes a “square.”
$1.G0 per square, daily, first week; 76 centsper
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00 continuing every other day after first week. 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements" and Auction
Baler,” $2.00 per Rquare per week; three Inser-

tions

or

less, $1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thubrday Morning, at $2.60
year; it paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Pkehh” (which lias a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
a

CENERAL FOREICN NEWS.

Urges Unity
England's Foreign

Cladstone

of Action in
Affairs

London, Feb. 22.—The Commons today
negatived the amendment to the address in
reply to the Queen’s speech, proposing the
creation of a tribunal on judicial rents in
Scotland. A motion to vote on the address
was approved, sfter which, on motion tlia
the report ou the address be adopted, La-

boucliere moved to insert in the report the
request that the House he informed whether
llie correspondence with the Italian government bound the government to intervene in
the event of war between France and Italy.
He m.id that England had every reason to
distrust Salisbury, who was willing to drag
the country into war to save h<s policy towards Ireland from criticism.
Sir James Fergusson, under foreign secretary, said lie could reassure the House that

engagements had beei£entered into with
Italy or any other power that were not
known to Parliament. He hoped the dauger
to peace ill Europe was not‘greater and perhaps was less than a year ago.
Mr. Gladstone said he heard with extreme
satisfaction Sir James Fergusson’s assurauce that the government had conducted its
policy in harmony with France. He was
content with the declaration just obtained
no

government's policy, and was confident that no disposition existed on the liberof the

disclosure.
al side to press for an undue
1 ile believed that the course taken
been
had
sometimes
gin acSalisbury
ly
cordance with sound principles for regu laof
and
earnEngland
ting the foreign policy
estly hoped that whatever happened in Eu-

tCheers.

rope, unity of

sentiment of all parties

England’s foreign policy might

thus doubling the moral

on

attained,
force of England.
he

Better News from San Remo.
San Remo, Feb. 22.—The physicians in attendance ou the Crown Prince affirm the rethat the patient’s
maintained.

ports
is

Improved condition

Dynamite on His Person.
Dvblin, Feb. 22.—The police have arrested a man at Coleraine who had a quantity of
dynamite on his person. The prisoner declares he uses the explosive for quarrying
purpose-, but the officials belive they have
made an important arrest.
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Seeing

Stain and Cromwell in Dexter.

Bangor, Feb. 22.—The court house
packed with spectators this morning to

was

wit-

the Stain trial, and the interest deepens.
Many people from out of town are in attendance and the press at tho door to gain entrance is great. Several of the counsel take
turns in questioning the witnesses.
The first witness called for the prosecution was
ness

BEAN,

wife of Jonathah Bean,residing at the Forks
of the Kennebec, but who formerly lived at
ParlinPoud. She testified: “I saw Charles
F. Stain at Parlin Pond, in tho door-yard of
our house.
He drove in with a bay horse
with a star in its forehead.
He stopped at
our house over night and went by the name
of Frank Snow', and came from the direction
of Carney’s, returning tho same way. This
was in November, previous to the winter
when I heard of
the Dexter bank rob-

bery.”
Cross

examination—“This Frank Snow
again came to our house the first of this winter. He was sitting in a sleigh and I walked
by him. I exchanged no words with him
but knew him by his voice as he was talking
with Mr.Bean.”
JAMES J. PARLIN

of Nortli Anson, testified:
“I have seen the
gentleman before me called Cromwell; have
seen him twice before—once at North Anson
and once last week.I saw him in North Anson
in tile summer of 1877.
My attention was
called to three men on the sidewalk near the

building used as a savings bank, and he was
one of them. Soon after this time I heard
of the express robbery at Dexter and the
Barron tragedy. Cromwell carried a satchel in his hand, but I do not distinctly remember the others. I went into the jail last
week and tho man in the second cell I recognized as Mr. Cromwell, although 1 sup.
posed he was in the tier of cells above
me.

Cross examination—“My impression of
Cromwell when I saw him in North Anson,
was that he wore a dark suit of clothes and
a soft, slouch hat; think he wore a mustache.
In December or January,
Mr.
Mitchell
showed me a picture which I did not recognize. Later he produced others and I indentified one as Cromwell’s.”
JOHN F. I1A11VKY
of Medfield, testified: “I have known Stain
for 30 years and Cromwell for 16.
Cromwell lived about three-quarters of a mile
from Stain. 1 lived with Stain from the 5th
of January 1876 and was there until March
1877. In J antiary 1876, he lived in a house
near the village and in the winter following
in a small house. I did not live at Stain’s

February. Our business then
principally stealing. I saw Cromwell
frequently at Stain’s house at that time.
house after
was

three different recesses in the
house near the village, one of them built at
the time the house was erected, between the
floors in the second story, the dimensions
being seven feet and a half in length, two
and a half in width and sixteeu inches deep.
Another was sheathed up by the side of the
chimney in the second story with matched
boards, two and a half feet by three and a
half. Entrance was gained at the top by
There
liltiug up the boards in the attic.
was a third place similar to the first located
near the entrance of the water closet on the
I heard Stain and Cromwell
second story.
say they had a machine for boring safes
which was hidden in the Western part of
the State. They procured it in New York of
"Scott” and “Wooster Sam.”
“They talked about Maine as being a
much better field for operations than Massachusetts, and mentioned Winthrop, SkowheThis talk was in
gan, Dexter and llangor.
the summer of 1876. I saw false whiskers,
jimmies, revolvers and other burglar’s tools
at Stain's; saw Cromwell frequently after 1
left Charlestown State Prison in February
1880, where I had been three years. Cromwell worked for me in November, 1882, on a
farm. During that time Cromwell related to
me the story about the Dexter robbery one
day, while cutting up corn. Our conversation
was about the Stain gang
being in jail,
against whom Cromwell gave evidence, lie
said: ‘If Charlie and old Stain get together
they wilLprobably down me.’ Charlie wrote
to his father, asking for 525, who replied to
him that he would rather send a rope to hang

There

were

MAINE.
Dexter’s Proposed Railroad.
fSpecial to the Press.!
Dexter, Feb. 22.—In the matter of the
proposed new line of railroad from Dexter
to connect with the Bangor & Piscataquis
road, it is understood that the Dexter people
offered to build it if the Maine Central
would guarantee them 813,000 annual rental
The Maine Central Company replied that
they would pay $12,000. This the Dover

unwilling to accept and it is
learned that they are not anxious to stand
by their first offer as the road bed must be
men were

constructed some two feet wider than they
expected when fixing the amount at first. It
Is not learned that the Guilfoyd men have
fixed upon any rental which they would be

willing to build the road for.
York

County

News.

Biddeford, Feb. 22.— Gilman P. Littlefield was nominated for mayor by Biddeford
Kep ublicaus tonight, receiving 330 votes to

Captain

L. H. Kendall.
The York County Democratic Club had a
banquet at the Biddeford House tonight.

285 for

President George
There were 50 present.
A. Clifford of Cornish, Hon. Wm. Emery of
A lfred, and A. F. Moulton of Portland, were
among the

speakers.

Henry W. Staples of Old Orchard, has returned from his trip to Atlantic City. The
iron pier there may not be obtained owing
Mr.
its stockholders.
to trouble among
Staples is now corresponding with manufacturers and every effort will be made to
build the pier this season.
Tne

Cottystaurg

Wlonumcnts.

Augusta, Feb. 22,-The executive
at
mittee of the Gettysburg commissioh met
the bids
the State House today, and opened
aud setting up of
for cutting, transportation
the fifteen monuments on the Gettysburg
battle field.
t aught &
Two bids were received, one by
other
Archer of Augusta, for *20,432.94; the
for *10,Granite
Company
Hallowell
the
by
to the
342.03. The contract was awarded
an adHallowell Company. There will be
ditional expense of about *2000in completing
__

The President's

Trip.

Savannah, Ga., Feb. 22.-Tlie presidential party arrived here at 8.15 this morning,
and left at 9.35 for Jacksonville, after an
The presihour's drive through the city.
dent rode in an open carriage, and was
streets were
The
greeted with cheers.
The President rethronged with people.
sponded by lifting ills hat anil bowing. He
was met at ttie depot by the mayor ana a reception committee of citizens, who ext ended
the hospitality of the city.
The reception
was wholly informal.
Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. 22.—The presidential party arrived at noon. After lunch
they were escorted through the principal
streets by a large procession. They then
visited the Exposition.
In

reply

to

an

traveling for a drug firm and the other, a
short man, fora hardware firm, so they said.
Having occasion to go into their room next
day, i;took up their valises and were heavy
auu iron cnnueu.

com-

the work.

of Mr. Barron’s death on the morning of the
23d ofiFebruary. On Friday previous to the
robbery, a tall man with a light ulster on
called;at my house and engaged board for
himself and friend until the next Mouday.
He returned with hrs friend at night and
they both cniried valises. The tall man said
He was
they might be out some nights.

address of

welcome, the
exceedingly gratified

President said: “I am
that 1 am able to see the wonders of your
State and meet its hearty people, and the
sincerity of your welcome makes me already
lam sure every perfeel quite at my ease,
son must he impressed with the extent of
our country and the diversity of its climate
and products, when he finds that by travel-

ling 24 hours winter aud snow can be left behind and exchanged lor the balmy air and
The Ameriblooming verdure of summer.
can citizen, in seareli of health, pleasure and
of
in
comfort
climate, or in alany variety
most any changed condition, lias no need to
leave American soil or lose the benefit and
freedom of American institutions aud laws.

luouiooxvac

m

auu uut

during this time, the old man going to Wintlirop on Friday. They did not take their
valises when they went out. They gave no
Both men departed on Monday
names.
morning, one saying that he would go on the
early train, and the other driving off, later in
the day saying he would go to Oldtown, but
taking another road.
Last December I visited the jail and was
shown Stain. To my great surprise it was
the older man w ho came to my house with
the young man in February, 1878.
IStain
stood up and the witness pointed him out
1
visited Cromwell’s cell, exas the manj
pecting to find tlie young man, but it was
not him, and I never saw the man before.”
Cross examination—“Stain, when at my
house, sat with his head down and had a
way of looking up through his eyebrows
when spoken to. His face is as familiar to
He
me as that of any person in this room.
wore

dark chin whiskers.”
WM.

ALBERT

HAYNES

lived in Bangor in February, 1878, and
hoarded at Mrs. Miller’s. Witness corroborated lier story, and identified the older man
“I went
as Stain, and one of her borders.
into the jail, passed through several ^ corris cell,
dors, and on cot ing to Mr. Stain
identified the occupant as the man at Mrs.
Miller’s table.”
e.
Cross examination— I first identified Stain
from a picture shown me. He wore brown
Do
chin whiskers when at Mrs. Miller s.
not recognize any other parties here as being
present at the house.”
.,

...

FREEMAN FERN ALII
of Palmyra, testified: “I lived in Palmyra
on the 22nd of February, 1878, and drove
through Dexter upor the Dover road with
Frank Johnson. I met a team coming towards Dexter. Two persons were in the vehicle and they drove a large brown, rangy
horse. This was at 9 a. m. retain stood up
and the witness pointed him out as one of
the men lie met.] Stain had on a brown coat
and a soft hat. It strikes me the other man
had on a cap and a rubber coat.”
CHARLES FRANK JOHNSON

“I rode with Mr. Fernald from
Dexter into the woods on the 22nd of February, 1878; am able to fix the time because I
came out of the woods the day before the
Dexter affair. We met on the Dover road

testified:

is more than

interesting.

The Undervaluation Bill.

The undervaluation bill will undoubtedly
come up in the Senate this week and for an
extended debate. The bill is largely legal
jn its provisions but will correct an evil
Xew
that has long existed in Xew York.
York importers have been fighting it hard.
comThey found they could do very little in their
mitteu but will undoubtedly now try
looseThe
the
Senators.
machinations on
ness of the New York method of importation is an evil which ought to have been
cheeked long ago, and will probably be put
nuder control now.
Senator Frye’s Committee.
Senator Frye’s special Pacific railroad
committee’s doings will be watched with unusual interest. The subject lias been gone
and over so much, the stock jobbers
have been at it so long and so often, that it
is a pleasure to have it put into a committee
where the figures are to be fully overhauled
aud a vigorous attempt made to settle things
as they should be.
over

Compulsory Pilotage.
The defeat of the compulsory pilotage bill
iu committee is a serious set-back; but only
shows the merchant vessel owners that if
they expect to protect themselves they must

»***«•

stranger crossing Main
street aud going toward the bank building on

Getting Their Pension Money.
Gen. black’s mammoth pension building is
one most rarely visited by sightseers here,
probably, yet one of the most interesting,
but there are folks who come to it in great
A person
irmies, for their daily bread.
passing the building on quarterly payment
lay might imagine that a sale of seats for
in opera or some nubile performance was in
progress. There is the familiar line of people extending from the" door and stretching
There are about 3800
ilong the sidewalks.
lensiouers residing in this city, who are
jaid each quarter at this agency. Somc.imes as many as 1800 pensions aro paid in
There is a clerk who has the
me day.
rouchers already to hand out when the
A little further along
>ensioner appears.

testified: “1

his point.

saw a

that day. He wore a rubber coat, f saw him
with another man the day before. This time
he had on a felt hat. Both were in the act
of buttoning up their coats to the chin. I saw
them again about six o’clock in the evening.
1 noticed the men came out of the lower entrance to the bank building and a third man
joined them, coming apparently from the
passage way between the bank building and
the Dustin block. They all passed me very
near and I recognized two of them as the
One of them
men I saw in the afternoon.
was the man 1 saw first.”
Cross-examination: “I would not say certainly that one of them did not have a rubber coat on, or did not wear a coat.”
FRANK EDWARD DUSTIN

testified: “I lived at Dexter, in February,
187*, and saw a stranger in the shop of Dustin & Co., of which firm I am a member. The
entrance was in the center of the shop and
he came in and stood half a minute looking
around the shop. His beard was full and he
wore an overcoat of a brown invisible check
and it was buttoned over his beard. His hat
The man strongly rewas a soft felt one.
sembled Stain whom I now see in court. Our
manufactory w as located on Main street and
was the third building from the bank.”
Cross-examination—“The man in the shop
had the same features about the mouth as
Stain.”
lie-direct—“The form and size of the man
was like Stain.”
MRS. AMANDA D. CLEAVES
testified: “I lived In Dexter on the day of
1 saw a
the Barron tragedy.
of
in Dexter on the 21st day

stranger

February

on
the
tragedy,
before
the
day
Main street, coming from the direction of
His head sat back, and
Dustin’s foundry.
he gavelme a side glance which startled and
thrilled me, and i thought I could recognize
it again. He wore a cap and brown overcoat

[Here

nance.

That’s the counteStain stood up].
The first time I saw him he looked

they
in the afternoon of Friday,
out of the hank building entrance and
passed across the street near me.One of them
street

this man." fHere Mrs. Cleaves stepped
down from the witness stand, went up to the
prisoners and selected them from among the
other men, giving them their respective

names],

Cross examination—"I was positive when
I heard of the tragedy that these men cominitted the crime because I saw them about
the savings bank buiidingand was impressed
that something wrong was going on. I am
an intimate friend of Mrs. Barron and was
sure that if ever I saw the men again 1
should know them. I saw pictures of Stain
and Cromwell several months ago and idensame
tiged them. The prisoners are theworked
Time has
whom I saw in Dexter.
I
bnt
in
identify
them,
positively
changes
them."
[Applause from the spectators,
which the court quieted.J I saw the prisoners in jail last Thursday and knew them at
once.

.its another clerk who is empowered to adEach pensioner is obliged
ninister oaths.
swear that he is entitled to the peno
There
lion and has not been paid before.
Perire a great many widows on the list,
mps some of these might be induced to oni er again the matrimonial state.
They are
to give up their pensions in such
] ixpected
lienee they are required to go
in event,
j lirough the little formality' ot subscrib1 ng to an oath as to their marital condition,
HOW THE PENSIONS

mSTINOUISHED PENSIONEBS.

that the line of
it in front of the
gency was composed of poor but worthy
i icrsons, dependent upon the bounty of a
;enerous government. There are no doubt
and perhaps the large
, unny of that class,
lercentage. but the spectator can see a numSome people
] lensiouers as

ici

door. One had on a hat and the other, furThe
ther on, I think, w ire a rubber coat.
one facing me was the man in court whom
they called David L. Stain. 1 passed near
them on the sidewalk.”
Cro-s examination—“I am certain enough
that the man before me was the one 1 saw in
the bank door but would not want to swear

point blank.”

The prospect
The court then adjourned.
is that the trial will extend into next
week.

Awaiting

Trial for tho Murder of His
Father.

[Special to the Press.]
VVatekville, Feb. 22.—The jury of inquest called by Coroner Carver of Waterville to investigate the Clinton poisoning
case, after a hearing of three days, found
that Mr. Beal met hjs death by poison given
him by his son, Charles L. Beal. This son,
who is about 21 years of age, was brought to
Waterville by Deputy Sheriff Hill and arraigned before Judge Stewart. He retained
for Ills counsel, Messrs. Hall and Philbrook
of this city, and through them he waived examination and was held to appear at the
next term of criminal court, which is held
nt Augusta next April.
The witnesses on whose testimony the
coroner’s jury formed their verdict, is a man
named Woodbury Dixon, who has clerked
two years in Mr. Beal’s store. One day,

about two weeks before the death of his father, Charles said to him (Dixon) “do you
think George and I could run the store if father should die,” and witness also heard him
say in the store about a mouth ago or so, as
his father was passing by, “there goes that
old drunken fool; I’ll put a stop to it before

long.”
Other witnesses gave similar evidence.
The son seems to feel his position, and does
not look like a criminal.

Lth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 22.
.Senator Ingalls, the presiding officer, read
Washington’s farewell address, which took
50 minutes, after which the Senate adjourned without transacting any public business.
Rockland Odd Fellows.
Kocki.an'1). Feb. 22.—Knox Lodge, No.
29,1. 0.0 F., dedicated an elegant new hall
today. The exercises were conducted by
Grand Master Goss of Lewiston. An interesting address on “Odd Fellowship,”
delivered by Grand Chaplain Crosley.

was

they

see

v**

ui

““v ■■

proud that they are entitled by their
ervices to a pension. Gen. Edward F. Beale

volunteer ot the Mexipension
So does Gen. John C. Fremont,
,
I he pathfinder, and the presidential canThere are three members of Con, lidate.
, fess who receive their pensions in this
, itv.
Mr. Houk of Tennessee; Mr. Grosve, lor, of Ohio, and Mr. Baird, of Nebraska.
( Jen. Crocker, the warden of the jail, is a
leusioner, so is Mr. Enoch Totten, a wellMr.
; mown member of the Washington bar.
.Vorthiugton, recently the district attorney,
so
does
and
four
times
a
In
line
alls
year,
( Jen. Kobert C. Scenck
Mr. Stockslager.the
ictiug commissioner of the General Band
, Jitice;
Major Powell, the chief of the Geoj ogicai Survey, like Gen. Black, the Comrnisiioner of Pensions, and others holding Gov, ernment positions, are among the promiueut
mines on the pension rolls.
,

[raws a
an war.

as

a

WIDOW'S OF I-KOMINEXT MBS.

to widows the roll of disrather relicts of distinThe
suislied husbands isvery noticeable.
vidows of well-known Army and Navy ofli
:ers are the recipients of pensions, and there
ire a large number who, by special act of
Congress, receive a pension of $50 per month.
In this list there will be found the names of
;he widows of Rear Admiral Dahlgren, Comuodore Boggs, Bear Admiral jUavis, Bieut.
Joinmodore DeKrafTt, Commander McCauey, Bear Admiral Rodgers, Commodore
semises, Admiral
Wilkes, Hear Admiral
Reynolds and Brigadier General Plummer.

When it

comes

inguished

names or

now

BEAL IN JAIL.

might think

vho are

SAMUEL STEVESS.

1 was in the town of Dexter on the 22d day
of February, 1878, and purchased groceries
at the store neor the bank. He said, “I saw
the face of one stranger there and another
back to. They were standing in the bank

ABE PAID.

When the pensioner receives his voucher
,nd has made oath, he passes to another
> lerk who writes out a check.
Passing then
i nto the office of the pension agent, Sidney
check in
j. Wilson, the pensioner signs the
lis presence, and Mr. Wilson then certifies to
he correctness of the signature by putting
lis initials on the check. There is nothing
einaining to he done now except to go somewhere and get the check cashed, which, as
hey are drawn upon the United States Treasirv, is not a matter of great difficulty.

,

Congressman Dingley Voices
Feeling of the Fishermen.

the

Land are

The Democrats.

Washington, Feb. 22.—The Democratic
rational committee met at Willard’s Hall tolay, ex-Senator Barnum presiding. William
iteinway was elected to fill tho vacancy
from New York caused by the death of Hubert O. Thompson. Senator Gorman opposed
jeveral endeavors to adopt an early date for
and
bolding the National Convention,
secured the adoption of July 3, urging that
by that time the Democratic House could fix
up a tariff bill and shift the responsibility of
its final disposition upon the Republican Sen
ate.
After recess, the committoo gave a hear-

ing to the various cities desiring the convention. W. F. Fuller spoke for Chicago, Mr3

Cox for New York, Mayor Francis for St.
Louis and Horatio King, of Nevada, for San
Francisco.
Senator Vest of Missouri seconded the
claims of St. Louis. He declared he belonged to the school of Democrats who believed
that all the offices of the country should be
filled by competent and worthy Democrats.
Mr. T’aupey of California, subscribed to
He
every word uttered by Senator Vest.
believed if the convention went to San
Francisco the response of Calfornia would
be a glorious and overwhelming majority for
The citizens of
the Democratic nominee.
California promised to pay all the expenses
of the committees, using “all” in its most
amplified sense. There would be carriages
Two additional tele“adlib.” [Laughter].
graph wires would be put up between San
Francisco and Chicago, which would accommodate all the business offered.
members
of
except
All
persons,
the committee, were then excluded and
balloting began. In all ten ballots were taken with few differences in result. The tenth
ballot stood: San Francisco, 17; Chicago,
The com15; St. Louis, 14; Cincinnati, 1.
mittee adjourned until tomorrow without
...

reaching

a

...

decision.

Refused Burial.
New Yoke, Feb. 22.—John McGuire, the
old man who died of heart disease while at
an

anti-poverty meeting, Sunday night,

was

former member of Dr. McGlynn’s parish.
His body is now refused burial in the C’alvery cemetery on the ground that he had neMcglected the sacraments of the church.
Guire owned a lot in the cemetery and his
wife is buried there. The family talk of applying for a mandamus against the cemeMcGlynn's old parishoners
tery officials.
are very much excited over the matter.
a

General Boulanger

the use
protests against
Chamber

of his name as a candidate to the

of Deputies.

Well Pleased.

cured a settlement of two

has failed to vindicate the honor of the nation. Nearly all of Canada’s outrages can
be repeated under this treaty with impunity.
Canada, with her customs regulation, delibus
erately harrassed our fishermen to force
This was
to remove the duty from fish.
will be again.
their objective point and
The provision for tonnage due gives Canada

operating against our fishwill be as unpopular in
England. It uoes not
permanent sett’ement. H
rejected by a patriotic Senate.
would

new facilities for
This treaty
ermen.
Canada as in New
for
a
basis
offer

should be

^

The Press says: "The tonnage tax
tax American fishermen out of existence and
the surrender of the right to buy bait is a
serious detriment to New England lulling
interests. Tills right was unquestionably
I be adguaranteed by the treaty of 1818.
ministration nas been over-reached.
Tobonto, Out., Feb. 22.-This morning s
papers comment very briefly on the hsheries
treaty. The Mail gives a sumnary ol the
treaty and says the American* have won
their case anil Canadian fishermen receive
no sort of equivalent for concessions made
by them.
The Empire, the government organ, says:
“Grumblers will no doubt find fault with the
details but reasonable men on both sides of
tne line will rejoice that the question which
has given rise to so much international feeling has been settled and the good will, which
ought to prevail between peoples having
having sucn intimate intercourse, will again
hold sway.

Ottawa, Feb.

dangeroiis.jyi2av

(opposTttmcf'1
and three mile “IT5herRinreirtyrtn®^reijPress,
says: “As the Americans have now secured
limit, by conceding the courtesies of human- by the Chamberlain treaty almost all the ada
ity, by allowing vessels short of provisions, vantages they would have obtained byan
of reciprocity, without giving
treaty
to purchase supplies upon their homeward
thev
it
is
not
likely
of
equivalent
any kind,
voyage only, and by allowing vessels putting
will be very anxious to make any concession.
All Canada had to offer in return for the
into our ports in distress or for repairs, to
admission of our products to the Amen,
tranship their cargoes. Pending the ratifi- -free
can market had been virtually given away
cation of the treaty all American vessels are
for nothing.
ail
given the right to purchase bait and supplies
Says the Journal (Independent): “It will
be with a feeling of sincere satlfaction that
and transship cargoes, but only upon the
the Canadians will read the text #of the fishpayment of $1.50 a ton license fee which ery treaty. It is not going too far to say the
would be a tax of one hundred to one hun- treaty is a signal triumph for the Dornineach
American I ion.”
dred and fifty dollars to
‘It is a
The Gazette, (Government) says:
to
Canadian
and
vessel
protection
toward thai reciprocity which the Caextent.
to
that
Under step
fishermen
anxious
nadian government has long been
the treaty they are to get free bait for (free to obtain, and have often been blamed by
fish. Gut if we do not get free fish the Ameritheir opponents for not obtaining.”
cans will find that our concessions amount to
The Ilerald says: “The fact remains that
the
of
the
little.
Under
treaty
rights
very
piecemeal the right, possessions and interest
Canada are fully and explicitly reserved and
of Canada are abandoned to the United
conserved. Our right to capture and confis- States and so we presume will continue as
cate poachers is acknowledged.
long as Sir John remains in power.”
C. 1). Tucker said the more the
into tne more ravorauie

treaty

it

wouiu

was

ap-

pear for Canada.
Albert Gayton, member of the legislature
for Yarmouth and a direct representative of
the fishermen, thought the treaty and free
fish for free bait would give a large degree of
satisfaction to our fishermeu.
Hon. A. G. Jones, M. P., W. C. Silver and
other leading Liberal politicians and business
men had not studied the treaty carefully
enough to talk for publication, but rejoiced
that two very irritating and dangerous questions had been settled.

Indignation

In Gloucester.

Gloucester, Hass., Feb. 22.—The fisheries treaty was the subject of much comment
today. At the Merchants Exchange, all
avowed that the rights of the fishermen have
been sacrificed to the interests of Canada.
President Cleveland and Secretary Bayard
received much criticism. The fishermen declare the treaty a disgrace to ail American
citizens. Regarding the headland provision
they said that Fortune Bay and the other
ports of Newfoundland where fishermen had
always had the right to procure bait and all
necessary articles of outfit, to land and dry
fish and transship cargoes, are, by this arrangement, practically shut to them, more
especially Fortune Bay, which is the great
resort for fishermen in winter when in pursuit of frozen herring. Drawing a line from
Carnaigue head to the southeasterly end of
Brunet Island and thence to Fortune Head,
at Sir Charles Hamilton sound will debar
fishermeu from the privileges which they
claim the treaty of 1818 had already given

ermen.

Mr.

Dingley's

Views.

Boston, Feb. 22.—A special to the Journal
The fishery treaty has been made
says:
public, and there are intimations that a ma-

jority will be secured in the Senate for a
public discussion of this treaty. Perhaps
the best view of the opposition to the treaty
is^froui.tlie following interview with Representative Dingley of Maine. Representative
Dingley said:
“1 shall be very fcrnuch surprised if that
It certainly cannot get
treaty is ratified.
the necessary two-thirds vote. Why, look at
it. To understand what we have failed to
get, it will be better to recall what the contention lias been. The American fishermen,
from the beginning, and the Secretary of

State, in his correspondence with Great
Britain, insisted upon three things:
“1. The right to enter Canadian ports for
the purchase of bait, any kind of provisions
and supplies that might be needed for fishiug. 2. The right to ship the men and to do

everything

that was necessary
3. The right to tranand
to send them in
caught,
ship
This was, if
bond to the United States.
anything, more important than any other
the
claim. All of these things,
Secretary of
State, in the correspondence, insisted should
be ours. As to the other things which were
sought, there is not much difficulty about
them.
"They conceded we had the right to enter
their hai burs for repairs and shelter, and in
certain exigencies even, on the way home,
upon teiegraphlug to Ottawa, permission
was given to obtain provisions to go home.
But they denied the main things which our
fishermen insisted were theirs of right.
“With this controversy going on these neWe
gotiations opened. What is the result? and
can go into Canadian ports for shelter
on
the
for
way
for repairs and
provisions
home. That is to say, we have exactly the
same rights or privileges that we had before.
These rights to be sure, are set forth a little
more clearly, but that is all. Everything else
is to be purchased in some way. The Canadians have conceded to us just what they
were willing to concede before the conference met and nothing mure.
"But tlie real gist of the treaty is in what
will be called the ‘snapper.’ The snapper of
the treaty is this: That whenever we put
upon tlie free list all kinds of prepared fish
we shall have the things for which we have
contended, the right to tranship fish in bond,
and

to
preparing
fish wheu

il..1.1

fish.

I.V.„

tkinna

Meanmust be purchased by our free list.
while we are to live by the modus vivendi.
Aud what is the modus vivendi? That any
fishing vessel of the United States that will
pay 81.50 per ton for a license shall have the
right to purchase provisions and supplies and
bait and may ship fish in bond. That is to
say, a 300 tons fishing vessel, and that is
about the average size of the fishing vessels,
may pay a license of 8150 and obtain those

rights.

“This is the most abject surrender of the
main points for which the American fisherHow much better off
men have contended.
are we? It will be answered that we can go
into Canadian ports for shelter and repairs.
True; but we can remain there only twentyfour hours. We are certainly no better off
than we were before, aud we have surrendered all of the important points for which
we have contended.
1 do not make much of
the provision as to the delimitation of the
three mile limit. That is secondary. There
was no real controversy over that point.
“It has been many years since the Canadians have really insisted upon the headland
theory. None of the vessels that have been
But,
seized were seized upon that ground.
even in this respect, we have made a surrender. Bays are now to be closed to us
which were partly open before. It does not
matter that a bay is thirty miles wide near
the shore end. if it is ten miles wide at the
mouth it is a closed sea for us. 1 cannot for
ratia moment think that this treaty can be

fied.’’

As to the tonnage tax, Mr. Frye and Representatives Cogswell, Dingley, aud llavis of
Fall River, unite in the opinion that, irre-

spective

of the abstract

principle

of surren-

dering what the Americans have claimed as
as a class
a right, the American fishermen
cannot afford to pay one dollar and a half a
ton annually for permission to enter Canadian ports to buy supplies, bait excepted,
l’rohably the smallest ordinary Gloucester
fishing vessel is of 200 tons burden.
It is an exaction to which the American
fishermen would uot.subuiit, aud they should
indicate their opposition to It by declining to
enter Canadian ports to avail themselves of
these privileges, except under the direst necessity, such as lack of provisions, sickness
or stress of weather.
What the

Papers Say.

New York, Feb. 22.—The Herald says of
the fisheries treaty: “It seems to us to remedy all the just grievances of our fishermen.’’
The Times says: “We obtain, under the
treaty, greater advantages than have ever
been accorded so freely before. We cannot
hope to obtain better terms by mutual agreement.”
The TriDune says:

coherent compromise.

FoH
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The Daily News says: “We still think that
it would have been better to have chosen a
commissioner less obnoxioas to a powerful
section of the American people.”
The Times says: “We shall be surprised
if the majority of Canadians do not appreciate the fisheries settlement highly.”
THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

There are three starch factories at Houlton, owned by R. M. Mansur & Sons, John
Watson and Brown & Watsen; the one
owned by the latter is in Boulton Village.
Smyrna has two factories, the property oi
John Watson and and his brother, Samuel
Watson, both of whom are residents of Boulton. The Mansur Brothers of Uoulton, have
a factory at Cary, and Mr. Collins of BridgThe average
water has one at Monticello.
capacity of these mills is not far from 40,000 bushels of potatoes annually, producing

from 150 to 200 tons of starch to each factory.
The product as near as can be learned is
nearly all consumed in the factories of New
England, though some of it is pulverized
and sold for potato Hour, while more or less
of it is used by manufacturers of confectionery. The make of starch in this section
for 1H87 wasthe smallest of any for a good
Potatoes were scarce and of a
many years.
very poor quality, yielding on an average
not far from 7 1-2 pounds of starch to the
bushel. When potatoes are of good quality
the yield is nine pounds and upwards.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The opinion of many is that an indignation meeting should be called to protest
against the ratification of the treaty which
destroys the last right of the American fish-

for

(ivnnv

i

them.

anything

T

menting on the fisheries, says :“Itiis au amicable bargain. In the nature of things. Can
ada’s concessions appear larger than America’s, but it would be useless for Chamberlain to extort such terms from America as
would lead to the rejection of the treaty by

“It is a feeble and in-

Secretary Bayard

adjourned meeting of the committee
appointed to canvass for cows for Waterville's prospective butter factory, held in
Haines & Wright’s office, Saturday, six hunAt the

dred cows were assured for Mr. Bradford
within a circuit of ten miles. This number
could be doubled in a short time if the facwas successful.
The Moose River Log Driving Company
held its annual meeting at the office of J.
Manchester Baines in Augusta Monday. Officers were elected as follows: Hon J. Manchester Haynes, President; William Philbrick, treasurer; D. C. Palmer, Clerk; Directors, J. Manchester Haynes, Augusta;
Herman Whipple, Solon; u. A. Phillips,
Wnterville; F. B. Page, Skowhegan; Chas.
Fogg, Fairfield. It was voted to mirchase
the steam tug Moosehead, now building at

tory

the lake. It is understood that the price to
be paid is 812,000. Heman Whipple was appointed master driver.
1

not

loll
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Gardiner High School a large collection of
minerals, embracing all the common varie-

ties aud many of the more choice kinds. He
also gave to the school many relics collected
bv himself at considerable expense. A special case was made for these and one room set
apart for them, together with the gilt by the
Mechanics Association. The latter consists
also of minerals aud relics and the case was
included with the gift. There has been purchased for the school the past year two-hundred dollars worth of philosophical and
cheir ical apparatus,also some additional aids
for teaching astronomy.
Altogether the
school is now well equipped.
Gardiner’s case of small pox cost over seven hundred dollars.
KNOX COUNTY.

Ship Frederick Billings was
cisco In need of a hawse pipe.

in San FranIt cost §'J0
there for a pattern and six cents a pound for
the
howevowners
of
The
vessel,
casting.
er, had it cast in Camden, having a pattern
there, aud it cost them four cents a pound
for casting and 860 to ship it out there. The
pipe weighed half a ton.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The lieut-colonel and major were elected
Tuesday for the Second Regiment, Col. Brett
presiding. Maj. W. F. Harding of Bangor
was unanimously elected to the former position and Capt. W. W. Emerson of Co. A,
Hampden, was elected major.
YORK COUNTY.

Edward Hill was nominated for collector
of taxes for the town of Buxton and T. V.
Smith for supervisor of school at the Republican caucus, held at town house at Buxton
Centre, Feb. 18. Mr. Smith was nominated
by 53 votes out of 70.
The Bowdoin College Library.

[Bowdoin Orient.]
The Bowdoin College Library, containing
37,500 bound \olumes, and 8,500 pamphlets, is
to-day twelfth among the college libraries in
America. The Harvard library lias 240,000
volumes; Vale, 125,000; Columbia, 90,000;
Dartmouth. Brown, and Princeton, 05.000
each; Lehigh, 01,000; Cornell, 55,000; Michigan University andUniversity of Virginia,
each, 47,000; and Amherst, 45,000. Our library is thus the sixtb|college collection in
New England, and compares as follows with
other Maine libraries:
Colby. 20,000 volumes; Bates, 9,300; and Maine State College
0,500. It consists of the old Bowdoin library
tlie Vaughan gifts, the collections of the
Peucinian, Athenian, and Theological societies, the books of old “Diogenes” (the famous janitor, Thomas A. Curtis), and such

works as have been added from time to time
The average
or donation.
growth of the library, up to the past year
was 290 volumes annually, but for the past
twelve months previous to June 1, 1887, the
iucrease was 1,728 volumes, and 500 pamphlets. Professor Little, of course, purchases
many of the new books, but Professor Smith
has charge of a fund from which are bought
many new and valuable works for the History and Political Economy departments.
It scent works in Philosophy are also being
constantly added. With a few exceptions
all departments of literature and learning
are well represented, and as a good working
library Bowdoln’s ranks among the first.
But the Alumni Alcove is sadly incomplete,
the Civil War period of American history
has many gaps, and current fiction, excepting
a few standard stories, mostly in the periodicals, Is lacking. Continual efforts, however
as great as the rather meagre library endowments will permit, are being made to remedy
these deficiencies.
There is a good collection of rare, valuable
uud curious works. Many of the volumes
have been presented by notable men, and the
handwriting of Longfellow and others is to
be seen in them. Longfellow’s well-cribbed
Horace, with autographs, which he used
here sixty-five years ago, can be seen in the
show case. Claude Hernans, ’58, son of the
mother's
famous poetess, presented his
works and a fine set of Pope.
Longfellow
gave us the magnificent I’isa edition of the
ProbItalian poets, a dozen large volumes.
ably no library in the country is richer than
We have
ours In versions of the Scriptures.
the Bible printed in every conceivable tongue
editions
the
celebrated
of
with
some
together
such as the Breeches Bible of 1011, Tyndale’o
the
Pearl
and
Bible. Eliot’s Indian Bible,
Bagster Polyglot Bibles, and the English
Hexapia. The student of English History
can see a reprint of the Domesday Book,
made in George III.’* time, and the curious
‘Odd Book,”
reader can gaze upon the
printed in four colors, a quarter of the pages
being in green ink, another quarter in red,
and the remaining half in blue and black.
The original Dr. Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary is among the treasures, and an illuminated MS. of the thirteenth century will attract.

by purchase
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ground one morning, wnen stumuieu uyou
a brown bear cub about four months old
The sight of a cub abroad at that age without its mother is so very unusual that I concluded at once it must be an orphan, and
gave chase with the idea of rounding it up.
I had no gun or revolver with me, nothing in
fact hut my bowie, for, as I say,f had merely
strolled over from camp to water and shift
the mules. The cub was a lively and muscular little whelp, with legs almost as thick
as its body; and as I took after him, he hustled along through the pines at a pace that

FRUIT CROWERS IN COUNCIL.

_

Meeting

of

the

State

Pomologlcal

Society,
Maine

And

Board of

Agriculture at

New Gloucester.

The Officers Elected and the President’s Annual Address.
A joint meeting of the State Pomological
Society and the Maine Board of Agriculture
began a three days’ session la New Gloucester yesterday morning.
Many prominent fruit growers of the State
were present at the opening of the meeting,
and others came by the afternoon train, and
still others of equal agricultural prominence
are not expected until the second day’s sesAmong
sion, which begins this forenoon.
those present at the opening were Charles S.
Pope of Manchester, president of the soaiety;

made me

S. L. Boardman, Augusta; W. P. Atherton,
Hallowell; A. S. Ricker, Turner: L. F. Abbott, Lewiston; A. E. Andrews, Gardiner;
L. H. Blossom, Turner; J. W. True, Otis

Nelson and many others belonging in New
immediate vlcity.
Under the direction of Mr. J. \V. True of
New Gloucester, the chairman of the local
committee of arrangements, the large lower
hall in the town hail, where the meetings are

held,

display

of

yesterday,

though

were

especially

keep

him

com-

any
fore-

That'only goes to show what sorf ot
truck they print in books, and how much
downeasters know about bears, anyhow.
Out here a brown bear at that age can shinny
up a tree three feet in diameter easy. If the
bark is only rough enough to give him a good
claw hold.
While I stood looking a* him, undecided
whether to follow him up into the tree or go
back to camp after my Winchester, the cub
settled himself in a fork about thirty feet
high. With his tongue lolling out and panting for breath, he sat and looked down at his
pursuer with an expression in which fear and

a

arms.

fine one, is nothing to what is expected
later, when all the contributions come in.
‘Among the displays of apples yester-

day, the following
worthy :

order to

four-montfis-oWcotonm'VeUjnba tree
bigger round than it can span with 1ti

has been appropriately fitted up to acthe society*
the purpose of

commodate

The

hump in

I might have run some faster, maybe,
except from the suspicion thatjthe youngster
might turn out after all not to be an orphan.
A long experience with liig Horn mountain
bears had taught me to entertain a good
wholesome respect for a bear cub’s mother,
and I didn’t exactly feel like phasing tbit
particular whelp right into its mother’s arms
with no other weapon handy than a bowie.
After following the cub about a mile, however, f decided that it must be an orphan beyond a doubt, otherwise the old bear would
have turned up, and so I put on a little more
speed. Finding itself pressed oretty hard,
tbe young bear dodged this way and
that,
doubled across paches of juniper, and finally
scuttled up a big cedar tree.
I once heard a tenderfoot tourist whom
Sagebrush and I guided through the Yellowstone Park, read a bear yarn out of a down
east fwaJi in which it was claimed that a
pany.

22.-P'“:a«nifeg_ on. the, ..Gloucester and

tions; virf-fcfcs-

looireu

make some showing against the big lobby
Felton, a Calithe pilots always send here.
fornia member, swung square around from
his vote of last year. The free ship bill, too,
l’oiudexwill probably come iu favorably,
ter Dame of Arkansas, voted with the minority this time, in tiie hope, perhaps, to
win an extra vote for his bill, which comes
up later. He will hardly be likely to make

was

MUS. A. E. MILLEli

now

moustache was brown.” [Stain stood up aud
the witness identified him as the man who
purchased the crackers and cheese.J
man had no
Cross examination—“The
I will
whiskers other than his moustache.
not swear positively that Stain is the man
who made the purchase but he Is to the best
of my judgment.”
BENJAMIN C. THOMPSON,
a blacksmith, living in Dexter Feb. 22, 1878>

lie replied:
l.askeu lam what it was.
“Cashier Barron of the Dexter Saving Bank
was knocked down, gagged and placed in the
vault where he died.
Stain and 1 did the
job. Charlie Stain knows about this and 1
am afraid if those down-easters get hold of
to
him they will obtain evidence enough
hang Stain and I.’
Cross-examination—“Mr. Cromwell gave
into the Dexter robbery
me the first insight
in November; next July young Stain called
at Dexter.
He
to
the
attention
robbery
my
told me that when he heard of the Dexter
affair lie was satisfied that bis father did the
the job. He was on his way to see his father
in Dedham jail. Guess I said on the train
on my way to Dedham that 1 had Stain and
Cromwell locked up for three months. I did
not tell any one that 1 would give him any
sum of money to swear to the story against
The next time this
Stain and Cromwell.
case was brought to my attention was last
when
I
was
interviewed
by Detective
June,
Bean. I told him I didn’t think Stain and
Cromwell had anything to do with the Dexter crime. When I saw Bean the second
time I told him what Cromwell had said
1 detest Stain
about the Dexter robbery.
and testified against him to send him to jail.”
lie direct—“There were keys and handcuffs among Stain’s collection of tools.”

Bangor, testified: “In February, 1878, I
resided opposite the Baugor House. I heard

uum

The story

a

which a
that Mr.

ington and the way in which it is worked

locked.”

uiuwuioii wai/ nuu nun

everything

back into the Senate, and whether Mr. Frye
Mr. Hale would be thenian likely to give
way tt him. There is always a fund of conjecture about Maine politics afloat in .Wash

BREWSTER,
of Dexter, said: “X was in the provision
A
business in Dexter, February 22, 1878.
stranger came into my store on that day a1
He
12.30 p. m. to buy crackers and cheese.
He
could not stop to have them done up.
wuio n

is

or

EDWARD A.

came

of

were

as

Seuatorship has caused ttie
most speculation and interest of any which
has come out lately. The question seems to
bo whether Mr. Blaine really desires to go

of Corinth, testified: “I was in the town of
Dexter February 22, 1878, and went up the
front stairs of the bank building. Just as I
arrived at the top 1 saw a foot at the enThe foot disaptrance to Masonic Hall.
peared. This was between eleven and
I tried both bank doors and
twelve a. m

they

What comes from Maine is given

Blaine desires a

CUAS. H. BAG LEY,

the

Read.

[Special to the Press.]
Halifax, Feb. 22.—The intense anxiety
of Nova Scotians to learn the actual terms of
the treaty has been gratified and the result
is a general feeling that it is the best .settleThere is a
ment that could be obtained.
class of professional politicians here who
would denounce whatever settlement was arrived at, even if it were negotiated by the
Arch Angel Gabriel, but moderate, thoughtful and responsible business men appear to
regard it as equitable and honorable alike to
both countries.
S. S. Forrest, one of the largest lobster
packers, thought the treaty was a splendid
one for Canada.
Joseph Woods said that Canada had se-

Maine man says here.

“I think Stain, now in court, is the
He looks like
man whom I met that day.
the man.”

was

[Special the Press.1
Washington, Feb. 22 —Every one’s eyes
are still on the State of Maine, In a degree at
special importance,

said:

Troaty

When

There

Said

was

Business Men In Bluenose

least.

and

What

Ceneral Black’s Army of Visitors at
the Pension Building.
to

M’CBILLIS

husband

Defeat the

Vessel Men’s Efforts.

coming from his house. I conversed with
him. A team passed me before I met him,
going in the same direction that 1 was. The
horse was brown and stood high. The team
turned around near Tannery street, about 30
rods beyond Mr. Barron.
They then came
up Spring street and went by me and Mr.
Barron. There were tw o men in the team,
one wearing a dark slouch hat and the other
a cap.
The horse was quite rough and
moved strong.
DANIEL W. M’CUILLIS
stated: ”1 was in Dexter on the 22d of Febon Main
ruary, 1878, and met a stranger
We were both afoot,
street at about noon.
lie passed down by the Exchange and up inlie wore a nice brown
to Spring street.
overcoat, a brown slouch hat, and had a
sandy moustache and chin jyhiskers. (Here
Stain stood upl. 1 have no doubt that is the
X don't swear that Stain is the
man I met.
individual, but think he is.
gave evidence the same as her

Always

How the Pilots

ABNER RlIEPllARD,
of Dexter, testified: “X was at home in Dexter on the 22d of February, 1878, and met
Mr. Barron on Spring street at about 10 a. m*

MRS. DANIEL W.

INDICNATION IN GLOUCESTER.

NATIONAL CAPITAL.

Attention Attracted by News Which
Comes from Maine.

Afternoon Session.
The government, having located the prisoners on the road to Dexter at 9 a. m., Feb.
22d, 1878, proceeded to introduce witnesses
who saw them in or about Dexter on the day
of the tragedy.

him.”
Cromwell spoke about the Dexter tragedy
aim
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Witnesses

THE

mile from Dexter, about 9 o’clock, two
men in a sleigh, driving a large, dark, rangy
horse. The one on the outside wore a brown
overcoat and a hat; the other a rubber coat
and a can. They were driving towards Dexter. 1 did not notice the faces in the team
to remember them.”
Adjourned until afternoon.
one

FEBRUARY 23, 1888.

MORNING,

PORTLAND, MAINE, THURSDAY

note-

..

J. F. McCann.8 varieties: Ben Davis, Vandiere,
Greening, Spy, Belltlower, Baldwin,ToUnan, Hub
bardston.
W. H. True, 2 varieties, King of Tompkins and
Northern Spy.
t\ c. Nelson; 2 varieties :llabbardstou and Nodbeads.
J. L. Davis, 0 varieties:-Spy, Greening, Ealdwln, Beu Davis, Tolman, Nonsuch.
D. F. True, 2 varieties of pears and a fine ap-

out IU.11

tfj
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a*

mile to ramp, and, afraid the
cub might escape if I left him, 1 finally depic.
8. Hicks, 5 varieties of apples.
cided to climb up and settle him with my
J. W. True, 4 varieties of apples.
bowie. His anxiety and fear were something
AFTERNOON SESSION.
laughable to witness as he watched me start
Tbe afternoon meeting was called to order to climb the tree, and he began whining and
crying like a baby. It wasn’t a very easy
at 3 o’clock, President Charles S. Pope of
tree for a man to climb, for although the
of
Boardman
S.
L.
Manchester, presiding,
rough bark afforded hand and foot hold, after a fashion, there were no branches tor the
Augusta, secretary.
first
twenty feet. The cub retreated higher
The secretary’s report was read and acup the tree, whining and crying and looking
cepted.
anxiously about for some-avenue of escape,
but always keeping well out of reach.
Treasurer D. H. Knowlton of Farming1 had been chasing it around in this manton, made his report, which was accepted.
nei for several minutes and trying to corner
A small balance of funds is in the treasit up, without success, when all ol a sudden
came a terrific roar right at the foot of the
ury.
the old she
bear, the cub’s
Proceeding to the election of officers, tree. It wasshe
was almost beside herself
and
Messrs, h. 11. Blossom, D. J. Briggs and I>. mother,
I had been too
cub
and
with rage. Both the
P. True were appointed a committee to pre- busy watching each other to notice anything
else.and neither of us had observed ths she
pare ballots.
bear until she startled the woods with her
The following officers were elected for the
savage roar. For a moment the cub seemed
ensuing year:
to forget me in his delight at seeing its natPresident—Cnarles 8. Pope, Manchester.
ural protector, and with an appalling whinVice Presidents—D. P. Briggs, South Turner;
ny it begged the old bear to come up and
P. C. Nelson, New Gloucester.
As for myself, 1 reckoned I was In
save it.
Secretary—1>. H. Knowlton, Farintugtou.
a mighty tight place, for a brown bear can
Treasurer—A. 8. Kicker, Turner.
climb as easily as a squirrel, only not so fast.
Executive Committee—H. W. Brown, New burg;
At first I crawled out en a liufb as far as I
L. H. Blossom, Turner; J. W. True, New Glou
the
that
cester.
dared trust myself. In the hope
Board of Trustees-John A. Briggs, Turner; E.
whining little cuss would pass on down and
W. Merrill, Uoulton; 8. K. Sweetsir,Cumberland;
join its mother. In which case it was reasonM. C.Hobbs, Farmington, C. P. Atkins, Buckable to think they would both clear out and
Held; E. A. Andrews. Gardiner; E. HoHsis. WarWhile
me a show to get back to camp.
ren; H. J. Sumner, Waldoboro, T. H. George,
I
the
cub,
had started out to capture
Hebrou; J. E. Beuuoch, Orono; H. A. Koblnsou.
wasn’t at all anxious to try itlwith theftquaw
Foxcroft; H. L. I,eland. East Sangervllle; H. 8.
wanted
North
Fairthat
I
James
8.
now
Hoxfe,
without firearms. But.
Carey, Topsiiam;
field; D. B. Johnson. Freedom; N. 8. Allen, Deuhim to go dowa, the ornery little devil
nysville; Luther 8. Moore, Limerick.
wouldn’t stir a peg. Only a minute before
The usual committees were appointed by
he seemed particularly anxious to reach a
but he
position-in the tree than my own,
the chair.
had changed bis mind now, and wanted the
EVENINO SESSION.
>ld bear to come up after him, in which case
The evening meeting was attended by a
1 should have bundled him down a deal livein
lier than he came up, but It wouldn’t work
large gathering, many persons coming
worth a red.
from tbe country in the vicinity.
The way the old bear caved around and
An address of welcome was delivered by
roared was a caution to snakes. She was at
Mr. C. F. Haskell ol New Gloucester.
it for some time before attempting to climb,
a limb
President Charles S. Pope then delivered and 1 went to work hacking away at
as thick as your arm with my bowie, making
the address of the evening. He said :
a club with which I hoped to be able to keep
THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.
the ferocious old bear at bay as she tried to
climb up after me. 1 did the tallest whittling
I do not propose to annoy you with a teon that limb for about a minute than wasever
dious dissertation, but simply review a little
I did well to
done in Montana, I reckon.
a
and
make
the
work
for
of our
past year
whittle, lively, too, for I had hardly got the
few suggestions, and then give the time to
bear pulled
old
when
the
club well In hand
essays and discussions that will prove more
herself together on the fork about eight feet
interesting.
lower down, preparatory to sailing in and finOur annual exhibition in September, in
ishing me up. The cub was about the same
connection with the State Agricultural SociThe old bear
ety, we think, gave satisfaction to all con- distance above where I stood.
and madder all
was a regular monster,
cerned.
through than a rattlesnake. As she champed
At a meeting of the trustees of tbe State
rage, big Hakes of foam flew
Agricultural Society in January, they made her mouth with
all over her and dropped down to the ground
us a liberal ofTer to again join our exhibition
Up she came, open-mouthed at ine. Whack!
with theirs. It remains for you to decide
went the club; but it didn’t do her any damwhether it is for the interest of the society to
the
with one
accept their terms. Should you decide to do age. Clinging to the tree the other arm,
paw as
old she fury fenced with
so, we think it necessary to make a change
in our by-laws. It is impossible in our am- I cleverly as John Lawrence Sullivan could
nection with the Agricultural Society to give 1 ha i/a Hnno tn imrrv the hlnws I aimed at her
ihir nnnnnl mmnhor* thi- nrivlIpi/ps Ht mir HT- I
head. If was mighty ticklish work for me.
this fencing with the old bear’s handy paw,
hibition which our by-laws, ns they now
lor I reckoned at the time that if she should
stand, specify.
ktiock the club out of my hand I was as good
We learn that the officers of the AgriculAt length 1 managed tc
is done up for good.
be
a
room
to
tural Society have set apart
fetch her an ugly whack across the snout,
used during the next fair for evening meetwhich seemed to daze her a little, and before
ings, and they invite the Pomological Sociecould recover I followed this up with anty, to occupy one evening. Should you de- she
ather. The second blow hit her squarely iu
cide to hold an exhibition in connection
the jaws, and loosened a tooth or two, maywith them, we think the executive commitIt also
be ; anyhow, it made the blood fly.
tee should not fail to accept the Invitation,
seemed to rouse all the devil in her carcass,
ami make early arrangement for an attractfor she gave a roaring snort that sent the
The policy of holding our
ive programme.
blood and foam spattering all over my face,
annual exhibition In the same location for a
st the same time she reached up and made a
long term of years, demands our considerasavage blow with her paw.
tion.
As her broad paw raksd off the bark a
From a pecuniary point of view, the pres;ouple of feet below my face (1 was lying on
ent arrangement may seem best for the sociny stomach across a fork), I made a vicious
ety, but as we aim to benefit the whole State,
lig at it -with my bowie and pinned it to the
would it not be decidedly better to visit some
;rcC. This was coming to pretty close quarof the more remote parts occasionally?
The bear uttered a hoarse roar of rage
;ers.
Could we not afford to make some sacrifice to
ind, reaching up close to my resting place
meet with those who share, to a greater or
with the other paw, she seized the bowie
less degree, our interest in those matters,but
cnife between her teeth and snapped it in
cannot arrange to meet here.
This movement was done so quickly
;wo.
We think our premium list needs some re
at I had no time to recover the bowie knife
vision, but would not recommend any radi[ was now practically within the bear’s reach
We would suggest, as an adcal changes.
ind the chances were all against my being
vantage, the offering of a liberal premium
the club where I
fur the best essay on some horticultural top- ible to stand her off itwith
was.
Quicker than takes to tell about it 1
We
ic, to be read at our winter meeting.
iwuug myself up into the next roosting place
would call attention especially to the necesshove.
sity of revising the Society’s catalogue of
In the meantime the cub had ventured
fruits. In our opinion, many of the new vadown to this point, and had to vacate to
so
rieties should nave a place on the list,
make room lor me. He didn't seem in any
that our people may know what to disit; in fact, the little
card as well as what to plant; and particular hurry about
whelp seemed half inclined to take a hand in
when uuy variety of fruit is coudemued,
the fight now; he seemed to realize that they
the reason for the same should be be given.
had me cornered up, and he only moved away
There are so few of our prominent fruit
1 had barely got settled in this
a few feet.
growers iu attendance at this meeting, that new position when the Dear’s paw and the
it would be impossible to do the work thorclub were at it again. I managed to fetch
oughly, now, had we the time to do so. To her another vicious
rap over the head; but
make a reliable list we should have the opinthe blow only made her roar and duck and
ion of hundreds of our best fruit growers In
scatter blood and foam all over me and the
all parts of the State, and this can be accomtree. At this stage of the fight she looked
plished only by correspondence; therefore
like a fiend incarnate. After fencing » while
it seems to us highly important that a coman opening, I made out to hit her another
for
mittee be appointed whose duty it shall be to
»<»
uei
on
sockdolager across me snout,
some system and make up a catahard tliis time that splinters flow otf the club
secto
the
be
forwarded
which
shall
logue
but it ouly made her savager and more danretary in season to Be printed in our next rein
gerous than ever. I tried bard to jab her
the eye, but you might as well try to poke a
An effort has been made for several years
as a
stick
with
a
in
the
master
eye
fencing
to seeuit' a reduction of postage on seeds,
if he only lias one paw at liberty
Unquestionably bear, eveu
bulbs and plauts by mail.
she grabbed the stick, and quicker
as
is
excessive
rate
compared At last
the present
chain
lightning she wrenched it out of
We pay just than
with that of other countries.
my grasp. There was only one thing to be
four times as much postage on this class of
done now, and that was to get from between
mail matter as our Canadian neighbors,
as possible.
while in England a package of eleven pounds her and the cub just as lively
At the imminent risk of breaking my neck I
requires little more thal half the postage we scurried
on all fours
the
neares^branch
along
pay on a four pound package. I would suguntil the bough bent and swayed with the
gest that we take sucn action as sha'.l throw
with fury
blind
tension. The old bear was
the weight of our influence to favor the pasand started out after me, but as the branch
in
now
of
the
bill
Congress.
pending
sago
began to snap and splinter she funked ana
New phrases of the problems in fruit
A moment
drew herself back to the fork.
A few years
growing rise year by year.
later she was joined by the club, who threw
ago, our answer to the question “Where
and
licking
its
neck
its
about
began
paws
should I plant .an orchard:*” would have
The old bear’s fury
her bleeding mouth.
been: "On some high hill.” As to variety:
at finding her
“The Baldwin every time for profit." We seemed to cool of wonderfully
of the old
would now answer: “On moist soil, well cub uninjured. The chief concern
the cub. As
underdrained if necessary,’’ and we should bear now was to get away with
soon as they reached the ground they looked
hesitate before recommending the Baldwin
up at me, apprehensive like, as though fanIn some localities on account of its liability
cying I might be going to follow them up,
to attack by “apple scab.” The Ben Davis
thlm struck off through the timber.
apple that a few years ago was condemned aud
You can bet your sweet life, however, I
bv our society, is now thought by many of
had no notion of following up tbaO'ld she
our most prominent orcharaists to be the
bear and her cub at that time. After waiting
coming apple for shipment.
while to give them plenty of
Within a few years it has been pretty well in the tree a
1 slid down and iu about
demonstrated that the damage from the time to clear out,
struck camp. That was the
minutes
fifteen
coding moth can be prevented by arsenieal
last time 1 ever sauntered over to water the
poisons, aud we have reason to hope scien- mules without my Winchester yes, and retific research will discover remedies for the
volvrr too, for a man is liable to drop his
With remeapple maggot and apple scab. of
rifle if he has to shinny up a tree on the
the fruit
dies for these three enemies
double quick, in which ease a revolver Is a
a
fresh
growers orcharding would receive
comforting thing to have on hand.
impetus, aud we hope it win shortly be our mighty
in
aid
to
disseminating
a
doctor
as
privilege
GENERAL. NEWS.
such methods of doing It.
was

probably

a

five

perfect

ONE BEAR TOO

William Mack and Anthony Tandy, section hands on the Old Colony railroad, were
drowned while cutting ice at Marlboro,
Mass., yesterday afternoon.
John Collins of Hichford, Yt., was killed
at Warren, N. H., yesterday, lie was teaming, fell from his load and was crushed.
Charles Wingard and Annie Fox, uncle
and niece, who were iu custody for elopement, committed suicide in the jail at Alliance, Ohio, yesterday.
By an explosion of dynamite in an excavation in Duluth, Minn., eighteen men were
injured, one fatally.
Chauncey M. Depew addressed the Union
League Club of Chicago yesterday. There
wero 23<x> present.
Dr. McGlynu spoke in Boston yesterday,
(leu. Blitleraud Lieutenant Governor Brackett wei‘o among the other speakers.

MANY.

A Very Lively Time in a Montana Cedar Tree.

[Letter to NewYork Sun.]
It came about while Sagebrush Bill aud
three Englishmen were out in the mountains
hunting, and 1 was staying at home to look
after the camp. Our camp, you will remem-

little mountain park near the
headwaters of the Rosebud on the Crow reservation, Montana. Our mules were picketed in a sort of off*shoot of the park, a short
distance away where there was plenty of
bunch grass, aud 1 was just returning from
watering them aud shifting them over to new
ber, was a

1

-«•«

TIIURSIMY MOBXIMJ FKB. 23.
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are m all cases Indispensable, not ueeessar ly for
puhl'catlou but us a guarantee of good faithWe cannot undertake to return or preserve
e munimlc&ffotis that are not used._

for

I KtlWCAlt mn 10SVEST1W
Swill be belli in

NOROMBEGA HALL, Bangor,
a.

at 11 o’clock

in.

For the purpose of selecting two candidates for
Electors of I resident aud Vice President of tire
United States, and four delegates at large, ami
four alternates to attend tbe National Convention,
to be lield at Chicago, Illinois oil Tuesday, June
19th, 1888, and transacting any other business
that may properly come before It.
i'he baste of representation will be as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will bo entitled to
one delegate, ami for eaeli seventy-live votes east
for the Republican candidate ’for Governor In
1884, an additional delegate, arid tor a fraction of
forty votes in excess of seventy-live votes, an additional delegate.
Tbe stale Committee will bo In session In the
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock on the
morning of the Convention, for the purpose of receiving tire credentials of delegates.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are In sympathy with
the sentiments expressed lu the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican
National Convention, are cordially Invited to
unite with the Republicans of the State In seW*
Ing delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican Suite Committee.
JOSEPH II. MAN LEY, Chairman,
WILLIS H. WING, Secretary.
Augusta, Maine, February II, 1888.

Speaking of Senator Letami Stanford as
a possible Presidential candidate, the San
Francisco Post remarks that “we are not insensible to the advantages that would accrue
to the Pacific slope In advertising” from having so promineut and able a citizen in the
President’s chair. Dut this might send envious Florida into secession again.
Mr. Field’s suggestion that, when Washington Territory shall come into the Union,
it he re-christened Tacoma, docs not strike
the people of the Territory favorably. They
admit the undesirability of having both a
city aud a State named Washington, but propose to obviate it by coming in as the “State

George Washington.” One of the many
points of advantage about such a name is
that it could be seadily adapted to circumof

stances.
rich and

For instance, when the State gets
plethoric it can call itself George
Washington, Esq.; should its roll of patriots
and statesmen get as long as Maine’s it
could call itself Hon. George Washington;
and finally, In case of war witli the adjacent
Canadians, it could strike terror to the hearts
of the foe by assuming the style General
George Washington. Should this manifestly
convenient name be adopted, we hope those
envious rivals, Seattle and Tacoms, will
have sufficient sense of propriety to stop tell-

ing such remarkable fantes.ui-out their
perity.

pros-

In answer to a question about the probable effect of free trade on the Pacific coast,
Senator Leland Stanford is reported to have
said: “Labor in China is paid from three to
ten cents per day. As a race the Chinese
are the most imitative and industrious people
on the earth.
An enterprising manufacturer
could go to China and manufacture American

American patterns at prices that
would drive American labor out of the marwares on

To uiaDy who are less acquainted
than Senator Stanford with the character!*
tics of the Chinese and the immense possibilities in the way of their race, this reply
may sound like a bugaboo, trumped up to scare
free traders of delicate nerves. But the fact
is that cotton manufacturing by modern
methods is hardly more of au experiment
lu the Orient than in the Southern part of
the United States. The nearest neighbors
of tbe Chinese, the Japanese, are already
ket.”

turning their attention to the cheapest
methods of manufacturing the fabric that
clothes tlie myriads of Asia. There are running to-day in Japan cottou mills fitted with
the most modern machinery, illuminated by
the electric light aud inuuncd by native laborers.
The Japanese to be sure, are much
more progressive than the Chinese, but it is
not the opinion of

those

who

have

dealt

main forever in the lethargy of the past.
When its leaders do awake and begin to use
the vast resources of its cheap labor, the
world may be treated to the interesting spectacle of the Western nations putting up for
themselves harriers of non-intercourse such
as they rudely tore down when China strove
by exclusiveness to save herself from contact
with the mushroom civilizations of the West.

The election in the Eleventh district of

Michigan

widely

commented upon
by the Democratic mess of the country, because a sudden decrease of the Republican
•majority came at a time which to them
seemed significant. This district has been
has been

bors the three mile limit should he measured
outwurd from a line drawn from the headlands at the mouth of the hays and harbors,

while llie United States has contended that
the same rule should he applied to them as
elsewhere. In other words England claimed
that we had no right to enter bays lor fishing at all, wlille the United States claimed
that such bajs us were more than six miles
wide we had the right to enter up to a point

mayor,

Thursday, April 20, 1888,

dethe rights of Great Britain are exactly
fined hy it. Botli countries yield something.
Great Britain has claimed, though stie has not
always and perhaps not usually enforced
that claim, that in tho case of bays and har-

the banner liepublican district of the State.
Mr. Moffatt received over seven thousand
vstes more than his Democratic competitor
in the election for the Forty-ninth Congress;

but in the lecent election Mr. Seymour, the
Republican candidate, did not receive as
many hundred. The reason of this astonishing falling off of Republican votes may he
explained quite easily. The candidate Himself was away in Europe, aud could make uo
personal canvass; he had been ttie choice of
the nominating convention only after a long
struggle, which very likely was provocative
of jealousy that prevented the usual party
vote on election day; his opponent was the
leader of a coalition of laboring men and
Democrats; and, while the hepuhlicaus do
not seem to have exerted themselves as much
as they should have, the Democrats were
most perniciously active. Internal Revenue
Collector Maloney of Detroit, headed the
Democratic office holders, twice visiting the
District to hear aid and comfort to Bartley
Breen, the coalition candidate; and Postmaster General Dickinson watched the strife
from afar, though not as a passive spectator
These
as those who know him best believe.
circumstances afforded for the Democrats a
rational explanation of their large vote.
But they chose the irrational one that the
popularity of President Cleveland’s free
trade message was what did it. They not

where their width diminished to that figure.
It will be seen, therefore, that the arrangement in the tieaty is a compromise.

II.

Article 10 allows

fishing vessels

our

to enter the bays mention**1 in the first article for shelter or repairing damages, without
reporting, t illering or clearing, hut they canlemtin more than twenty-four hours.
They are loitered also, from compulsory
pilotage, aud when they are in the bays for
not,

the purposes for which they are allowed to
enter under the Treaty of 1818, they are relieved from harbor dues, tonnage dues, light
house dues

and

similar

other

Tliis article relieves

our

charges.

fishermen from

considerable of the embarrassment to which
they have been subjected since the abrogation of the Washington treaty, and is one of
tho most, if not the most, substantial concession of the treaty. It will be remembered
that most of our vessels were seized for failure to report when they had run in for shelter or because they neglected to comply with
some practically obsolete customs regulation
trumped up to harass them. This article
deprives the Canadians of their favorite
of persecution.
IS relate £u comIII. Articles IX, 1'J
mercial privileges *a Dominion ports. Unof
the
der the Canadian construction
Tieaty of 1818 our fishing vessels enjoyed no
commercial privileges in Canadian ports.
They were allowed to enter for shelter, for
obtaining wood anil water, for repairs, aud
means

for no other purpose whatsoever. They were
allowed to buy nothing, not even medicine
for sick seamen. They were allowed to ship
men under no conditions.
They were permitted to tranship their cargoes under no
circumstances.
Under these articles they
are
allowed to transhin cargoes when the
vessel needs repairing, and it is necessary to
remove the cargo to repair her, replenish outfits, provisions aud supplies damaged or lost
by disaster, aud In case of death or sickness
enjoy all needful facilities, including shipment of men. Our vessels are also permitted

purchase on ail occasions casual or needful
supplies us are ordinarily granted to trading
vessels, provided they nave secured a licenso
which can be bad without charge. This pro-

to

vision is not iutended to empower vessels to
fit out iu Dominion ports it is simply meant
to allow tiieui to supply some accidental
omission or loss.
V. Article 14 defines tho penalties for unlawful fishiug and for preparing to fish unlawfully. There is considerable gain in this
article to American fishermen inasmuch as by
it the maximum penalties are fixed aud the
method of procedure is established. Heretofore it lias been left entirely to the local
courts which were oftentimes greatly prejudiced by local feeling and put our fishormen

unjustifiable expense and delay.
thing like a fair trial is guaranteed
to

Some-

by

this

article.
VI.

The 15th—practically the concluding
article ol the treaty—is simply an offer on
the
part of Great Britain that if the

United States will open her markets to Canadian caught fish free of duty then American
fishermen shall have all the privileges in Dominion ports that they seek, namely, the
right to buy bait, supplies and fishiug gear
and to tranship their fish in bond.
Tiiis covers substantially all the provisions of the treaty. To say tiiat no conces
sious of any value are made us would not he
quite true. Belief from the embarrassing socalled port regulations to which our vessels
were subjected to sucli au extent during
the iast fishing season is worth something;
so is au exact definition of the three mile
limit; so is the establishment of maximum
penalties aud a definite -mode of procedure
in the case of seized vessels.
The privilege
of transhipment of cargoes, however, is so
restricted as to practically amount to very
little, and the privilege to occasionally purchase a few supplies to make up au accidental deficiency is of no great moment
Generally it may fairly be said that
the coucessions which have been made
us
are
such
as
the
Canadians
could not well have refused and defended
themselves in the eyes of the civilized world.
When our vessels get wholly or partly out of

provisions they

are allowed to buy enough
to tide them over; when a member of the
crew of any of them is sick, it is permitted to
purchase medicines for him; and when one
dies a man may be shipped to take his place;
ivhrn

n

sn

Hmmn'ptl that rIip

pnntmt.

be repaired unless the cargo is removed, destruction of the cargo is not compelled, as it

practically

would be if transhipment under
such circumstances were refused; and when
our vessels are seized, somet.dug like a fair
trial is conceded.
It will be seen that practically none of the
privileges—rights our fishermen contend they
are—which appertain simply to the business of fishing have been conceded.
We are
not allowed to buy bait in Dominion ports,
we are not allowed to tranship fish in bwnd,
not allowed to purchase supplies, except to n very limited extent. The Canadians have yielded just enough to meet
the demands of humanity, but have taken
we are

good care

to stop short of any concessions
that would materially benefit the fishery
business of the Americans. They iiave refused to grant us in their ports the same
commercial privileges that they enjoy in our

They have held them back to open
up our own markets with.
One word with regard to the “temporary
arrangement.” This is no part of the treaty
and our commissioners appear not to be
For two
in any degree responsible for it.

terror

plies and bait and transhipping cargoes
in Canadian ports if our vessels will pay
for it at the rate of #1 50 a ton for each
ton of their measurement. With the fishing
business as bad as it has been for several
past one such purchase or transhipment would ruin the profits of a season. If
our government should accept the offer our
fishermen never could.
But there is little chance that the Senate
seasons

will ratify the treaty
rangement.

or

the temporary

ar-

CURRENT COMMENT.

knew that this explanation was unreasonable, but also that it was false. Speak-

the report that lias gone abroad that
the “tariff was the issue,” the Detroit Tribune says:
“The real facts are well understood here and they uiaae this claim of the
^TTee traders appear very ridiculous indeed.
or

It is well known to the Democratic committee, the Democratic organs and all Democrats in the Eleventh district that Bartley
Breen, the Democratic nominee for Congress, actually spent a great portion of his
time going about from place to place denying
that he was a free trader, and trying to win

by telling the people he

protectionist. This is the way he made ‘the tariff
the issue.”
votes

was

a

The Fishery Treaty.
The fisheries treaty as regards its subject
matter is composed of six parts:
I. The first nine articles fix the limits of the waters in which American fishermen are prohibited from fishing.
England
abandons the headland theory ns regards
bays and harbors over ten miles in width at
their mouth and allows our vessels to enter
them for fishing piuposes up to a line
allel with a line drawn across the bay or
bor at the first point where the widtli of
bay does not exceed ten marine miles,

par-

harthe

and
three miles from it. This is the general rule,
but certain bays named in the treaty are excepted and the prohibited waters in eacli of
these lie within a line parallel with and
three miles from a line dtawn from points
agreed upon by the commissioners and
specified in the treaty. The Gut of Canso Is
also excepted from the operation of the
general ru e and It is agreed that it shall re-

main open to navigation by the vessels of
the United States. The principal effect of
these articles is to make certain wliat lias
been differently construed by the United

States and Great Britain.

Our

rights

and

DEMORALIZED

presidential
Frye

or

tlmbor besides
for instance.

Dingley

Blaine—Weed,

A PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION.

[Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.]
Mr. Blaine said in liis Florence letter:
Oua thing only is necessary to assure successcomplete harmony and cordial cooperation on
the part of all Republicans.
Aud Mr. Blaine has made his personal contribution to secure this result.
AN ABSURD

ACT.

[Boston Herald.]
Portland has had a Democratic mayor six
years out of tha last thirty. It is a Republican city, and always will be, unless the
Democratic leaders cease from their present

is a Presidential year.
that the control of the
means
hundreds of votes to
city government
the party which has it. The Portland Democrats do not even make a fight for their
city. They hold a caucus, nominate a man
whom they know will not accept, quarrel a
little, hold another caucus, and then—nominate Neal Dow. This is not funny: It is
silly. Neal Dow is nearly 85 yeais old. lie
Is opposed to everything the Democrats faHe Is a strong Republican, except
vor.
where his prohibitory ideas prevent. The
Whigs chose him mayor of Portland In 1851,
and the Republicans in 1855. He is an agreeable, active old gentleman, but think of It.
There are not a dozen Democrats in Portland who believe in prohibition, and, apparently, very few of them believe In anything.
The fact that Gen. Dow has the third party
nomination, which may give him 150 votes,
and that of a labor organization, wqicli, perThis
Everybody knows

foolishness.

druggists and at the earnest solicicommittees representing the wholesale and
retail druggists of Portland, who could not stand the pressure,
alter
discontinue
but
have been cutting on the s'y, we will
In consideration of llte sin tiler

tsitiou

her delivery is good, her manner
fascinating in no ordinary degree, and besides these personal qualities, which have
made her a favorite in society, she has acquired considerable political experience.
Her husband was a member of Parliament,
and a brother of Sir Charles Dilke. As virtual proprietor of the well known ltadical
paper, the Weekly Dispatch, Mrs. Dilke
wields bo small amount of power and influ-

tractions,

For balance of time our
sale us per cut price list recently issued.
prices on several articles will be stitl lower than on above mentioned
pricelist. It is your last chance to procure Patent medicines, Drugs,
Toilet Articles, Ac., at cost.

DO

A

WANT

YOU

For the

Slie

lias nau

mantel-piece and several doors, besides one
pieces of furniture, and these designs

sent to China to be carved expressly for her. The wood will form a striking
the drawing-room in the new
of
feature
house she is building at Cambridge, Mass.
Another room, which she calls her Norwegian room, has all its wood decorations in
pine. Mr. Thorpe and his wife, Mrs. Thorpe,
nee Longfellow, have just gone into their
new home at Cambridge, and are said to be
quite disconsolate at not having seen some of
the teak wood before finishing their house.
The New' York Sun made a very curious
mistake the other day. It printed two interesting descriptive articles, one on the sultan’s
hareui and the other on Trinity church. By
one of those strange and unaccountable per-

versities of inanimate objects the types of
the two accounts became mixed. The incongruity that resulted is disclosed by the following excerpt from tiie harem artiele: “At
the Beiram feast the rose door of Paradise
opens, and the ladies of seragl .o take place
in the long procession of carriages. Their
usual stir is heard near the door, as a small
party appear. They go direct to the clergy
room, where all but one seat themselves In
the nearest pews while he steps within. A
few minutes later he rejoins them, and a
moment afteward the Rev. Daniel I. Odell,
another of the assistant ministers, makes bis
appearance before tiie altar. He is in full
clerical dress and bears an open prayer book
in his hand."
The Chaplain of a

Worldly

Dr. J. G. Butler, pastor of the Memorial
Lutheian Church, draws the salary and
makes the opening prayer in the Senate each
morning. Some people labor under the misapprehension that politics never enter in the
question of the selection of a chaplain. The
fact is that the chaplain is always a member
of the political [tarty that happens to be in
the majority in the Senate, just as much as
the Chief Clerk or the Sargeant-at-Arms is.
Dr. Butler was chaplain of the Senate once
before, several years ago. He went out with
other officials ivhen parties changed, and he
secured the place a second time through tiie

then Senator Conger of Michigan. Mr. Conger lias been for many years a regular attendant at Dr. Butler’s church. He sits in
the same pew eacli Sunday and puts SI in
the plate. Happening to hear one day about
two years ago that the Senate chaplain was
about to resign, Conger went to eacli Republican Senator and got him to pledge himself
to Dr. Butler. He had a list in his hand,
and as each Senator said “Yes” Conger
checked him off. When the caucus met, But
ler was nominated at once, greatly to the surof several other clerical gentlemen who
prise
had up to that time regarded themselves as
candidates. The entire duties of the Senate
chaplaiu consist of the little prayer which he
makes each morning when tiie Senate convenes.
After descending from the pulpit
Ur. Butler generally strolls about the chamber, shakes hands with the Senators, asks
after the health of their wives and children,
and goes away, his duties performed for the
day. There is a sort of tradition that the
chaplain is also expected to call at the Senators’ residences occasionally and make inquiries as to their spiritual welfere. Dr.
Butler does this sometimes, but does uot go
often, as lie knows that, as a rule. Senators
are fully engaged with temporal things.
On
arriving at the Capitol in the morning the
chaplain goes to the room of the Vice-President, where lie awaits the notice from
Assistant Doorkeeper Bassett that the hour
of 12 o’clock has arrived. Then Mr. Ingalls
anu Mr. Butler walk into the chamber.
The
former raps with the gavel, the latter makes
his little prayer, aud the Senate is ready for
business. It is said that Dr. Butler is much
annoyed at the slim attendance of Senators
at prayer lately, and that he contemplates
making a personal appeal to each of them to
be more prompt and regular.

Catarrh to

Consumption.

Catarrh in its destructive toree stands next to
and undoubtedly leads on to consumption.
It is
therefore singular that those afflicted with tbis
fearful disease should not make it the object of
tbelr lives to rid themselves of it. Deceptive remedies concocted by ignorant pretenders to medical
knowledge have weakened the < ildonce of the
.ertlsed rememajority of sufferers in all
les. They become resigned to a life of misery
rather thau torture themselves with doubtful pah
liattves.
But tills will never do. Catarrli must be met at
every stage and combatted witli all our might. In
mauy cases the disease lias assumed dangerous
symptoms. The bones and cartilage of tBe nose, tlie
organs of hearing, of seeing and of tasting so affected as to be useless, the uvula so elongated, the
throat so inflamed and irritated as to produce a
constant and distressing congli.
Sanford's Radical Core meets every phase
of Catarrli, from a simple head cold to the most
loathsome and destructive stages. It Is local and
constitutional. Instant lu relieving, permanent In
curing, safe, economical and never falling.
Each package contains one bottle of tne Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent, and an
Improved Inhaler with treatise; price, (1.
Potter Druq & Chemical Co., Boston.

Corner Consrress and Preble Streets.

bought for-

to the

one

elegant
Pain. Inflammation and Weakness, the
w
Cntlcnrn Anti-Pain Platter. The
first and only pain-subduing Plaster, especially
adapted to cure Female Pains and Weaknesses.
Vastly superior to all other plasters yet prepared.
At all druggists, 25 cents; five for *1.60; or, postage tree, of Potter Dkoo and Chemical Co.,
febl6TbM&w2w
Boston, Mass.
new,

Origin

of Drunkenness.

This disease Is the result of the discovery by an
old Alchemist of Alcohol, while seeking for the
Elixir Vitae, or Elixir of Life, and who thought be
had discovered It, as by Its use he was much ex
htlarated. From that the use of Alcohol has
steadily grown, aud always under the guise of
medicine. All of the Liquid Blood Purifiers, Sarsaparlllas, Tonics, etc., are composed largely of
Alcohol, which not only neutralizes their medicinal qualities, but induces a craving foi alcoholic
stimulants. Avoid all danger by using

RINS1UORE

SAVE
YOU

by

50

Look in

windows

sure

as

THE ATKINSON

to call and

ATRIYSOY, Manager.

A raw OF EXTRA FUE

FORMOSA T »
Fancy Chinese

nothing.

As much of the Tea put up iu this style is of very inferior quality we
wish to say that this Tea is just Fas we {represent it, and shoal d a
trial prove otherwise it can be returned and money refuuded.

585 aud 587
feb21

Congress

and 235 Middle Streets.

-or

At

GOODS

greatly

reduced prices for one week, to

make room for

MRS.

MILLINERY,

A.

Spring goods.

A.

SMART,

Conin'.. Niiccl.
Stamping and Embroidering of all kinds done in
the best manner.
feb22d3t
&0:S

Clgsr. No

artificial

flavoring. Manufactured and

settlement iliaa
THE-

and

on

74

Never sold before less than $1.00 by us. The reason for this
apparently unreasonable sacrifice will be given to any
one who wishes it. A limited quantity will be
sold. Only a few pieces left of the 42 inch.

60
88

All Wool Serges reduced from 75 cents to 31 cents.
Short lengths of 50c Flannel Dress Goods reduced to 25 cts.
25 cent Satines at 13 1*2 cents are going rapidly.
1300 yards of White Goods in Checks and Stripes 12 1*2
cents, usual price 20 cents*
5000 yards Sheeting, bought before the rise, will be sold
under price.
Special sale of Black Satin Rhadames in a few days.

BROS.

feb!7__dtf

Prunes! Prunes! Prunes!
4C POUND.

in

(hat

$3,277,177 76

Portland,

Jfle.

CTS.

75
These

PER

amazing

low

SIX PER CENT
Bonds

COMPANY,
Nrcnrrd

WATER

WORKS,

earnings.
Surplus, after paying expenses and in-

175,000

net

The City of Omaha now has a population of
100,000, and is entirely dependent upon these
works for its water supply, as is also South Omaha,
where thd large pork packing establishments are
located.
These bouds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at 103 and
Interest subject to advance in price, the $800,000
last Usued.

Woodbury & Moulton
W. &

P. SMITH

PHILADELPHIA.

WILSON, COLSTON & CO..
Jail 13HAl.TIIIOIIt.tf

CO., TRUST
THE GROC ER3.
eodlw

COMPANY

La Roma Londre,
La Roma Couclia,
Straiton & Storm’s Bouquet
Solace Conchas.

&

Foss,

CONGRESS STREET.
TT&stf

Jan 14

^i.aNraxrTJ-A.31.

VENTILATORS,

™

Mills,

Galvanised Iron and Copper Cornice* and
GntterH. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for r.ulldlng*. Send for Illustrated Circular.

E. VAN NOORDEN & CO.,
3$3 Harrison Avenue

tau23

Dwellings.

BOSTON
dBm

AT*—

CITY'HALL, Monday, Feb. 27,'88
Exhibition t’omnirncra

at

V

To be followed by an

ORDER OF DANCES!
Reserved seats 75 cents; general admission to
gallery 50 cents; all seats on floor and two front
rows of gallery reserved, holders of checks for re
served seats In gallery admitted to floor after ex-

PORTLAND THEATRE
One Night and Saturday Matinee.
urday, February 2oth.

PECK

NERVINE.

ANTI-NERVOUS
ROASTED
COFFEE.
To those trouble.! with nervousness caused from
the use of Coffee, trv NKKV INK, be free from It.
and enlov life. Packed In pound packages only.
Protected by letters patent,
/'gents wanted lu
every town. Send for circulars.

F. D. MAYNARD &
l«srport«ni

noil

CO.,

Roonlrta,

NO. 135 STATr' ST.,
31
Jan

dutcontract

*\

A

OB

TRAIL*
—

DANIEL BOONE
THE PIONEER 1
Most Intensely Exciting Drama Ever Written, by
CHARLES OAYLER, ESQ.
The piece Is elegantly mounted, and a remarkable
strong cast of characters has been secured.
To increase tbe force of tnls
30 Tropic.
strong east amt add realism to the play. Noted
Scouts of the Plains, Trappers and Cowboys have
been engaged and a band of M Grimuo
ucr
Indian*, including Bucks, Squaws and
3 Hcnuliful Tniine.l lloraca.
Pappoosc*.
Bears. Wolves, etc. Magnificent New Scenery
and Startling Stage Klfccts are liberally Introduced.
Evening prices.............75, SO and 25 cents
Matinee prices.25. 35 and 60 centa
dlw
Sale of Seats Wednesday.
ft* 1,20

IX AID OF TUB

—

I.ONGFEI.I.OW NT ATI'K FIND,

City Hall, Wednesday Evening,

Feb. 29.

AN

Vocal and Instrument
tal Music.
UNUSUALLY INTERESTING PROGRAMME.
UBI.nXKR

rti»

>(>»j*.

N

•HCHKNTRA.

Admission 25 cents; Keservcd Seats 35 cents:
tickets to t>e had at Stockbrtdge*. Uoois open at
!eb22dtd
7; Entertainment begins at 8.

ENGLISH BALLAD
CONCERT
AT CITY HALL. WEDNESDAY EVEN 6. MARCH
Hr HR

7,

tVHITSIKY

MOCKRIDCE,

The celebrated N. Y. Tenor, ana other Arttsti
The last appearance of Mr. Mock ridge
for two years.
The entire house reserved at 60 cents. Tickets
sold at Stockbridge's Saturday morning, Feb. 25.
at 0 o’clock. Numbers given out at 7. Only six
tickets sold to oue person at op.-nlng sale. Press
tickets reserved.
frt>23dlw
{OllKME OF FIVE

Entertainments
SatuidayAtternoon
given
at

the

FIRST PA ilSH CHURCH bj the LADIES' AID SOCIETY
• OniKItriNH
PKH.’4S,aillp

lecturers and subjects to be announced hereafter
rh’kcN mny be procured at Woodwind * s.inw
T. I.. Merrill's, W. Vv. Whipple’,
he
, " tl,U WUW », u°i
staxle tickets

tier s,
;*.i-

Sat-

FURSMAN’S

—

will be

eodlm

I ATEk.f
THIS
JUtvertlalng Bureau'/., Bnrucw &Lrv*tL+>

&

Tin:

0\

A

METAL SKYLIGHTS
for
Stores and
And

QUARTETTE,

assisted by George A. Thomas, Soloist, and Mrs.
J. C. Newton, Header. Admission Hree. A collection will be taken for the United Society of
feb21d3t
Christian Kndeavor.

Statuary,Tableaux, Readings

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Bergonzys,

the above cigars by the single one at the rate that ordinary dealers pay by the thousand.

501

SHAW’S

—

leio»o<itl

DOMESTIC.

Schlotterbeck

will be given in Wllltston Churcb. Thi«r«<ii»y
ettniag, IVb. Xtrd, by

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

»

selling

1
G. L. BAILKY,
AMBROSE uiDDINGS, I Committee.
TUOS. LAUG11L1N.
)

Longfellow Chautauqua Circle!

First National Bank Building.

__

We are

A lecture by 9. W. Bates Kso. Subject. “Tha
(*alrat N,alen aad it. relaliaa la iadastrial progress.” Heats free.

hibition___feb!7dtd

Bonds outstanding.$2,000,000
Annual Interest charge.
120.000
Present basis, gross earnings.
220,000

of

CIGARS!

on

Feb. 23rd. at 7.30 o clock.

Musie by Gilbert’s Orchestra.

NEBRASKA.

W. L. WILSON &

IMPORTED,
Elena Londre,
Elena Regalia,
Elena Couclin,
San Juan,
Cabinets,

Will be given

Thursday Etuning,

by Mortgage upon the

OMAHA

GALLON.

CIGARS!

Mechanic Association Course

AMERICAN WATER IRKS

PORTLAND

feb!8

—

mids.*

HOMTON.

ever

IN THE

—

num.

price

ENTERTAINIEHT

7th

Programme-Rings; Vaulting; Balance Act;
Horizontal Bar; Class Clubs; Jumping, Leaping;
Clubs, soeclal; Parallels: Duratenella; Roman
Ladders; Posturing, Gladiators, Tumbling, Pyra-

ISSUED BY THE—:-

C. H. VENNER & CO..

are

The

O. M. A.

dtf

PORTLAND, ME.

of the llnest quality, aud the price is lower than
before offered by any house in New England.

goods

M.

Bankers,

Nt., Portia ad, .tic-

terest.
55,000
Earnings increasing at the rate of $50,000 per an-

MANZANILLA

sell

Admission 10 and 20 cents.
fef>20
_dlw

—

Dunlap,

RECEIVED!

shall

I so .11 i,ldie

-:—

LARGE INVOICE OF

we

ia the 11 ailed State,.

—

•

Twenty-Tear

AGENTS,

BULK,

febC

35

OLIVES

W. L. Wilson <fe Go.,
..THE! OBOCBBS..,

98

Tbf record of the Company for the past 43 year.. tnkru Hflbrr wilb Ihr H.rqanlrd
libernlitr of it. Policy Contract, guaranteeing CAnil NCKKENRKR VALUES,
CASH LOANS, EXTENUKOor PAIR CP nsl RANI E, and it. un.ur|m..rd reputntiou for fair drnling vrith it. member, prove, that the
Jllililal Ileurfll furni.be. the beat in.urance at the lowral cn.t price.

the

I7itv

$42,111,233 33
••••

at

Jan24__dtf

SWAM & BARRETT,

—

feb21dSt_
A CONCERT

BANKERS,

YOB SALE BY

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL

Gives the most Instructive, Laug.iable and Mysterlons entertainment ever witnessed.

CO.,

32 Exchange Street.

—

36

cent

"

II. HI. PA1SOH &

*i'222’?22
??
2,-6o.4.9 41

u,2?’122 22
76

Reserve,
per
Surplus by New York and Massachusetts Standard Actuaries'
and lurket Value of Assets.

Exchange Street,

We also have a good selection of Water Works
Co. 6s, that are guaranteed l*rlnclpal and Interest,
for sale at Par and Interest.

running every night.

MESMERIST

particulars

Leeds & Farmington It. It. 1st Mort.6’s
Portland & Ogdensburg It. H. 1st Mort.6's
Maine Central K. IS. 1st Mort .7’s
Maine Central K. K. Consol. Mort.7's
Miami County, Ohio, Court House.tl’s
First National Bank Stock,
Canal National Bank Slock,
Casco National Bank Stock,
National Traders Bank Stock,
Merchants Natloual Bank Stock,

1,423,796
166,86o
729,967
103,616

Bonds purchased.

H. Ford and C. F.

25 shares Casco National Bank.
20 shares First National Bank.
5 shares Canal National Bank.
1000 Bangor 6s, due 1894.
500 Bath Municipal 5s, due 189'/.
5000 Androscoggin A Kennebec It. K. 6s, due 1891
6000 Leeds Si Farmliigtou K. K. 6s, due 1896.
8000 Maine Central K. B. 7a. due 1912.
desired given
Prices and any other
on application.

J.

®2’232’?SU
432,124

—

Prof. W. H. Ordway,
—

nr

9_TT&St f

Portlandl

HALL,

COMMENCING

Wednesday Evening, February 22,

Kansas City Water Co. First Itlort*
gage 6 Per Cent. Bonds.

3NT.

-_DODD, President.

4

quality Broadclotb Finish Tricots, full 52 in. wide, 58c.

TURNER

ra THE

INVESTMENTS.

Total Assets, Jan. 1, 1888, market values.

FINE

Portland, .He.

—

which are a

dec

$18,963,651
Leaving still iu the Company’s possession...
Tlie Company's investments have yielded sufficient returns to pay all Expenses^aud
Taxes, and still to add to the Policyholders’ Fund lor the fulmUinent of existing
$23,167,081
contracts.

A

NEW

a.iktmr.ubntm.

FOR SALE BY THE COMPANY.

IU bt MAU in WrtlLAnu.^w

EX PENDITC REM IN I8»»!
..
Claims by Death...
Endowments and Annuities.
Surrendered Policies.
Dividends or Return Premiums.

CO.,

—

AND

CluAH

$7,064,666 30

28

dealr In

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

«odtf

RECEIPT!* IN ISST:
Received for premiums.
Received for Interest and Net Kents.

Cod2w

GREAT TRICOT SALE!

Hirer und retuil

—

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance

CO., Aug.

A line lot of Turkish Prunes that we offer at
the astonishing low price of

FANCY

5 cent

43d mm

JUST

Best

in-

ENGLAND.

—

Total Premiums to January 1,1888...$118,492,686 99
..
97,639,084 01
Of this sum there has already been returnedto Policyholders

GEO. C. SHAW &

by

so

CON ORE SS

85,715.506 50

costs

adjudged

FlitAHCUI.

eodSm

Profit and Loss, including Premiums paid

Tills As n high grade Formosa Black Tea equal in quality to any
It is put up full pound weight in a gen60 cent Ten sold in this city.
The basket is very desiruine Chinese Basket of flue workmanship.
able and as the Tea alone is well worth the price, the basket really

Children by the largest mauurac.

real bar-

are

(n staving. Bunli.,
Lriial
Ike liuarsalerd Mortgage l.onn*.
1 and id per cent iilcrnl.

Taxes......
Expenses, including Agents' Commissions. Advertising, Salaries, Ac.

Work Basket for

and

FORMERLY BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING CO.,

55TS THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE,

AlVIZl

in

Suits, Overcoats, Listers,

Keefers, etc., for Men, Boys

1

Hotel,

COMPANY,

teria Medlca, concentrated, convenient; contain
lng more medicine than any *1.CO Liquid Blood
Purifier.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Sent by mail, 60 cents per Box.

ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE

THE BEST FIVE-CEN I

Support home industry. 8raoke the best

Newarli,

17,

lo

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

me.

feb21___

a

These

vestors.

Furnisher,

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

ioM

$3.50

to

$1.50 and upward.

All Wool

Stripes,

nvuimrul

-OF

in

#4.00, #4.50. #5.00

Northern Banking Co’s

NovlS

ISAAC C.

Pluids, etc.,

at

ALSO, The grandest bargain*

Voung

5 PER GENT DERENTURE BONDS

FURNISHING CO.,
-

at

offered in

are

Investments.

JUST ARRIVED.

&

Suitings,

Falmoutli

UndLer

HOUSE

Portland,

every

handsome

arc

und

lloys’ Long I’uuts, ages 12
nearly

Gentlemen's and

and #0.00.

neat-

! per pair.

ex-

Men’s sizes in
at

State

prices varying from 25c

For

are

the

141

to

get prices before buying elsewhere. W. C. WARE.MANAGER.

lAT 91UUU.UU SAYS THIS IS

Sts.,

est patterns In

ceptionally cheap.

r/fARRINGTON.

FRED

<lec21

The only Non-alcoholic Blood Purifier.
Compounded from Spanish Sarsaparilla aud the best
In
Tonic
Medicines
the
Nutritive Vegetable
Ma-

Manufacturers and Sole Proprietors.
Boston, Mass.
feblg
_STThnrmam

and ULSTERS,

The Clothier and

Cor. Pearl and Middle

these Pants

use

A

ages

years, the best variety and

from #1.50 to

ure

large variety,

353 and *155 Middle St.,

PER CENT.
DO IT

our

marvels oi

are

regular prices.

under

Pants in

for Cash to Reduce Stock.

you approach
buying
the store and see the elegant display of the
Handsomest Patterns in this city.
now.

in

style of Pant.

HEAVY UNDERWEAR
Be

CAY

BOYS’ KHEE PINTS

Young Men’s

neatness of ap-

Special bargains

STOCK !

SARSAPARILLA WAFERS,

DINSMORE

#3.00

gttins and

Sreat

PUNK l\ll WfilltlVim
females instantly relieved by that
and infallible Antidote to

pearance, and

SALE !

BARGAIN

Winter

on a
large variety of styles and sizes,
possibly be found anywhere else.

%Vc call attention to several large
lots of Men’s and

ordinary

GREAT

The public may rely

tngly low.

durability, and

We

It stands you in hand to make room for the Old Carpet
in a less conspicuous place and replace it
with the New. Make the change now

AND

ALL of the bargains in Pants and Vests that we are now offering
were made up especially for this sale from Woolens bought ut a great
discount from manufacturers’ agents, and our pi ices are correspond*

VESTS to match

you have paid OCJ CENTS for.
must make room for

SFRIIVG

new lines of Pantaloons and Vests to our
stock since tills sale began, and If trudc keeps up as it lias we shall
be obliged to add a great many more.

#4.00 per pair, that

FRED R. FARRINGTON’S

60 CENTS 60 OVERCOATS
Equal

We have added several

Pants at #2.50, #3.00, #3.50 and

_dlw

-

-

Crowd.

[Washington Despatch to N. Y. Sun.]
The office of chaplain of tiie Senate is pleasant as well as lucrative. The duties are not
onerous, and the salary is $900. At present

C. H. GUPPY & CO.,

—

TROUSERS AND VESTS
and LOWER PRICES than can

-OF-

designs made lor a

or two
are to be

be

pitwititpffullr

fcbl7

Parlor, for the Sitting Room, for the Dining
Room, Chambers, Hall or Stairs, when
one can

Mrs. Ole Bull has recently paid a visit to
New York, and having been impressed with
the beauty of the teakwood, ordered a quanof it.

Vsis'

CARPET

ence.

tity

different

our

iu office she was
class of evil-doers.

March M and April 1, is Mrs. Aslftou W.
»u lire art of
TV'k.r. Mrs. huteftuo
lecturing. She has achieved a well deserved
reputation In that line In her own country,
and ranks among the fust of English lady
lecturers. She possesses good physical at-

of

THURSDAY, FEB. 23,

was

certain

a

wife again. I know it; but don’t send mu
up ’fore Mis’ Morris. 1 rather go ’fore ten
I rather be tried by
men than that woman.
a man.”
The lady elected to he the delegate of
Great Britain at the forthcoming Woman’s
Congress to be held in Washington between

DEMOCRACY.

[Bangor Whig.]
The action of the Portland Democracy Is a
four years of
confession that
Natioml
Democratic rule has so disgusted the voters
of that city that it is absolutely useless for
tliem to place a representative of their own
party in the field.
MAINE’S PRESIDENTIAL TIMI1ER.
[Gardiner Home Journal.]
Although no one seems to doubt that Mr.
Blaine would accept the nomination if it was
tendered him, other available candidates are
Maine has some good
being talked of.

TO THE PUBLIC:

“Yes,” the half-inebriated rough would
pieud ou his arrest, “I’ve been a heatin’ my

only
lug

While she

to

for this Advertisement.

Pay

States ever appointed justice of the peace.
She was a tall woman, with a profile which
closely resembled the portraits of Queen
a

OF

—

for several years, hut a new storv is promised shortly, entitled “Black Ice.”
Mrs. Frank K. Stockton does fully half of
her husband’s work. She discusses all his
plots, writes at Ills dictation and frequently
adds portions of chanters. She is in every
sense his chum as well as helpmate.
The late Petroleum V. Nusby left an estats
worth a million and a half dollars The
world always pays more for the comic than

Elizabetlf.

GREAT SALE

The DRUGGISTS of PORTLAND

Denman Thompson when at hotels often
registers as from Swauzy, N. II.
Judge Tourgee lias not published anything

for the serious. Milton got. $50 for “Paradise Lost,” while Mark Twain received $75ooo for “Innocents Abroad.” Josh Billings
received $25,000 for Ids magazine work a'onc
and his literary profits ran into the hundreds
of thousands.
It is said that Hester Morris of Wyoming
Territory was the first woman in the United

nMniAFriov*.

inmCELLANEOCS.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

ports.

years or until the ratification of the treaty
the British commissioners in the name
of the
our
vessels
the
Crown
offer
privilege of purchasing provisions, sup-

■IRCILURIOIW.

haps, can throw 75 more, does not count.
So far ns we can see, the Democrats of Portland are absolutely demoralized, and propose
to inaugurate the Presidential campaign by
votiug for a man they detest, “just for fnn.
ft is quite possible (feu. Dow may write
them a letter which will make them blushsome of them.

aSeeutil

eO cents.

o“iit

teb23dlw

Casco Nat. Bank.100 140
First National Bank.100 110
60
Oum'wrland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 121
National Traders’ Bank.100 138
96
Portland Company.
66
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889 ...102
Portland City 6s,MuuicipT variouslOO
Portland CityOs, It. K. aid 1907...123
Bath City 6s, Mon. various.102
Bath City 6s K. K. aid various_101
Bangor City 6s, long K. K. ah!—113
Bangor City 6s, ougMun.12S
Belfast City 6s, It. R. aid. 104
And. S Keti. It. R. 6s, various_103
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896 109
Leeds & Farmlng’tn R. R. 6s.109
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .118
Maine Central R. R. Crnsol 7s.... 188
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s.106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6S....100V4
2d mtg 6s.106
“
3d mtg 6s... .110

IMiESS.

the

THURSDAY MORNING, FEB. 28.
THE

PRESS.

Mav be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
Exchange St.; Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. R. Depot- Hodgson, 90% Portland St.; Joint Cox,600
Congress St.; Costello, 7 Exchange St.; Lawson,
47 Middle SL; Jewett, 604 Congress St.; Peterson,2 Exchange St.; Goold. corner Congress and
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.; Hopkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 Congress St.; Ross, lna Congress St.; Beardswortli,
«T India St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.;
Abbott, 243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros.'
agents on all trains running out of the citv.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
lliddeford,
“
A. L. Jellerson.
UoBton, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. L. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, K. S. Raymond.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. li. Irish & Co.
Lew iston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. tilendenniiig.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, Meriill & Deu
IJ.
7d

Tho best medical writers claim that the
successful remedy for nasal catarrh must be nonirritating, easy of application, aud one that will
by its own action, reach all tlic remote sores and
ulcerated surfaces. The history of the efforts to

Cheese—Northern choice at 12-i, <513c; Ohio
choice at l2Hn®12Vic; Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices Vic higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 27®—c: some fancy
near-by stock higher; Eastern firsts at 2ha,26c;
extra Vt and N H 27«;—c; fresh Western nominal; fresh Southern 26c; held 1 Ha22c; limed at

I4®l7c, Jobbing price

100,3 16.
uay—Choice prime hay at 17 00® I860; (air to
good at fl5 00®jfl6 00; Eastern fine *12®$16;
door to ordinary $12(5*14: East swale 10**11.
Rye straw, choice, 17 60*819 00) oal straw 9 60

ed do at 3

Potatoes—Houlton Hose at $1
bush; do Hebrons 90c; Ai ooslouk Hose at $ 1; do bebrons at
8S@H0c.
Poultry—Northern young fresli killed turkeys,
choice liiouilnal; Western young fresh killed turkeys, extra small 12% «13c; do fair to choice,
108.12c: Northern fresli killed chickens,nominal
at 16617c, fair to good 12®14c.
Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
For the week ending Feb. 22. 1888.
Spruce 36 in 18,« 20! Clear.*20@$28
Pine
18® 20i 2d clear.*20:a$23
Hard pine
201
No l.$168818
Mol. heading
221
Pine. $26(g$50
Hoods—
ISliingles—
New 14 ft
$25| X cedar... d 6,.@3;76
Old
*20®$28| Clear cedar.? XK6S 26
Short do 8 ft *10!f$12| X No 1— 2 0082 60
7 ft
$8| No 1 cede .1 25®1 75
Pop’r staves *12®$14i Spruce. ...126(®160
12l Laths—
Spruce rough
Oak mid
I spruce— 2 00@2 15
liiae-tteawat.
staves
812 50@$14|
it n;>os. (let—sTlict.
stpU'es.
Blasting.3 6084 001 Cassia, pure.. 1 5® 17
Sporting.0 25®0 50|Cloves. 33® 36
6
Drop shot_
[Ginger. 13® 16
7
Buck.
| Mace. 7C@ *0
|Nutmegs. 76® 80
liny.
Pepper. 22(g) 28
Swrrii.
Pressed.$128$ 141
6
Straw........ $ 8;a$ 10!Laundry.3%@

Seedy guest -Landlord, what can you give me
for breakfast?
Landlord—Nothing; but If you pay you can have
eggs and steak.

When Baby was sick, we gave her Caetoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for

Caetoria,
When she became Mies, she clung to
Caetoria,
When ahe had Children, abo gave them Caetoria,

“And
Miss Phetherphew has married
eigner!”
"A foreigner, Indeed! Signor Hnlroli is a native of dear, delightful Italy, and a very distinguished gentleman, too. lie lias been 111 the service of the crown nearly all his life. Miss Phetherphew told me so herself.”
r‘H’m. In the service of tlie crown? Oh, yes, I
understand. You mean he is a barber.”
for-

Iron.
Common.

Tens.

2%®2%i8oucliong,— 188 60
Neflned.2%ffi2s,4 jOolong. 20® 30
4
do choice.. 35® 50
®4%
Norway..
258 80
.12 ® 16 Japan
Cast steel
do choice.. 36® 40
German sieel 6 (<j7
3
Tobacco.
Shoe steel_
Best brands.. 60® CO
Sheet iron—
Common.... 35484% Medium. 30® 40
H.C. 46 4%
Common. 26® 30
Russia.13% ® 14 Half
Gnlv.
7„.8% Natural leaf.. HO® 70
...

They make one feel as though life was
living. Take one of Carter’s Little Liver
Pills after eating; it will relieve dyspepsia, aid
digestion, give toue and vigor to the system.
worth

I.riio.

arrmi.

Pilot Sup.7%&3
do s<i.5%®«
Ship.4%& 6
Crackers Hit.- ti®d%

Sheet.

>’@8%
Pipe. 7 ®7%
52
0G®5
Pig.5
1

l.eathcr.
CohI.
iNewVork—
208 21
Cumber land..
(u6 50 Light.
Acadia.
I Mul weight. 22®. 23
®
8 7 60
Chestnut.
Heavy. 2S8 26
Franklin.
88 60 Slaughter
32® 34
87 60 Good d’nigd. 208 21
Lehigh.
Coffee.
Am calf...... 90®1 00
ILnuiiicr.
Kio. roasted2l%®23
|
83"
•lava do.... 28
[South plne»30 008 40 00
Cooperage.
J Clear plUP—
Hlihd shooks and lids— I Uppers. 850(8306
Mol. city...1 6061 75i Select .$456866
Sug. city... 958 1 051 Finecomnion.*356#42
hug. s’d silk 50@ 70| Spruce...*138814

“If it were customary in this country to confer
titles upon men who rank in literature, what
would I lie?'1 asked a conceited Journalist of his
senior.
“Baron of Ideas,” was the sharp reply.
1 find 1 sell as
of all other
E. Hartley,

as

Druggist.
Beware of counterfeits!—Be sure you get the
genuine Salvation Oil. Have no “just as good.”

P

lie

»

illemlock.$11®$)2

sugar—

6 45:Clapboards—
Box shooks
I Spnice. X..J28@S30
8 fear heading—
106
Lime 1> cask..
Coriluar.
150
118:22 Cement.
Amer’nf) ti.
(Match™.
Manilla
12%813%
50
star, l> gross
Manilla BoltHope 14
liussi do
15% 61 H%1 Dirt go. 39® 41
Jlcnin.
Sisal.ll%®12%t

Mr. Jebedeo Kazzer— Wliad’sdat child done got
in his mouf. Esthy?
Mrs. .1. K. (investigating)—Dey’s yo' catfish
Hooks, sliuae.
Mr. J. R,—Make um spectoiate ein out, Dey
yatu't no airtlily use when dey gits rusted.
----■ —

Acid Oxalic

small;

*•

i
;

Society girl—Mamma, Mr. De Pension has
aasked me to marry him. I said I would refer
the matier to you.
Mamma Is he rich?
Daughter—No; he has only 82,000 a year.
Mamma—Well, handle him carefully. «2,0 0
Is a good deal more now than It was at the begin- I
1
nlng of the season.

a-rhampaguo...

irsala.'.New

...Mch

York.. Havre;.Mch
York..Hamburg. .Mcli
York..Rotterdam..Moll

Leerdam.New
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool...Mcli

tart...

j

...

Memoranda.
Ship Palestine, of Bath, 1460 tons, built in 1877
lias been sold to Samuel Blair of San Francisco
at *31,000.
Sell Lucia Porter, Griudall, at Philadelphia
from Demarara, reports line weather to Hatteras,
and tlieuce with heavy gales from W to N W. Jail
17th, encountered a terrille gale from NW lasting
fifteen days, at times blowing a hurricane; was 36
days Nortli of Hatteras and was blown across tile
Gu f stream six times. Jan 19, lost foretopmast,
jibboom, and foresail; flooded cabin and sustained some damage on deck.
W B Church, of Taunton, has decided on having
a five masted schr of 3,000 tons capacity, to cost

probably

them, will have no others.” —Berry,
Venable & Collier, Atlanta, Ga.

Ayer's Pills,

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer ft Co., Lowell, Maas,
Soetl by all Dealers In Medicine.

be built in the

Syduey.

<?od&wlvnrmceud

This Plaster
acts

..

SHARP,

rjy-For Kidney Trouble,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain In the Side aud Back
Ache, they are a certain
and speedy cure.
PAIN.
Sold by druggists for 26
cents, or five for *1.
Mailed on receipt of price
b>’ ,J'°’ c* ‘ioodwin

Trade mark, Patented
A Co., General Agents, Boston

el7’sCAtarrH

.*/»;■

fw&wdTT&,S&wtopofc6tln>

my.>

.26 50®.* >
Kv.rfM/ir’l*

.H*k *, i<‘
t 25a 4 60
*

S'

BEESWAX,

*

<

=•

25!*».4 351

oar lots. 23ouu24*.o
do (••M-;.. 24 00(f.25« o
7.Vit'5 (*0 Mttdi T.Vb. 24 «•••... 5 50
** 75do ;'.J : :‘.S,25 0‘.>.t27 OO
l
Frovisions.
6 <*0*0-5 2r. pftri*

...

Crude, imported and domestic, by the cask
only. Trice 221/fec. to 24c. per lb. Also,

M’n
•.1

».»>•■

Clea n
Nasal

...

REVIEW OF PORT LAMr~WHOLESALF MARKET

**?

.•*.!.•••

82.'gJK75
(•

;

17 60u 38 0«»

;:•

AifapA io
|>o 5 OO p. ».*i
!; >
‘C‘3
3 26 *.3 75
.2' S «..* :•» 25
F.t rilU,'
00-7- 2 25T^rd

3 4

;

—

.-

8

00 a.

60

r

SWJI'n
9 50 a 10 Of.

Hike.' .V...2
-v-i-;:
Hi..

8>4<:
Tut*: ,--8sz
t>x JT'«-I8c| "ttmme.... 8* 8%«
118181 PeJ!«.. ...8%JiU%c
(|*n'.ft -p.tV 10%,.-11%
i.

Jft

UttiO 0(1,
mh'T (“'
I

i.-rta

-I.

C,;«IW!11
"eat

Ku(.

I

.-I-

’Vi

Produce.

,,
;pratt astT.vtw.'. !*
fttH.'lanl. 1*
0O1
11 00«12
Of
ilf.. .2 76ta 2 00
4522 tSO.COhti-umal. 8%
w«i'i:jnt r-.n i.u:2 2542 4«.
2 26*%> 3o
Eye:*.2 60.'*2 7«VMu8« atei,o
ousli *5c<fi95c 1 «
Lfiy’r 2 50,*3 Co
8a8%c
OncUltt LHV
7 *8
4 u.‘*6 00. v >i*n?ia.
3t V*->tn.
Onions p bbl 5!00*5 6o»
Sugar.
Vto p sc.7V8
••.u'«c«'v-.
iBrilGjgiUO
.12a 15!K\lra >.Grrt»
0';ekens
Fov1KO/J4I
Seeds.
11* 12% I iiod ...*2%
1*2%
Ducks.16* 16ITiraot'• y R^ed 2 76fo 2%

,.(nn

1

0«

«

tk.jliOTOB’H

Raisins...
...

..

‘Oiovcr. 8%@12%C
Applet.
Choice eating{3 o'jfoaBO;
Chose.
Common
17 *2u*»i VVri:e.*j:t_ 10 @14
Fancy B*id ns
^3 00 N. V. I ctory I0;'cgil4
K

v)ai"i

»

lSc.Sage.15%@16

12

Butter.

Lemons.
lOroauiery L> It*. 2G®27
:■ tb nno.3t6'.»a4ooKMit Edge Ver....26@26
H
.3 50*4 OOlCliolce.19*20
I Good.17*18
M-u .Tiers....
ifltore.infold
Oranges.
3 GO a 4 26
Florida....
EgK8.
4 00&4 60i Eastern ex
..22 a23
Mrsbina*aud Fa*
I Can & Western. .21 «22
Paulino **bx.2 76®3 001 Limed. 18^19
Valencia

Tot .i visible
..

supply^,..Feb.
«

18,11880.8211,701

8A?

Ems
N* w
Celtic.
New
City of Atm .ta... New

York..Bremen.Feb 22
York.. Liverpool... Feb 22
York..Havana.Feb 23
Paimyia.Boston.Liverpool ...Feb23
Niagara
N* w York.. Havana.Feb 25

Lessing.

___

PartlarD OttPv Prcv? Stc-cR Lisr.
Com cied la
iiAimcTT, Pink*: < ..nd

..

ore*:.

a.
Desertptn s.
Far Vain*. Kid.
Canal Nattoum Bank.100 158
8 i

>.‘ v. Yoik..Hamburg—Feb 25
r\y York..Laguayra...Feb25
N» vv York..Havre
.Feb 26
Gothia.New York.. Hamburg ...Feb 25
Anchor<n.New York..Glasgow.Fco 25
New Y < ik. .Amsterdam Feb 25
Schiedam
Sorrento.New Y rk Hamburg ..Feb 25
—New York. .Antwerp_Feb 26
Nordland.
.v York..
Ohio.
Liverpool. .Feb 26
> w \ yrk.. Bremen
Feb 25
Eider
w
»•
k.. Liverpool
Feb 29
German!'.N
'. ■! k.. Bremen.Feb 29
Saule.
Favoiiia.dual-on.Liverpool ...Mcli 1
City Washington .New York..Havana ...Mcli 1
Mcli 1
Hondo. New York..Jamaica
Gellert.New York .Hamburg .Mch 1
Caracas..
La Bourgo: u‘.'

’I'M-

188 Middle

OF STEAMSHIPS.

L

FOli

(ilf-iiroed Kec&iDia.
PORTLAND. Feb. 22, 1**8.
Poo
Received f. Maine Centra! Hail road-For
.<! ccu«ml 42 cars n iscelianeotu ireicnar.cip*:
emrcDan;
o r ■dianet-us
carr.116
uectin/

Brokers,

W.

Uov24eod3m

CO.,

147 PKABI. ST., BONTON.

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT GO.
Established 1872.

Authorized (inpilnl. .8l,tMi(MNN)
lilKI.OOO
■>uid Up Capital.
73,000
Mill-plus.
offers for sale, at par and accrued interest, « per
first
loans
on
farms
cent
7
and
mortgage
cent
per
in Iow a, Kansas and other Western States, valued
the
amount
loaned
times
four
tliereou,
and
at three
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also its
own 0 per cent debenture bonds, and further seemed by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
York,
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of New
trustee. A supply of mortgages ami bonds conlo
call
invited
are
investors
stantly on hand,which
ana examine.
Coupons cashed on presentation.
of
forlist
or
letter,
by
Please apply personally,
■
references and other information. C.A.XIIA
1S5
Oxford
Building,
A
Till, lien.
gem,
dec20eod6m
middle Mii-eel. Boom *•

BOStON & NEW YORK STOCKS
Bought and sold,
and upwards.
Orders by mail

on

or

a

margin of 2 per cent,

telegraph

a

Specialty,

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
JOSE pa

CLEAR r, Manager,

24oCongress St., Boston,

Nlasj.^

uiouiuuvv

a

COMPANY, and because of its age,

COPlE.f^-FEVER

particle Is applied Into each nostril and Is
agreeable. Price 60 cents at druggists; by mall,
registered, <10 cts. ELY BROTHERS,236 GreenA

wich St..

IIon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DkWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pkrcival Bonnet, Portland, Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Klnq, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Georob L. Derlois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Notes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen. Portland, Me.
James Ykareance, New York, N. Y.
OFFICERS.

jau28eod&wnruily

New York.
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GONE BINCE
E RE R 8

FRO 1

I

O C K

••so-

I

180

|

<

MICE

OF

DimiTKtt.

riUIK firm of HERltlCK & PEARSON, Printers.
is by mutual consent this day dissolved; the
business to be carried on at the old stand, No 50
Temple street, by YV. H. Pearson, wlm is authorized to settle a II hills previous to Feb. \, 1888.
F. H. HERRICK,
teh'-’ldSt
W, H. PEARSON.

COLDS
LUNG
BLES

N D
TROU-

FIRST

CURED

WERE

OF

BALSAM
CHERRY,
IT

PIBES

NOT

BUTTS”
IS ON THE WRAPPER.
“I.

ON CURING.

TT&S&wiirm

FOR BILIOUS HEADACHE, N<
CONSTIPATION, DYSPEPSIA
And all Derangements of the Stomach & Liver

W

dividend of one per cent, on
the par value of the stock will lie payable
on and alter Fell. 20, 1888, to stockholders mi
record at close of business Feb. 15,188K.
Transfer books will lie closed Irom Feb. 15 to
CI1AH. B. KTROUT, Treasurer.*
Feb. 20,183H.
Portland, Me., Jan. 20,1888.
jau24eodlm

VQPARTEKLY

nu.

W~

WANTED—In

The house is attractive and substantially built,
»nd is well worthy the attention of intending purchasers.

feb2ldtf

i ok malic-"Royal Mail,”64
entirely new, wltn ball
rearing head, axles and pedals; price $100. G.
21-1
Middle
Street.
1. BAILEY, 263

Bicycle
Inch, model of ’86;

Strips.

Weather

Tight
Blaisdeli & Berry, 67 Cross street,
FOR
air
orders lor their
MALE-Alr

CHANCES,

are now

tight weather
patent
It takes the place of outside doors and
.vludows, as it keeps out the cold in winter and
lust ill summer. 67 CROSS ST.17-4
llling
Itrips.

saee$3500,
value, stock and
just
fixtures of first-class picture frame and art
on
located
one
of
the
best streets in
store,
le city of Boston; doing a good business; best of
reasons for selling; an investigation will show the
above business a splendid opening; good run of
order work. W. F. CABRUTHKR3, 24 Tremont
1-16
Bow, Boston.
Its

Soods

Manager tor City Agency, Portland.

eodtf

James Andrews' lnmeBlddeford, consisting of 15 acres of
food land, brick house with ell. 2 stories, large
iarn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
ow at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
if Blddeford.
7-4
MALK—The

l,AND. WIMCONMIN, offers better into good live
A ducements
any manufactthan
In the U. 8.
Mil

men or

For
IIAGERTV, 401 \V

malk—1

FOR
engine, and

febddlm

second-hand 12 horse power
14 horse power boiler with

one

mated pump, inspirator and all fittings at a bar;aln. Address, BIDDKFORD STOVE FOUNJRY, Biddeford. Me,ocStf

MAI.K—$850buys
and team ol
FOR
nice cash and family
stock

and

fixtures,

Grocery

a

uid Provision Store, good team; business $300
rer week, located in the city of Chelsea, an Invesigatiou will prove it Just as represented, low
ent. a nice business for somebody. W. F. CAltIUTIIEKS. 34 Tremont Row, Boston.
18-1

LKT—A first

Iacts

rO
No. 768,
tines.
Esq,

ITREET.

For NEW YORK.

OX MUKDOC'K’S

LIQUID

FOOD.

by

Carter, Carter,

Killiam,
Cutler Bros. & Co.,
Bust Bros. & Bird,
&

any other preparation ; they are a
pure Nerve and Brain Food. They
cure as by magic, and their action is

J.

Co.,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAITO

several members
received the same

(

oruer

l

Jau5tf

.HALE

and South America and Meiico.
From New York, pier hot of Canal St., North
River, (or San Frauciscu via The Isthmus af
Panama,
CITY OF PARA sails Thursday, March 1, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.

CITY OF PEKING sails
2 p.

117 ANTE D A young man 17 or 18 years of
I,
age to write In an office; must be a good
t enman, quick at flguriug, aud have A 1 refer21-1
* nces.
Address P. O. BOX, 1176.

J
“

IA7ANTKD—A reliable, healthy, light comM
plected young or lidddle-aged man, one
sed to farm work, to take care of stock anil do
eneral farm work, wages 88 to 813 per month
nd board. Call or address with stamp to JAMES

IcGOWAN, West Cumberland, Me.

Por Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K.

“

“

“

“

Salr,

lese

calf cloth top button

boots, good stylo aud finish only $3.00 per
regular price $6.00. We have but a few of
left,

so

call at

once

while

we

can

fit you.
17-1

One large lot
* NOTH Kit BARMIN
(ioat Button, our regular $3.oo boot to be
closed out at $2.00 per pair. All widths, sizes
and half sizes as advertised. BROWN, No. 401
17-1
Congress St.

you
461

we

have

good titling
Congress St.

17-1

“

aud

VALITAHI.K PRATIES

care-

OLD
fully repaired and regilded by A. E. EATON
to Roche & Eaton, 116 Ex-

SONS, successors
change street, Portland, Me.
&

23-4B

of our staff have used it. ami
benefit as noted by the Whole-

“

/U/UiDnueeiro,

Sj'SENTjev^MAiL-

f)tceiP£o». pricy,

if All Suffer any Pain,
V 1111 Have Any Soreness,
Weakness,
I 1111 Fe®1 A"*
I VV
Have a Lame Back,
II
to the drug
can
as
you
send
straight
Go or
store and insist on having tbe Y nminis
mm

IL
IF

HopPlaster

-

giv® Instant
hemlock and

It will Cure: never falls
relief. Virtues of fresh hops
balsam united. The perfection of olas-^
five for $1-00,
jrs, clean and sweet. 26c.,
or mailed for price.
to

Sine

I*

I

eod&wnrm4mcTu

feb2i

By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, 1). C., 1887:
By the British Medical Association at
Brighton, Fug., 1880;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884;
do. at Biclimoud, Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, X. ¥., 1880;
do. at Deer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physician and Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.

FOR

.AJSTID

95
A

.MORTALITY

OF

8

eod&wly

mylO

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., BOSTON.
SW&Mit
febl o

60C0A.

6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular
monials.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers in

Scud 15 cents for
treat them.”

babbits

ubsotHiely pure
$&3
Vo.on, from which :■< meets of
Oil hoe boon removed It has three
Warrant J

|

timetike ttrcngtk </ Coror mixed
with Btareh, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and la theroforo far more ecinomi
cal, coating left than >«e cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably :*.l:.;;ii-«l for invalids at
well as for persons m health.
Sold bj Grocers everywhere.

V. BAKER & CO., Dorciiestei, Mass.

In

from on«

(or connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.

tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ate.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every weekday evonlng at 8 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE, Manager,
novltf

Fast

Freight

and

Passenger Line,

NEW IMAM AM SAVANNAH
Hienmshius ‘«ATK CITY” and “CITY
OF JI4COY”every TIICKMOAY, al :t
from LEW It WIIAKF,
P.
12 Allaatic Aveaar, Boaluu.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
O. G. PEARSON,
R. K., 201 Washington St
Agent, S. F. & W. R'v 211 Washington St.,

VIA

OK

Ocean Steamship Co.

from New York.
M. K.

NA-TIPMON,
Agrnt,
401 lViiNhingtoia Nlmi.

al UK \V

feb3

eodSm

8

Per Cent First Mortgages in Kansas.

During tile next 90 days we snail give our customers 8 per cent on any money they may
send us tor investments we have fur sale. Wc have
on hand First Mortgages and applications for
money upon first mortgage loans, mostly upon 160
acre (arms, amounts rouging from I'-'.W to *500.
We have also mortgages In amounts $1000 to $20.How much
000 at 7 per cent, which we offer.
They
money can you furnish us tor these loans?
are A 1 security. The stringency lit the money
market enables us to cut down amounts applied
for In cacti case to an amount that Is safe beyond
a doubt. Now is the lime to get a nice line of small
Write for our New Investor's
gilt edge loans.
Remit with advice to JOHN D. KNOX A
Guide.
CO., Investment Bankers and Loan Agents, Topeka, Kan. Boston Office: Room 24, No. 39 Brumfield street.

CHEW FOREE’S

Prepaid ta. receipt of 81.00.

G. A llobnrd, K»«|.. So. Boston, Mass., was
cured of Salt Rheum b Balmer’s Skin-Success.
A Hrnlih, whin may he obtained through
Skin-Success. Cleansing soap and healing olntmeut.

this is Worth

HAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD
not
blessed
with
who is
a

or

—2—
At druggists,’ Skin-SuceeM'
SOe. A 75,5. Slda-Succs Soap
iV. I'almrr Chronical Co..N. Y.
Mbtn-WiicrcM.
“

r.'

fair, healthy Skin,

is troubled with humors.

“

Soap preserves the skin.
Cures cutaneous

complaints,

■•aimer’. Mbin-Naccc.. postlvely cures Skin
Diseases. "8-8” soap and ointment cleanse and
heal.
eodly-cMnrni
0ct3

Messenger’s Nolice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
Cumberland,

ss.,

February 15,

State
A. D.

rnHIS is to give notice, that on the fifteenth
A day of February. A. D. 1888, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency,for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of the
UPORTLAND NET AND TWINE COMPANY,
a corporation created bylaw and existing under
the law, and hating a place ot business In the city
of Portland, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor
corporation, on petition of said Debtor oorporation,which petition was filed on the fifteenth day of
February, A. D. 1888, to which date Interest on
claims Is to be computed.
That the payment ot any debts to or by said
Debtor corpoiation, and the transfer and delivery
of any property by it are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors ot said Debtor
corporation, to prove their debts and eboose one
or more assignees of its estate, will he held at a
Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate
Court Room, in said Portland, on the fifth day of
March. A. D. 1888, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.
Given under my tuuid the date first above writIf. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger ot the Court of Insolvency for said Couuty of Cumberland.
tebis&aa

A
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eoddtn

Medical Rooms 93 Frarkilo St.. Portland, Me.
REED treats all chroulc diseases that flesh
lshelrto; allcases that are glveu up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their esse to treat and cure
them. 1 flud that about tour-fifths of the cases
up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
istance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and 82.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office. $1 00.
sept -tit
Office hours 9 a. in. to 9 t>. rn.

DR.

imhkkkuv vive.v, that the

names

have not been

en-

iikkkby hives, that the
subscribers have been duly appointed ExecuWill
of
tors of the
ALFORD DYER, late of Deering,
lu the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
that
trust
themselves
taken
upon
have
the law directs. And we have appointed
as
John 0. Sawyer, of Deering, our Agent or AttorAll persons having
ney In the State of Malue.
demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same; and all persons
Indebted to said estate are called upon to make

payment

in

to

CHARLES M. DYER.)
of Island Pond, Vt„ ( ExecuI tors,
J011N F. WILSON,
I
of Boston, Mass.,
or to JOHN E. SAWYER, of Deering. Me..
Agent or Attorney.
febbdlawThSw*
Deering, Feb. 7th. 1888.

Notick
subscriber has been duly appointed and takhimself the trust of Administrator of the

and

upon

of
FREDERICK W. HOBSON, late ot Dcerlng.
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of saiu deceased, are re
uuired to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate are milled upon to mako
payment to
JOSEPH S. RICKER, Adm'r.
feb22dIawW3w*
Deering, Feb. 18,1888.

UII'I

tered on the list ol qualified voters, in aud for the
several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
GEO. c. 11C KG ESS. City Clerk.
February 20th, 1888,fehatdtd

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant Notice
and Botanic Physician.

en

1

X
Aldermen of the City of Portland, thereby
notify and warn the duly qualified electors of said
City to meet at their respective Ward Rooms on
the first Monday of Marc h, next, being the fifth
day of said month, at ten o’clock in the forenoou,
then and there to give lu their votes for Mayor,
one Alderman, three Common CouncUroen. a War
den, Clerk and two City Constables, (except that
each Island Ward may elect one Constable) residents of the ward. Also In Words One, Three and
Five, for a member of the Superintending School
Committee, resident of the ward.
The polls oti such day of election to remain
open until four o’clock In the afternoon, when
they shall be closed.
I also give notice to said electors that the Aidermen of said city will he lu open session at the Aldermen's Room. in City Building, from nine till
twelve o’clock lu the forenoon, aud from two to
five o’clock in tlie afternoon, on each of the four
secular days next preceding such day of election,
for the purpose of receiving evldeuco of the qualification of voters whose

§lven

$1,000.
TO ANY

EXCURSIONS JO CALIFORNIA.
EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LINES.

CATARRH.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston, Mass.

andthWy

For tickets and information, apply to the Ticket
Agent. Boston & Maine It. it.. Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all point* I West and
dec20dtf
South.;

HEMORRHOIDS,

A. I*. Bu»»i A Co., Boston.
Dear Mrs:— Your package of Hakka Cream
arrived last evening all O. K.; many thanka. I tell
vou I enjoyed the cleansing it gave me this morning.
! am feeling much like I had taken a Turkish hath.
I have been a great sufferer from a very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried several remedies,
but nothing has had so desired an effect as Hakka,
both for myself and an aged mother, also upon sevYours respectfully,
eral others In tills vicinity.
H. W -YU.DKK, Bethlehem. S. H.

We know that finer leaf and sweetening than is
used in Foree’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Foree’s RalnDow.
we will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a 00 -cent plug for examination.
A. It. Mitchell .% Co., Boston, Mass.
eoddBm
ocl9

THE great PRKNCIl Regulation Powders
Relieve pain, insure
never (nil.
Try them
regularity; safe and r((ertual; (ar superior to Tuoly, Pennyroyal or Oxide.
Package
sent securely mailed containing directions on
receipt of $1.00. C'orrespoadrncr roaSdrulinl. Address
A ARON MEDICAL CO..
17—10 Union "Greet, Buffalo, N. V.
eod&wlmo
eb4

■ H’

HEAD COLDS,

and|Ckiea*o, 8.45
and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m
For Huehdeld tad CValon, 8.45 a. in. and
1.30 p. m.
ABUTALA

From l.rwMoa ond Auburn, 8.46 a. m.
12.16. 8.16, 5.45 and 6.45 p. in.
From <iorhnm,8.46a.iu., I2.15and8.45 D. hi.
From Chicago uad Moatreal, 13.16 and
б. 45 p. ill.
From Quebec, 12.16 p. m.
■ Pullman Palace Bleeping cats on night train.and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

estate

PILES

r reared
without
the nw ot tbo
also all other dis

detention from bus»n«M,
Cure guaranteed.
tbo Rectum.
UK AD (If. l>. Harvard t$42) and ROBERT
UK AD (M. I>. Harvard W7ft), Kvitn* IIoum* v
175 Tremont Street* Boston. References given.
Office
Send for pamphlet.
Consultatton free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. JI
itfoudsys and hoUdqr*
.xniic

eojk-t

or

of

excepted.}

TICKET OFFICE

Eiohange St., tr.d

Qeoot Foot ot India Strut.

Lowest (arcs from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Cblca$21.00 and |lu.oti; Detroit, $16.76 and
16 00: Kansas City, $32.50 and $28.86; 8t.
aul $32.50 and $28.00; 8t. Louis via. Detroit,
$25.00and $21.26; 8t. Louis via. Chicago. $28.60
and $24.00; California, $82.60 and $63.75.

?o,

JOHKPH HICKHON, General Manager.
WM. EDOAK, G. P. A.,
J. BTEPHENHON. Supt.

Nov. 28. 1887.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R*
ARRANGEMENT

OF TRA'NS.

On and after Moudny, October ‘At, 1881,
Passenger Trains will Cette Finland:
Far Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nathuu, Wiadbeim aud Kppiag at 1.34
m.
a. m. and 1.00 p
For Manchester, Coaeord, and potat* North
at I .<M> p. ra.
Far Kachrster, Mpringeale, Alfred, Waters
bora, and Waco Ihiverat 7.30 a. m., 1.00
and (mixed) at ti.rtO p. m.
Far (itrfanm at 7 ..TO a. m., I.OO, 3.04,
0.40, aid (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
For Maccarappa, Cumberland Mills, Wen
Junction and Woodford’s at 7.J6
Ibroob
!
“and 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 6.40 ar.d
■(mixed) *0.:f0 p. m.
O erring) 10-00 a. as.,
Far Foreti A roue
JiOO anil 6.-40 p. m.
The I .oo p. m. train from Portland connecu at
Ayer Janet, with llootac Tunnel Koine for
the West, and at Cnion Depot, Worcester, bn
New Yarh Tla Norwich Line, and all rail,
win H..Ih«S»IJ

also

with

SI.

Y. Jr

V.

K. It. K

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Hnlnmort Wnsbiagloa, ami the Mealb, and

with Besiea X Albany K. K. for the West.
■Oloee connection made at Wmbreek Junction wttn through trains of Maine "eatraIR.H. and

at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. U. IIKLLKN,Ticket Agent, Port,
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct22dtf
J. W. PETERS Suet.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
VIWNDAY, Wet At, INST,
pas-eager Trains will leave

On and after

follows:

as

For A at ora and Lewi, con, 8.30 a. m„
12.60 4.30 p. in.; I.ewUtoa rla Briar
wiclt, 7 "5 a. in.. 12.66 tll-16 p.m. For Balk,
7.05 a.m., 12.56 and 4.65 p. m., and on SaturKecklaad and
days only at 11.16 p. m.
Km i,ad K.incela K. 14., 7.06 a. m. and
12.65 p.m., Braaswirk, Gardiner Hsllewrll, and Augusta, 7.05 a. m., 12.55, 4.56
and tll.16 P* m. Farmington via Lewiston, 12.50 p. in.; ria Braaswiek, 7.06
m.
m. and 12.55 p.
a
Nloamauth, WinIkrep. Readdeld, Oakland and North
Anson, 12.60 p. m., WutervUle and (Show
hrgaa, rin Lrwi-ien. 12.50. via Augusta,
7.05 a. m., 12.55 and tll-16 p. m., and wilwBelfast
rllle Saturdays only 4.66 p. in.
and
Dexter, 12.50 and tll.16 p. m.
12.60
Lewislea.
via
Baager
p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.06 a. m., 12.55 and tll-16 p. m.
ft.
7.06
a. m.,
A
14.,
Piscataquis
Bnagsr
and
tll.16 p. m. fCllvworth and Bar
at.
12.66
m.
and
tll.16
p.
Harbor,
4'ouaty,
atepbru (Palais), Areo-toeb
at. John. Halifax, and the
Provinces,
12.50,12.56 and tll.16 p. m.
itr-All trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

CONCtltESS ST. STATION,
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
points East and West i.Nlght express with
sleeping car attached,runs every ulgnt Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowbegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

Trains are due In Portland as follows: The mom,
lug train from Waterville, Augusta aud Hath
8.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.6o a. m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Waterville,
Bath, Augusta and Rockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Night Pullman at 1. 60
a.

m.

Limited Tickets, dr-1 aad seeaad class, fit
all petals in the Provinces an sale at reduced ratee,

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACH'AS ST’BT CO.

SAVANNAH

To the Electors of the City of Portland.

eod&w-nrmly
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exl&wly
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season

STATE OF MAINE.

No others
These pllla were a wondcrftil discovery
like them in the world. Will positively cure or relievo
all manner of disease. The information around each
box la worth ten times the coat of a box of pills. Find
out about lhem, and you will always be thankful. Ox«
pill a DOfK.
Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everyDr. I. 8.
rts. in slumps.
where, or sent bv mull for
Johnson & Co.. 1» Ccsroa ’’wan St., lioirro*. Mas*

to three hours.

junl3

Medicine

100 emergencies and how to
auaBeodly

New,

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
JWTape, Worms a Specialty. Tape Vj’orma
minutes
hour

removed

and Testi-

Pill£
Rich Blood!
Make

BRIIAKFAMT.

Jralfas! "ocoa.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANK LI N WHARP, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In

of Maine,
1888.

tism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.
Manufactured by Dr. F. S. IIirrcmNsok & Co.*
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price$i.ou a bottle,

TUBE'S m WORM ELIXIR l

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural law
which goveru the operation of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a coustitutiou may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every ten- j
deucy to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAIfiEHKPPH A €o., HOMOEOPATHIC
A GREAT DISCOVERY I
It Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
T&S&wly CHEMISTS, Loudon, England.
most potent and effectual remedy known for
IhTT^tbT thischtld-killingdisease.
GOLD Tu•,Dc..'
Sold Toy nil X3rvisslst»,
TRICK 35c* 50c. and St .00.

Appetite,

(Trade Mark.)

KKATEVUL—COM POUTING.

EPPS’S

Loss of

he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
it is a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheuma-

ONLY.

Bemember, if a baby does not thrive, do not
change Us food, but add five or more drops of Murdock's Liquid Food at each feeding.

with

X. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASK.

cptlRGATIVfe-^

162 BEDS.
FREE !
BED
EVERY

Debility

Hpiuai Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Bock, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Ciroulars (ires.

,

free borne for Homeless Boys contains flfty
beds, and is located at 11 to 21 Causeway street.
Wlicn any of the boys suffer from Scrofula, tczeina or other skin diseases, they recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
We have Just completed a Septic Hospital of
twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical cases.
Tlie Surgical Slaff of Murdock’s Free Hospital
for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients and assign beds.

neral
etc.

—

OPERATIONS

Our

Copies Sold.
** treat*
upnr* Nervous and Physical Debility. Premature Decline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood, 1’np'iired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood, and the urn old mi»erjRM conaequent thereon.
Contain* &W pages, Hubstantial etuboPHod binding, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt.
published in the English language. Price only $1 by
mail, postpaid, and concealed id a plain wrapper. Illustrative sample free it you send now.
PITBGISHEDby the PEABODY .MEDICAL
JNSTITIJTE, No.4 Bulilncli si.Homoii,Mims.
WM. II. PARKER, M. »>., C oiia.illing Ph>*lciitn, toTvhmn n il orders <t!iould be oddrebsed

T7SE-

Wonderful Family Remedy Erer Known.
OTT CURES
Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influensa,
Hacking Congh,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chroma Diarrhoea,
The Most

our

TOTAL

Werit tor Yoong and
Middle-Aged Men*

More Than One Million

INTEBNAL

ESTEBNAL

A Great Medical

KNOW THYSELF,

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from Ge-

Flee Surgical Hospital lor
Women is being recognized in all pails ol tiie
United States by the medical prolesslou, as they
are sending ladles suffering for the want ol operations (known as capital case) from all sections.
The benefit of

AKBAXCSKsHKXT*.

FIB8T-CLASS STEAM EKE

LADIES!

Transcript.

it is the only Raw Food known
and so Recognized

C°^<o°n:>

m)P PlLUMFG

“

_dtl

good

NO

“

CO..

FARE ONLY $1.00.

a

W you can buy our solid, reliable $3.00
(ioat Boots at $2.uu per pair to close out
the lot. These are our regular goods in all sizes
and widths. BROWN, No. 461 Congress St. 17-1

“

&

STEAMERS.

—

remember

A ISA JIM

STEAMSHIP CO.

stylish
Rubbers that will not slip at the heel. When
LADIK'N,
Rubber call at BROWN’S.
want

Traveler.
Forbes’ Lithograph Co.
L. l’raug & Co.
Rockwell k Cliureltell.

“

on

A.

Hired. Cur. Broad ML, Basina,

BOSTON

17-1

.H1RCELI.ANE018.
E.vri.li.flE.v* flue

March 3,

Saturday,

III.

Through

HELP-

'"'For liorhta, Montreal
а. tn.

Portland

California, Japan, China, Central >

WIXTKK

ndia and Commercial streets, Portland.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.

a

—IAN* FOR—

Henry

international House,

^CiI
Boston.

VI

jaulfjdtlA.

LEASE !

BltOWN, 401 Congress St.

R. C. Flower Medical

Wujlr.uerla

After Jan. 1, 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wliart every Tuesday al H.:l«
a. m., for Booth Day, South Bristol, East Boothbay and PemaqukL
Every Friday al H,.TO n. ui.. will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemaouid every Wednesday nt 7.00 a. m., for Portland and Iutermedlatu Landings.
Every Muturday al H.OO a* m., will leave
East Boothbay (or Portland and Intermediate
Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. m.,
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
takeu for the atiove landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf hy
W. H. Bohanon. Telephone No. 087 F.
MONTGOMERY, Pres,

After March 1, 1888, Hie

One hundred Pills in every bottle.

Price, $1.00.
For sale by all druggists.

nn

STEAMER ENTERPRISE-CAPT. ALFRED RACE.

SPRING
21-1

permanent.

“
Doolittle k Smith.
“
Otis Clapp & Sou,
We, the undersigned publishers of Ilostou, in
dorse the value of Murdock’s Liquid Food, as

“

25 cents

laa.a LV.nblln UThaef

and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
*ept2l-dtf*General Agent

__

Messrs. Boston Dally Advertiser.
“
“
“
Record.
“
“
“
Journal.
“
“
“
Post.

-

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

class house, on Congress St.,

recently occupied by
Apply at No. 152

TO

Sleeplessness, Nervousness,

ALL REFUTE THE SLANDER

Norn

The
Steamers of this Line will leave Ballroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THUKSDAY at 5.00 r. u„ for EASTFORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Thr>. jgh tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. gg-Kreight received upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange 8t., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE,
Oen'l Manager^
novl l llf

e10

LET.

afiar MONDAY, Nor.‘4N. INN7,
train* wiii ran as follows
DKPABURC8,
.30 ami 8.46
Ft / Ankara and Law istan,
m
5-20 p< nit
'i[id 12,46
and 6.20p,
1.30
iu.
and
Far Ciorbutn, 8.46 a.
and

On

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.

THE

Loss of
of
Vital
Prostration
Force,
Memory,
rapidly give place to Healthful Slumher, Nerve Strength, Vigorous Mental
Condition, General Increase of Vitality
and Life, when Dr. It. C. Flower’s
Scientific Nerve Pills are taken.
Kemember, these Pills are unlike

—

Mcwlit, Prince fid*
ward* IslauJ. n«d Cape ttrelon.

Urunnwicli;

LET—Furnished rooms No. 35 Decrlng St.
20-1
rOApply
at the HOUSE.

FOR THE SICK.

Wholesale Druggists, Newspapers and
Publishers of Massachusetts,

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

New

FOR
stead in

TO

SiNKINSON

feb8

STREET.

rEIiKPHIiHF, «OI 4.

ing village
tenement suitable for boarders, with stable, or
would hire an established boarding house, furnished or unfurnished. Address BOX 41, New
18-1
Gloucester, Me.

uring industry
any place
full information address J. M.
2d St.. Ashland, Wis.

TRUE,

SILVER

21

manufacturing or enterpris
desirable country location—a

Foil

H.

O.

a

or

-roB-

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST.JOHN N.D.. HALIFAX N. S

a

ANTED For the United States Army, Cav
airy, Artillery and Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and 36
years; good pay, rations, clothing and medical atDesirable men especially needed for
tendance.
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
at
the
Recruiting Rendezvous, 42 Vi EXApply
CHANGE STREET, Portland Me.
|an7S&T3m
or

|

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

35

STEAMSHIP CO.,

111.HO C DM.

SRAM) TRUK RAILWAY OF CANADA

Montreal.

to change
place of residence
INTENDING
to the West, I offer for sale our house and lot,
Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co
situated at the corner of Park and Pleasant Sts.
This is very desirable and convenient location.
our

VT All K

to

Internationa!

0.0

FOR SALE.

passage apply

11. H. MANiPMON, Agent,
aidtfTO !.»»« Wh.rl, Ho-loo.

113 Miate

Superintendent ot Agencies. Eastern Department.

JAMES

on State St.
desirable lot, number
“ear Pine street; for
feb22tf

and lot

■—‘

WILLIAMS,

BEN

sale Druggists:

SEffALL SAFETY CAR HEATING CO.,
DIVIDEND NO. I.

--

ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
J. FRANK LANG. Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH U. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

counterfeit Manufacturers, who have—as they sav in their
article—used Discharged Laborers to
write an Kditorial for a Boston Monthly with which wc refused to Advertise.
Said Monthly compromised itself in
doing this, as it well knew all of its
insinuations to be false.
We, the undersigned, Wholesale Druggists of Boston, nave used Murdock’s
Liquid Food during the last eight years
in our families, aud do now use it, and ;
have seen and known muuy cases where
life has been saved by its use.
That it is appreciated by the public,
we know by our increased annual sales.
Geo. C. Goodwill & Co., Boston.
“
Weeks & Potter,
“
Gilman Brothers,

DECADES
HAVE COME
THE SI

YET

House

SALE

Brick house and very
FOK

—

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

Instigated

AND

___2'A-l

Ladles and gentlewanted
men to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co,,
(Estes & Lauriat) of Boston, inall towns in Maine
and N. 11.; good pay and permanent employment.
Apply to JOHN BROWN, General Manager, 6
Tolniau Place, from 8.30 to 9.00 a. in., anu Horn
23-8
12.30 to 2, and 6.30 to 8 p. til.

BUSINESS

THE LEADING

Senses of Tast
and Smell.

TRY tha

FUK

*•»

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine for their especial patronage, because

Sores,K*.
llest ores t h «•§»

WAX

&

OAWUUVM

Heals the

Siveel, odorless
per lb. by tile

H. BOWDLEAR

lb

or

Boston

SALE—“Sewall Car Heater Stock,"
"Portland Water Company Stock,” "American Railway Gate Stock.” bought and sold by
N. 8. GARDINER, Broker, No. 40 Exchange St.

AGENT* WANTED.

case

—

Arm. Eggs
Teas quiet and unchanged. Tobacco
Cheese attract ng
Arm and higher at -24 2 c.
figures. Pomore attention and command higher
Turpentine higher
tatoes steady and unchanged.
hi her for Yellow
at 40ft53e. Beans firm and

Eyes.

In tliln cakes ill eases of 240 lbs.
and white M. 1\ 13'a. Price 10c.
ease only.

or

UUUII

of lapse after the payment of
more annual premiums In cash.

WITH

PARAFFINE

auu

Passages,ggbHF&n]

Refined

ol Eminetsburg, Iowa.

Oil.
ft

IP*.

..

tuna..

.305 000

gj

..

fj2n.

THK WEEK ENDING F B. 22.
There la but little change to note lu tre busiliess sltuailou.
Trading Is (lull ami the outlook 1
rather discouraging for any Immediate Improvement * n account cf tin t ad condition of the roads.
No change can lie noted lu Flour, but toe demand
Is quiet with prices unchanged.
Provisions a'e
steauy with a moderate inquiry Fresh Beef less
1
active and steady; sides
quoted at 8Vi!a,7V4c;
hind qurters at 8 Wit'.(Vic, tore quarters 71,5 Mi c
rounds and flanks at 7'a7Vic,
rump loins at 10-ii
1 r, rumps at lcfelkc, lolus at
lla,]4r, rattles
4®4VsC. icka ('= jul' 1*.a, chucks 5y",1...e, short ribs
lO&I.C. Mutton is quoted :.t 8 Vinutic and amiss
lu Dry Fish, d alers
10 111 c
report a better
trade with an hnp ovement lu values; large Bank
Cod are firm at the ate advance; haddock arc out
of the market and hake have advanced io 2 o
Mackerel are very firm with Hlmie 2s
m2 25.
about #1 higher; last sales of extra Shore Is at
$25- Fresh flsb have been scarce. Sugars aulet.
with a little better tone to ihe market; stock of
sugar in the tour ports at latest dates was oor
8711 tons against 87,783 tons In 1887 and 80,840
tons >n 1886, Molasses scarce and Arm on grocery grades; slock on baud in the four ports at
latest dates was 1475 hogsheads against 1)3
hogsheads in 1887, and 2158 hogsheads In l*Hu.
Collee arket dull. Vis hie supp y of Kio Coll ,-e—
hags.
30 81(1
Total afloat and loading to Jan. 8.
Htates
in
United
ports.304,030
Total stock
Purchased at itlo (and *antos.l22,000)ior
tlio United States from Jan. 8 to Feb.
KOll

bb

VAUIIJ'rtU.Ti

return of
some bad

BOO.tlk.

AGENT*

freight

th

s e s

EXHAUSTED VITA .ITT.
or

unques-

BALMp^^i
e|fc5^|E£cb\$

CREAM

..

...

_eodCm-nrm

nuvl

...

31:1
'•’nr

are

of the Maine Non-EortelIssued by

A 1,1,

FOR

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
applving between ttie
shoulder blades.

....

■

upon

muscles and nerves
hack, the seat of all pain.

(§

..

lie
ol the

directly

..

....

ability

17-1
Western

mo LET-stole Nos. 117,119 Middle St., one
i of the finest stores in the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted oil three sides; almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON, 164
24-4
Brackett St.

DIREGTOBi.

lick me

Sid fm

Cld 21st, brig MC Mariner, Wharton, Portland.
Passed Highland Light 21st, sch Anpliia &
Amelia. Willard. Portland for Wood's Hull.
SALEM— Ar 20tb. soli Adeline. Blown, Port
Johnson for Halifax.
sld 21st. sells Katie J Barrett. McLeod, Portsmouth lor Baltimore; W Abrahams, Snow, Boston
fordo; A It llurlbut, Farnliatn, Rock port for
Bridgeport; Charlie & Willie, Plitlbrook. NYork
for Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 21s!. Roll Herbert, Fcttee,

integrity

whose

Slus,
H jro goes ftyft AIHLOPHOROSl
Now he'll be too laneU

,,

News.

affairs are carefully
Directors and Oflf-

Its

liberal

for the retail trade. The
buildings are large and substantial, containing
about 25,000 feet of lloor room and are fitted with
shafting; a large and well fitted brick dry house
which will contain 100,000 feet of lumber; a first
rate tubular boiler of 126 horse capacity, one engine of 40 horse power and one of 20 horse power,
so arranged as to run together or separately; a two
story counting room t lidding; a large lumber shed
which will contain 200,000 feet of lumber; also a
stable with stalls for 10 horses, w agon sheds, large
and roomy yards and piling grounds. The buildings are ail protected with Hall's system of per
forated pipes and sprinklers and could be readily
fitted for any manufacturing purpose. Tbe engines are now running and the property can be
examined by application to the subscriber.
SAM’L H. L. PIERCE.
Box 54, So. Boston, Mass.
Jau24’l'Th&Slm

paid,
the same a reward will
of Rheumatism. The finder is recommended to take NEWELL’S MIXTURE and bei relieved, 60 cents a bottle.17-1

IT

experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans and conservave management.

nas.

Newpoit

pays its losses promptly. Its policies after
three years are free from all limitations as to
Residence. Travel, Suicide and Occupation.
Military and Naval Service excepted.

THEHOME

Old 21st. ship Time E Star buck. Curtis. Hiogo;
barque Joint J Marsh, Whittier, Trinidad.
NEWCASTLE, DEL-l’assed down 19111, sells
Fred A Small, fm Philadelphia for Havana; Maggie Dalllng. and John H Converse, do for Carde-

for Darien.

IT

It is

Daylight. Hodgdon, do.

Passed the Gate 21st. sclis Sardinian, and Hyue
from llubokeu for Rockland; Florida,do for Boston; Emma S Briggs, do for—-.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, sch Chas II Wolston,
Dunton, Galveston.
NEWPORT—Ar 19th, sell John Douglass, Jordan. Fall River lor New York.
Ar at South Ferry 20th. barque Auburndnlo,
Wooster Buenos Ayres 72 days for Boston.
NaRKAGANSET, ltl-Ar 20tli, barque Au Sable, Locke. Cardenas for Boston; brig Geo F. Dale,
Bartlett, Portland lor New York; sell EC Allen,
Gardner, New York for Boston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, sebs Jennie G
Pl!lsbury. Walls. Jacksonville for Boston; liH
Hartley, talker. St Simons for do; Andrew Ad
nins, Adams. Hoboken for Portsnu nth.
EDGARTOWN-Sld 21st, sclis Nettle Cushing.
Fuller; RicIidHall.Russ.il, and Telegraph, Gilchrist. Weehawken for Portland.
HVANNIS-Sld 18th. sch Kate M Hilton. Johnson
Clark's Cove, to load for Savannah.
liOSTON-Ar 21st. sch Puritan, Harding, from

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOL
LARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.

For

Estate 415 Dorchester Avenue consisting
feet of land with a

cases

ARE

nMHE NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
J. POLICY ol the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information in regard to the Company
and its plans.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sells Lucia Porter,
Grludle, Demarara; Elbridge Souther, Kales, fm

Bailey,

you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?

three

_

Dclawaie Breakwater 21st, sell Grace
Davis, Dyer, Matauzas.
Ar at do 21, sen Grace Davis, Dyer, Matauzas,
(ordered to Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, ship Paul Revere, Sewall, Calcutta 97 days; sclis L M Warren, Littlejohn, Rockland; A W Fisk, Whitmore, Boston.
Cld 21st. brig Gem, Strout, Jeremie; sells Win
Beazley, Kavanaugh, Port au Prince ; Mary J
Cook, Hoftses. Keriiaudiua.
Sid 21st, lirlg Chas Dennis, for Boston; sell Ada

In

provided for In

Townsend..„

Matauzas.

DO
1848 under the laws of Maine?

kills

NEW ORLEANS-Ar 20tli, seb Maggie S Uart,
Cbaliey, Wood's lloll.
PENSACOLA—Cld 20th, sch Jesse Lena, Rose,
Providence.
FERN AN DIN A-Cld 21st, sch Anuie P Chase,
Poole, st Lucia.
.....
BRUNSWICK—Ar 20th, seb Carrie A Buckman, Graves, Cedar! Keys.
SAVANNAH—Sid 20th, sch Char otte T Sibley,
for Fernandlna.
DARIEN—Cld 20th, sch Etta A Btimpson, Thomas. Portland.
CHARLESTON—Sid 20th, sch E C Ross, for
Wilmington.
RICHMOND—Ar 20th, sch Warner Moore,
Crockett. Charleston.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 21st, sch City of Au
gusta, Meady. Old Point.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 17th, brig
I W Parker, from Baltimore for Parahiba.
BALTIMORE- Ar 2l th, (not cld) sells G G
Deeriug. Kogers, Boston; M K Morse, Crocker,
do: B B Eokes, Tall, Jacksonville.
Cld 20tli, sell Augustus Hunt, Hall, for Boston;
_

you realize that this old and sterling company is a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered

wise

Nellie May

th“j|j!jjfr byTho

THEof about 1)0,000 square

ter standln

From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
p- m. From rlne Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

Freights for
Fenn. B. B., and
Bouth by couuectiuglf»&, forwarded free of commission.
Raaad Trig 8IH.
Fn—agr 810.00.
Meals and Boom Included.

To Let, in Boston, Mass,

or

il (HnKks
rrfeixt

frontage of 476 feet on Dorchester Avenue, only
one and a quarter miles from State street, now
used or a Planing Mill and Lumber Yard; no bet-

22-1

LUNG WORTH, 25 cents.
I —Between Munjoy Hill and

THEture Lawprovisions
apply only to the policies

PORT TOWNSEND—Ar IStli, barque J H Bow-

rs. Plufh, l’m t Discovery for
SAN KEANCISCO—Ar 14tli,baiquo
Austin, Port

per

and for the
LO*Promenade last week,
not be

tioned.

i»huoh>.

«

our

IJOUND-A

OF PORTLAND, ME!

cers,

Domestic Pores.
SEATTLE—Sid 14th, ship George F Manson,

For Sale

man, “clothed witli an austere
mind and a brown suit of clothes,” with a
Perry flat that lilted him much, wandering around
hunting for a Cough Medicine that would relieve
him. He found one, COMPOUND SYRUP OF

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

has

She

<

LONT

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON awry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA own Tuesday and Friday.

AND POUND.

Milk St., Market.

its Board of
IT managed byplans.
and

will have all the
yard of Win Rogers, Hath.
latest improvements. Including steam-steering
be
of
Oregou pine, 116
apparatus. Her masts will
feet long.
C
Day, ashore at
London, Keb 20-Sliip Marcia
Havre, lias been driven over the reels. The crew
reached the shore.
Brunswick, Ga, Feb 20-Sch Carrie A Buckman
from Cedar Keys, arrived here to-day witn masts
damaged. Will repair here.

mwiur, divi

OF THE

Just right,

Pills
it must be long before any other can
be made that will at all compare with
them. Those who buy your pills get
full value-for their money.”

“Safe, pleasant, and certain in
their action,” is the concise testimony
of Dr. George E. Walker, of Martinsville, Virginia.
“
Ayer’s Pills outsell all similar preparations. Tho public having once used

Ladyc;i3hlerand book-keeper.
WANTED
Address stating experience and salary ex17-1
pected. “E,” Press Office.
—

fresh arrival of turkey is of the same quality that
we have lieeu selling all winter; nothing better In
the market. AMOS. WINSLOW & CO., No. 2

They have supplanted all tho
formerly popular here, and I think

,,

It Is a new
pure watci

good sewerage, and will accommodate about IOC
guests; since it was first opened to the public il
has been a favorite resort among the many <joou
houses on Jefferson lfill, and by guests willing ti
Is
pay good prices; everything about the premises
hi good condition; It can be bought for much less
than its value; For particulars apply to C. B. Jordan, Lancaster, N. H., or 11. 1). Abbott, South
Andover, Maine.
MBS. CAROLINE GOOLD.
feb22eodtf

don’t want to eat turkey at 18

desire.

FBOM MKIit HANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fin Cardiff 21st, barque Proteus. Peterson,
tiftVBlltl
Ar at Calbarin 18tli lust, sell Maynard Sumner,
Dyer, New York.
Ar at Havana 21st inst, barque Havana, himloons. New York.
Cld at Sagua 14th, barque Miranda, Corbett, for
North of Hatteras.

Cherry M..mitain, andthe Pilot range;
house, well arranged inside and out,

ANTED—LADIES TO DO OUR FANCY
work at Home on novelties for the trade: $10
to $15 per week cau be made: ail materials furnished ; full particulars free. Address ELIOT MANUFACTURING CO., 43-45 Eliot street, Boston,
:iu-4
Mass.

you
FOUND—If
cents per pound, try our nice corned tongue,
for 14 cents
corned
pound;

perfect in form
appreciated. They
and coatiug, aud their effects are all
that the most careful physician could

Coyle.

DIRECT

.„

—

are

Cleared.
Steamship Kleanoia, Bennett, New York —J B

She will

Are Kou Familiar ill tie Pious

strictly followed.
J. T. Teller, M. D., of Chittenango,
N. Y., expresses exactly what hundreds
lie
havo written at greater length.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills are highly
says:

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 22.
Arrived.
Steamship Govino, (Br) Brotlierton, Baltimore*
Brig Mary C Mariner, Wharton. Boston, to load
for Guadaloupe. To Clias Bartlett.
Brig Nellie Ciosbv, McKinnon, Boston, to load
for Buenos Ayres. To Chase, Leavitt & Co.

..

I

—

OF PORTLAND

English.1987^

..

; and what a contrast to Ayer’s
Pills, that have been well called medicated sugar-plums” the only fear beinto
ing that patients may be tempted
taking too many at a dose. But the
directions are plain and should be
ness

Boston* Philadelphia

CORNISH
17-tf

WANTED—Two

■I

MTKAWKKM.

ll.,

Vest makers.
BROS.. 249 Middle St.

to swallow
its film of
its bitter-

sale.

PKOR»EKTY Edit RALE.
Tbe Jefferson Hill House In Jeir

RIOTER..

experienced
drv goods store. Address with referWANTED—An
22-1
Press Office, Portland, Me.
11.

ences.

Time

a

People formerly liad, trying
the old-fashioned pill with
magnesia vainly disguising
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Foreign Ports.
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Copperas.lVii®
Ar at Manila 18tli inst, ship Francis, Bray, from
Cream tartar. 3*. (d 40i Tente.0 25® 770
Ex. logwood. 12® 17iCoke.525a 650 | Hiogo, to load sugar lor San Francisco.
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taking Carter’s Little Liver Pills; they are
no had effects; all troubles from torpid liver are relieved by their use.
when

very

higher.

Beaus—Choice small N V hand picked pea at
90®3 oO ft t ush; choice New York large hand
nicked do 2 85a2 90; small Vermont baud pick-

No wonder the name of Burnett is so well
known; ask for tha best Flavoring Extracts In
any part of the world and Burnett's are liandod
you. At last the foreigners are finding this out.

■-----

Ic

2

Minister (to a little bov with a basket of fish)
Little boy, aren’t you ashamed to go fishing on
the Sabbath day ?
Little boy (lifting the cover of the basket with
conscious pride)—A' haloed? Look at them!

J

r

106
106
112

Jobbing prlce.s l®2c higher.

sale lots.

treat catarrh during the past few years obliges
us to admit that only one remedy lias completely
met these conditions, and that is Ely's Cream
Balm. Tills safe and pleasant remedy has mastered catarrh as nothing else has ever done, ami
botli physicians aud patients freely concede this
fact. The more distressing systems quickly yield
to it.

— —-—

126
.06
104
111
111
120
134

Boston Produco Market.
BOSTON. Feb. 21.1887.—The following are to"
day’s quotations or Provisions, &c.;
Pork—Long cut 17 26;n 17 70 isliort cuts 17 LOS
I8 60; barks 18 00^18 26; light hacks 17 00;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard-Choice at 8 Vi® 8 Vic V» lb in tes; 8V4@9c
In 10-lb pails; 9®9Vic in 6-lb palls.
Hams at
10Vi®12c, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams l ivj@12c.
llogs-Choice city dressed hogs 7Vic \r lb;countrv do at 7*7'Ac.
ilunei— western extra fresh made creamery at
29®30e: some fancy Elgin 81®S'2e; extra tlrst
Western creamy at 25&28c;|!do firsts at 22(®24c;
do June 20®23c; New fork tall nutdc creamery,
extra 28<®28c: (Vermont fresh made extra cmry
30c; do extra firsts at 20®28c. The above quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly w hole-

praised tlm blush on beauty's cheek,
Last eve, with words that tell;
That blush, tills morn, O w-ond’rous freak,
Is here on our lapel!

Sassafras, Kent Co., Md.
of Dr. Bull’s Cougli Syrup
cough remedies combined. J.

104

116
126
106
103
lit

i%Js2%C

We

From

York..Autwerp
Rlivulaiid.New
New

...

WIT AND WISDOM.

much

.New York..Cienfuegos,.Mch
.New York..Bremen.Mch
41'a ■; .New York..Kingston ..Mch
..New York..Havana.Men
Umbria.New York..Liverpool...Mcli
nantiairo

SS'rta

M

Cattle MarketFor the week ending Wednesday. Feb. 21,1888.
Amount of stock at market—CattleJSrB. Sheep
and Lambs 7,140, Swine 11,160; Veals —;
Horses 176; number of Western Cattle 241,
Northern Cattle 8 f.
Prices of Beef Cattle V100 lbs, live weight
Extra quality 6 67 Vi@6 76 ffirst quality at 4 87 Vi
riuiil@6 26; second quality at 4 18*4 87Vi ’tliird
of coarse,
fty |at 3 02 Vi® 4 oO; poorest grades
Oxen. Bulls, etc.. 8 00;«3 60.
lb.
Brighton Hides 6c
Bngntou Tallow 3% c P> lb.
Country Hides 6@6Vic.
p lb.
Country Tallow
Calf skins 6®7c & lb.
Dairy skins 15® 60c.
Sheep and I-amb skins 76c<®$1 25,each.

Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, 8. C. Prince & Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
■Rockland, 0.8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Wm
11. Hyde.
Saccarappa, W. 11. Boolhby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skowhegan—llfxhy & Buck,
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, A. II. Viual.
Waldolioro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

a

100
70

Brighton

ning.

so

148
118
61
123
140

SleamtT

of

City

Kichinoiui,

CAPT. W.V1. K. DENNISON,
Will resnme her regular trips on Tuesday, March
tlth (weather permitting), aud thereafter until
further notice will leave Portland Tuesdays and
Fridays at 11 o’clock p. m. Returning, leave Machlasport Mondays aud Thursdays at 6 o'clock a.
m., connecting at PortlandVlth the 7.80 a. m.
train for Boston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BCOTHBY.Geii’l Pass, and Ticket Akt.
lam..
Feb. 15. 1888.
octtldti*
Port

Portland ana upnsDurg h. h.
PORTLAND and MONT. EAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Pacific West hound Trains
leaving .Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Com turn ring HONDAV, Wet. IO. ISTT.
amt until further notice. Passenger trains will
_leave Portland as follows: s :ij a.
No. Consaonvu-Kslaa. for Brldgton,
ilY if#|,yan's. Bethlehem. UnruWhitefield, Littleton. Wells- River, Montpelier, St. Johnsbury. Newport, Sher-

Fryeburg,

-ua-ter,

brooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdensburg and West,
3.19 p. m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
terniedlate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Wimlham, Standish, Llmingtun, Sebago, Naples. Parsmisfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also tor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.
Trains Arrive in Portland.

10.99 n. m. from Bartlett and way stations,
N.:19 p. m. from Montreal. Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Sept.
OH AS. H. KOYE. O. T. A.
0Ct7dtf
Oct. 7, 1887

Kuiulord Falls tic Buckfielti Railroad.
Winter

A

rrangemenl—In

Effect Jan.

73,

INN Si.

Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston 9.50; Mechanic Fatts (mixed train' 10.50; arriving at W. Minot 11.15; K. Hebron 11,30;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner 12 20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. ni.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.15; arriving a! W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.60; K. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURN INU— Leave Canton 4.30 9.00 a. m.;
arriving at Portland S.45 a. m„ 12.15 p. m.
NT All It CONVECTION*.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy ; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.20; Dixfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00p.ro.; also tor
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Port
L. I„ LINCOLN,’Sopt.
land 12.15 p. m.
dlf
K. C. BRADFORD. «■ T.

A._jan23

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
la

elfeci

Sunday.

WESTERS DITISIOS.
For Boston 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40. 3.3< 1> m.
Ilosfoo far Portland 7.80. 8.80, a. m.. 1.00.
4.00 p. III. (5.00p. m. arriving Its. Hrrvrl»k at
8.00 p. m.. connecting with 9.35 p. ni. train for
Portland.} Nraroro Hrsck. Pine Point,
Snro, Hiddcford 7.30. H.4i>, 10 25 a. m„ 3.30,
Old Orrhiird, 7.30, 8.40,
•5.30,0.15 p. ni.
10-26 a. in.. 12.40,3.30, *5.30.6.16 |>. m. North
Berwick.tirrnt Falla, Born 7.30, 8.4(. a.m.,
Enter, Harrrhill,
12.40,3.30, »6.30 p. m.
Lnvreore, l.owcll, 7.30, 8.40 a. ra., 12.40,
Kochesirr Farmington, Alton
3.30 p. Ill
Bay. 8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3.30 p. ill. Manchester
and Concord (via Lawrence) 8.40 a.m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 3.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scar boro Crossing.;

Sl’VDAV TBAINN
fo Boston ) .00, 4.15 p. m. via K ist Dlv, to Scar
boro Crossing.

EASTERS DITISIOS.
For iimiou at»2.ooa.m..daily, 19.no».m., J1.00,
ttl.OO p. ill. ItuMlon far Poril.mil 7.30. 0.00 a.
( up* Kliaa
m.. 12.30 p. m. (“7.00 p.m.
brih. a.I.o a. m. (5.30 p. m. West. l-'V. Pass.)
Haro 0.00 a.m.. 1.00 p.m. Hiddrfartl 2.00, 9.00
a.l)l., 1.00.6.00 p.m. Porlsusonlh, New buryport, *alrn», l.yaa 2.00,0.00 a. ill.. 1.00, 6.00
p. m. Aiareburv 9.00a.m.. l,0t>, 6.00 p. In.
Connrcta with Kail Lines (or New York.
tOonnectl with Hound Lines tor New York.
“West Division- North Berwick to Hcarboro

dally),

Through Ticket* to all point* Wt»i and Hoatb
tor rale at I’ai lined "Station T irkri OOlce and
at Cnion Tl-Url itlilcr.lO Bat-Hunge Nirrrt
1J.H T. M’KBER <leo,l Manager,
Boston.
1). J ELANDKKH. i.en. P. ft T. A.
M. L. WILLIAM"! (In,"l Agent,
Portland
oct21nf
iHI.ANDH

Tk.td 1C Its.

Harpswell Steamboat

Co.

On and after September 19th 1687, steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s I slaml for Portland at 6.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00) Harpswell. 7.18; East End,
Great Chebeague. 7 45; Jenk’s, 6.00; Hope Island 8.05; LI tile Ctiobeaguo, 8.20; Iamg Island
8.40. arriving In Portland at 0.15 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
an I all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. tn.
tHAIAH DANIKI.S, Mnnager.
seplodtf
without tile use of knife
ligature, or detention from
business. All diseases of the
Kectmn successfully treated
»»..
t
r. M«"K. »
IHmwiiat Hi..Auburn, Sir.
Cure guaranteed. At U. 8. llote', Portland, Itouni
Refer18,every Saturdayfrom 9 a. in to 4 p. ni
ences given. Consultation free. Hend for panipli
let. 10 years experience. Hundreds cured.
eodtf
sepO
cured
or

To Vessel Owners.

riHIK port Clyde Marine Railway lias been thor
I ounhly rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed
Address.
W. 0. ST1MP80N, Jk.,
Port Clyde, Me.
deoiedtf:

THE PRESS.

Interviews with Portland Fish Firms

THURSDAY MORNIXR. FEB. 28.

on

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Hon.

AMUSEM ENTS.
Saturday Afternoon Kutertalnnients.
■ English Ballad Concert.
NEW ADVEBTIsKMENTS.
.1 M Dyer A Co —Pit Congress Street.
Longfellow Statue Association.
Last Day- C. H. Ouppy & Co.
For Sale-While Bear Flour.
Found Mitchell's 5c Store.
Wanted—Open Buggy.

bil-

constipation, etc., use Carter's Little
Liver Fills. Strictly vegetable.
Tliey gently

iousness,

stimulate the liver and free the stomach from
feb21d&wlw
bile.
HOW MEN DIE.
know all Hie methods of approach adopted by an enemy we are the better enabled to ward
off t'le danger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes inevitable. In many instances
tlie inherent strength of the body suffices to cn ible It to oppose the tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces to sucli an extent
that there Is little or no help. In other cases, a
little alt' to t ;c weakened Lungs w ill make all
the difference between sudden death and many
years of useful life. Upon the tirst symptoms of
or any trouble ot the Throat or
a Cough, Col l,
Lungs, give that old and well kuowu remedy—
Boschee’s Uerman Syrup, a careful trial.
It will
prove, what thousands say of It, to he the -‘benefactor of any home,”
novl-dlyeT
we

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
A woman fell on the corner of Atlantic
aud Fore streets yesterday and broke her

Some Statements.

'-Really every vessel'Hf the fishing fleet was
out yesterday, and there were no arrivals of
fish.
will lecture In
the Mechanic's free course on "The Patent

Tonight Mr. S. W. Bates

System.”
The concert and entertainment given at
well patronized

the Abystuisn church was

last night.

plowing
teaming

A crew of men were engaged in
Commercial street yesterday and

Machigonue Tribe, 1. O. K. M., liave postponed their dance that was announced for
tonight until further notice.
Washington's birthday
spring-like day. Business

was
was

a

bright

not suspend-

ed to any great extent.
The Willis C. L. S..C. will meet this evening with Mr. N. Waterhouse. No. 7 Russell
street. Quotations from the Presidents of
the Uuited States.
A very delightful

concert

was

given by

Shaw’s quaitette at Vaughan street church
last evening, and Mr. Ayer read several selections most acceptably.

Early yesterday morning a man broke a
paue of glass in the boot and shoe store of
A. Bateman, on Federal street, and stole a
pair of shoes. The thief escaped by runniug
down Exchange to Middle, and from thence
to Fore street.
PERSONAL.

Hon. L. G. bownes, of Calais, is

on a

visit

Washington.
George H. Boardman, Esq., and family, of
Calais, lias gone to San Diego, Cal., where
to

they will reside in the future.
Uuited States Marshal Harmon has an
agent in Kentucky who will purchase for
him, if possible, a Kentucky brood mare of
the Wilkes breed.
Mr. sargeant P. Coe, of Boston, is dangerously ill at his brother’s residence in this
city. He was formerly one of our wellknown druggists and his many friends will
be sorry to learn of his illness.
Hon. C. A. Leighton, William E. Wood of
New Brunswick, J. Higgiubottom of Sliei*
brooke were at the Falmouth Hotel last

night. A. S. Hanson, D. J. Flanders, ;R. S,
Gardiner and ladies of Boston, were the
guests of F. E. Boothby at the hotel last
nifrht.

Harvard Club In Maine.
Tlie annual meeting and dinner of the
Harvard Club for Maine was held at the
Preble House last evening.
There were
present: Hon. George Walker, Judge Webb,

Geo. C. Burgess, S. W. Thaxter, L. Clifford
Wade, Itev. Hr. Dalton, Hon. Geo. E. Bird,
William M. Sargent, LeRoy L. flight, Harry
Butler, Geo. D. Hand, Dr. Thomas Fillebrown, Win. M. Bradley, Dr. Henry P. Merrill, Dr. J. A. Spalding, Dr. I. T. Dana,
Judge Goddard, F. S. Waterhouse, and Dr.
Walter Woodman.
In the absence of the president. Rev. Dr.
Hill, Vice President Dalton called the meeting to order, and the records were read and
approved.
The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:
President—Thomas HiU.
Vice Presidents—Asa Dalton and Geo. C. Burgess.
Becretary-William M. Bradley.
Treasurer—William M. Sargent.
The following gentlemen were elected
members: Dr. Charles A. Ring and Samuel

Trask.
After the meeting, at 8 p. in., the Club sut
down to dinner in the private dining room of
the hotel.
It Is but fair to say that of the
dinners
served to the Club it is
many
conceded that none have equalled that of
last night in point of perfection of cooking
and service. It not only reflected credit on
the house, but the quietness and delightful
service was a feather iu the cap of Mr. Butler, the head waiter.
After the supper, the hours passed rapidly

in story and song, until morning.
set toasts or

There

speeches.

Little Women’s Ball.
The Little Women’s hall which was given
at City Hall last night in aid of the fresh air
fund, was very largely attended. The seats
around the hall were full and the gallery
Gilwas crowded to its utmost coparity.
bert’s Orchestra furnished the music for an
order of twelve dances that w ic enjoyed

by

as many as could be accommodated on
the floor. The fancy danees'of the ‘‘Little

very pleasing to the audience.

The fisher gills In their suits *>f white with
white sailor caps were warmly leceivedand
called back at the end of th- first dance.

Brayaderes

La dance des

very pretty
and the different movements of the gay coswas

tumed dancers were exceedingly graceful.
The March of the Silver Army was apparently admired as much as the first two, and
the precision and accuracy of the movements elicited repeated applause.
Refreshments were served In Reception Hall under
the supervision of Mrs. A. Davis, and every
feature of the evening's entertainment will
be remembered with pleasure.
A Brutal

Fight.

Commercial street was very cjuiet yesterday for the most of the day, but in the afternoon there was a fight in front of the Forest City house, that created unusual exciteAbout three hundred men gathment.
ered in the vicinity to watch proceedings.
of
the conAfter a fierce fight one
testants disappeared in the crowd, and
the other was carried into the Forest

City

house. Soon after this, officers Skillings and
Hussey arrived, aud by the blood on the

able to trace the fellow to the
In
he had taken refuge.
they went, and in a moment out came a
throng of Irishmen, bearing with them the
The officers folfellow covered with blood.
lowed closely, and succeeded in getting their
man. who they threw to the pavement, and
in a twinkle the irons were arouud his wrists.
The patrol wagon was not called out, but
the officers took the man along Commercial
sidewalk

were

beuse, in which

street to
tion. A

being salt bait, can be shipped by
merchant vessels or by comutou carriers, and

and it

thereby avoid the tonnage tax, but American
fishermen are Virtually debarred from obtaining their bait from Canadian ports from
the fact that American fishermen use fresh

Cushing

the same vessel that purchases the
bait far her use must ice it, as it cannot be
transhipped without spoiling, a fact prubnbly overlooked by our commissioners, and it

bait/aud

We have been informed that we arc given
tlie right to fish at Labrador and Magdalene
islands, a right that lias never been questioned, hut tlie treaty lias not informed us

is evideut that the British commissioners
did not cull their attention to the fact.
On the whole 1 cannot see that much lias
been gained by cither party to the controversy, as tlie Canadians have nut succeeded

to what is to he done in reference to the
vessels fined by tlie Dominion government
tlie last two years. In regard to the tonnage
duties the treaty bears especially hard on
our fishermen. Suppose that one of our vessels should go into a Canadian port out of
as

iu obtaining free fish, and the Americans
have not acquired the right to purchase bait
and as all the other questions were of minor
importance we can call it a drawn game and

bait, once in a season, and buy $5 worth.
She would have to pay about 8150 in tonnage
dues for tlie privilege. There is nothing said
iu the treaty about tlie procuring bait lor tlie
supply of the Canadian codlishery. Tlie
Canadians don’t send their vessels here now
for the bait hut have it forwarded to themAs a result our own vessels iiave to pay just
If then
so much more for their owu bait.
our vessels have to pay 81.50 a barrel more
for their own bait, shouldn’t the duty on
Canadian lisli he increased in like propor-

congratulate ourselves that

did not give us away by
fish which is the vital point with

was a

pretty

As to bait the eleventh
article provides fully for all cases of stress
.of weather. Aside from that the committee
on foreign relations of the Senate of the

United States in 1886 sent out a sub-committee consisting of Senators Edmunds, Frye,
Morgan ana feauisbury, who toon a large
amount of testimony at Gloucester, Portland
and elsewhere. Their report will be found

poor

treaty, but a poor treaty telling what tiie
is better than to be
fishermen’s lights
harassed and annoyed by nut knowing what
they are. If the 81.80 tonnage due Is to prevai>, the fishermen might as well go out of
business. They cau'i do business on those

No. 1683 Senate documents, 49th Congress,
2d session, and it says: “As regards the obtaining bait for this class of fishing,” that is,
catching cod or hallibut, “the testimony taken by the committee in its inquiries clearly
demonstrates, that there is no necessity

terms.
Mr. SkilliD

couldn’t see as there was hut
one tiling decided by the treaty and that was
the definition of the three mile limit.

whatever for American fishermen to resort
*
*
to Canadian waters for that purpose.”
“It was also proved before the committee,
that with the rarest exceptions it would beabsolutely injurious to the pecuniary inter-

Pearl, and from thence to the stalarge crowd followed all the way to

the police station.
Notes of State Politics.
There is some talk that a “ioinl time” candidate may be put forward in Hie Gardiner
mayoralty campaign this year.
The York County Democratic Club held its
annual banquet at the Biddeford House last
evening. Besides members of the Club, non.
Harris M. Plaisted of Augusta, Hon. D. J.
McGillicuddy of Lewiston, lion. Samuel J.
Anderson aud Nathan Cleaves of Portland"
aud others were invited.
;
The Covlno.

The English steamer Govino, of the
here
last night,
Furness line, arrived
at 6 o’clock. The vessel left Baltimore at 1
will load
p. m. Sunday, without cargo, and
here so as to sail on Saturday or Sunday.

Willard said he had before him the
published testimouy of the Portland fish
firms, taken by the congressional delegation
when they visited Portland in tiie Dimmer
of 1880.
In that testimony they declared
that they didn’t want auything of Canada,
and that it would not be a privil^e to buy
He thought
bait in the Canadian ports.
Mr.

ests of all concerned for American vessels to
resort to Dominion ports or waters except in

hud

all

ed with Mr. Willard.
GEORGE TBEFETHEN A

CO.

•

Mr. .George Trefetben didn’t think much
of the three-mile limit as defined by the
treaty, hut it was better to have it settled as
to how and what it was thau not to have it
defined at all. Of the treaty as a whole he
didn’t think much. It seemed to him that
we give up everything we have ever claimed
He thought we should have
for nothing.
the same privileges accorded our fishing vessels in Canadian ports that are accorded to
our merchant marine, but the treaty doesn’t
give them. The idea of paying 8100 to 8180
tonnage tax for the privilege of using the
Canadian ports he considered absurd, for according to tiie protocol, if not by the treaty
itself, that’s what—if tiie protocol is agreed
to by the Senate—will be demanded by the
Then again, by ArCanadian government.
ticle XI of the treaty, a vessel on the home"
ward voyage will he allowed to purchase provisions in a Dominion port, hut not on the
outward, a condition that should not require
any treaty. The most uncivilized Fiji Islander would grant such a request. Again,
Mr. Trefetben said he would like to know
what was meant by the term “preparing to
fish,” in Article XIV. Does it mean rneuding seines while the vessels are lying at anchor, or baiting trawls? II 60, what sense
The uninterrupted
Is there in the clause?
navigation ol the Straits of Canso he didn’t
Our enconsider amounted to anything.
rolled fishing vessels should have the same
privileges in Canadian ports that their registerea fishing vessels do in our ports, tie
couldn’t see where we were any better off
than when under the treaty of 1818.
LEWIS, CHASE * WHITTEN.
Mr. Whitten said: We cannot believe that
the fishery treaty will receive the entire approval of those engaged in the fisheries.
VV'hile according to Article X, American fish-

ing vessels are allowed the privilege of entering Canadian harbors and bays, for the
purpose of shelter and repairs, and for getting wood and water without being obliged
to enter or clear, yet there appears some severe restrictions which are not conducive to
American interests and which cannot promote peace and good will between the two
countries. Why not the American fishing
vessel entitled to the same protection and
the same rights in a foreign port as an
American merchantman? Why should they
be siugled out and subjected to these severe
unnatural laws? It is of every day occurrence, for English goods to be shipped in
bond over this country, but according to article XI American fishing vessels can only reship their cargoes of fish from Canadian ports
under stress of weather or other casualties
unless the United States agree to remove the
duty from fish. The only provision in the

treaty for the purchase of bait by Anferican
fishermen in Canadian ports is found in Article XV, and that condition is when the
United States throws open its markets free
to Canadian fish then the latter country will
grant a free license to purchase bait, etc.
The period not exceeding two years from the
present date proposed by the plenipotentiaries giving the American fishermen the privilege of entering harbors and bays of the
Atlantic coast of Canada by paying an annual license of one dollar and a half per ton,
for the purpose of buying bait, etc., is an
adroit work of diplomacy, and, if adopted, it
would work to the disadvantage of any
American vessel purchasing either bait or
provisions in any Canadian port. For instance, a vessel of one hundred tons burden
purchasing $25 worth of bait would have
tonnage dues to pay of $150.
lie did not think we had gained anything
except the privilege of allowing our vessels
in Canadian ports without being obliged to
enter or clear.

It Is

quite

distress.”
Of course everybody understands that with
our purse seiues, our mackerel catchers need
Therefore jf wo do not want Dono bait.
minion bait, and they do not want us to have
it, there ought to be no trouble on that scoreThere is, however, a broader view of this
matter suggested by the President’s message.
As to the twenty-ninth article of the treaty
of 1871 concerning transshipment in bond, I
believe a care'ul examination of its terms,
context and history, in connection with the
peculiar phraseology of the first section of
the convention of 1818, will satisfy the majority of impartial lawyers accustomed to exneed

better wait until they heard
That town, he remarked,
from Gloucester.
If
was the head and front of the fisheries.
the Gloucester people thiuk it a fair treaty,
it will be ratified; if they don’t it won’t.
Mr. J. A. Emery, who was present, coincid-

they

or

amine such questions, that it does not include fishing vessels or their catch.
As to all other matters, the treaty meets
all the difficulties which arose in 1886 and

practically secure by it all they desire, freely and without
making compensation therefor. This is not
to be regarded as a victory, but as the working out of just principlss in a friendly
spirit.

1887, and

States remove the duties from fish and oil
they will grant us ali these privileges free.
The New England fishermen prefer that matters should remain as they have been for the
two years past, rattier than to allow the Ca"
nadian fish to come into the United States

free of duty.

our

fishermen will

The fourteenth article concerning penalties will be found in practice to be a great
gain for our vessels. From my examination
of the circumstances of the various forfeit
ures of our vesssels under the fisheries laws,
amounting in all to over fifty, I think If
these

provisions

had found

place

in the trea-

ty of 1818, they would have saved perhaps a
majority of them. Certainly with them, the
“Adams” and the “Doughty” would not have
been where they are today.
This article cuts up by the roots the veryobnoxious statute passed by the Dominion

legislature

in 1886 and leaves nothing of it
whatever. It will give our vessels summary
and inexpensive trials in lieu of what has
been found to be in practice the tedious and

to be sure the value of such conIs greatly over estimated by the
Canadians, yet it is of much more importance to American fishermen than the con-

acquire,

us

B.

“Alas,

poor Yorick!”

Guppy’s

He did not

cut

use

In-

dex Soap.

Last chance to obtainPateut Medicine,
and Toilet Articles at Cost.

CU

pun.

uj

Great Britain and the Dominion a desire
walk hereafter in friendly paths.

to

tue

treaiy

is uni it muiuiu.cs uu wie

Of course it can be criticised
is not perfect, and is not in all

by its friends,

respects expressed as one sitting down with carte
blanche would express it;but it is more simple and secures to fishing vessels greater
privileges than any other modern treaty concerning the same subject matter.

DEATHS.

American Satines, Scotch
New Styles French
and American uiughams. Foulard Cambric, etc.

In tills city, Feb. 21, Isaac J. Knight, aged 85

‘43c Mntine for.1‘4 l-‘4e nuil 15*

In Knlgbtvllle, C. E.. Feb. 22. Eunice G., widow
of the late Edward F. Mountfort, aged 74 years
10 months 11 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.!
lu Biddeford.Feb. 19, Ethel, daughter of Frank
B. and Effie It. Emery, aged 6 years 3 mouths.

It is the general opinion of the ladies that we have
We corthe handsomest Satines in the city.
dially invite you to come In and see them.

In lajwlston, Feb. 21, Benjamin Fowles, aged
68 years 9 months,—formerly of Hallowell.
In Solon, Feb. 11. Mrs. Jane, wife of Epliram
F. Bollard, aged 49 years 6 mouths.
In llixlield Centre, Feb. 14,
Perley Holman,
aged 22 years.
lu Lelianoif, Feb. 6, David P. Varney, aged 77
years 7 months.
At Cape Nedick, Feb. 9. Octavius Weare, aged
79 years.
in Blngliamptou, N. Y., Feb. 22. Rev. D. C.
Ames, native of Portland, aged 78 years.
In Portsmouth, Va.. Feb. 19, Ernest, Infant son
of F. J. and E. V. Shnmouus, aged 5 months.

[The funeral service of the late Win. H. Whitney of New York, will take place this Thursday
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at the residence of Mrs.
J. W. Russell, 144 Pearl street.

Cold Waves
predicted with reliable accuracy and people
liable to tlie pains and aches of rheumatism dread
every cliango to damp or stormy weather. Although we do not claim Hood’s Sarsaparilla to be
a positive specific for rheumatism, the remarkable
Are

effected show that It may be taken for
rheumatism with reasonable certainty of benefit.
Its action in neutralizing the acidity of the blood,
whicli is the cause of rheumatism, constitutes the
secret of the success of Hood’s Sarsaparilla in curing this complaint. If you suffer from rheuumatism
give Hood’s Sarsaparilla a fair trial; we believe it
will do you good.
“I suffered a long time with rheumatism hi my
left arm and shoulder, my blood being in a very
low condition. 1 was advised to use Hood’s SarsaSince I
and I did so with great success.
ave been taking it I have not beeu treubled with
in
better
condition.’,
rheumatism, and my blood is
Mbs. M. Mouut, 303 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
cures it lias

Earilla,

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
$1: six for *5,

Sold by all druggists.
Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO.,Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

.60
T.30
..10.00

*'

J. M. DYER & CO.,
511

Congress St.

fel>23__eodtf
STATUE ASSOCIATION.

LONGFELLOW

niHE Annual Meeting of this Association will be
X held at the office of Sunt. of Schools,' City
Building, Monday afternoon, Feb. 27, at 3 o'clock;
a full attendance is desired.
THOMAS TASH, Scc'y.
Portland, Feb. 23. 1888,fcb231d

a

dition,

cona cus-

price, may

a

by addressing with particulars as to style
aud make, how long run and bottom price, CASH,
tomer
Press

nice
IXCopper Bottom Boiler, warranted; 7 Inch
for 86c; 8 inch 90c; at MlTCHEl.l.'S 5c Store,
520 Congress street, opposite Mechanics’ liail.
23-21

FOUND—For

two

days only you can buy

a

party.

street:

room

man for

An

an

dramatic company at
the Grand Opera
House last night, before an audience calculated to gladden the heart of any manager.
W. A. Lavelle, the scout, appeared in the
character of “Daniel Boone.” and was a
genuine surprise to one and all.
R. L. DOWNING.

The well known tragic actor will be in
Portland at the theatre next week, in “Spartacus.” Physically, R. L. Downing is not

CURE

SICK

Alai

obliged

in

uic

to wear the
ENGLISH

imiuuuuuii,

uc

is

McCullough dress,

BALLAD CONCERT.

Mr. Whitney Mockridge, the celebrated
New York tenor, will give an English Ballad concert at City Hall, Wednesday evening,
March Tth. This will be his last appearance here for two years as he goes to London. He will be assisted by other artists.
The low
The seats will all be reserved.
price of tickets will enable everyone to h ear
this great singer. Tickets will be sold at
Stockbridge's Saturday morning at 9 o’clockOnly six tickets will be sold to one person at
the opening sale. Mr. Stockbridge Is sure to
have a crowded house.

A

A

SuccessfulFishing Party.
fishing party composed of Messrs. Jas.

Miller, J. Bourne and M. Robinson of this
city, G. H. Greeley, G. M. Getchell, Wm.
White and Mr. Jacques of Bangor, and ExMayor Walker of Lewiston, who have been
on an eight day visit to Randall's camp, 22
miles above the Katahdin Iron Works came
out Monday night.
They report a splendid
time, and the best of luck in fishing, and
their large catch well proves the fruitfulness
The
of that region in producing lias trout.
members of the party are enthusiastic over
their accommodations at the camp, and
speak in high terms of their rations which
were served in a very appetizing manner.
Deer, rabbits and foxes are very plenty to
which access is obtained by easy roads. The
party stopped while on the way at the Silver
Lake Hotel, Katahdin Iron Works.
Art In Education.
[Gardiner Home Journal.]
The graduating class in the High School
gave another dauce Friday evening.
They
are accumulating a fund from these dances
to pay their graduating expenses, and have a
good time doing it.

at llic former

febl8

Then

it and

thickly populated Beehive in the Spring,
And press your ear against that (if
Thump

a

thumped

Corner-Co-

our

operative—business—Bee—hive

last

week and the buzz and hum were

just

ACHE

A CARD.

AGENCY

!

Til belt In the World.
Thevars the best selected culttvated spices, powdered, perfectly
and other
pure, all dust, leaves
More
impurities being removed. of the
than double the strength
common

k

pure spices.

E

I?
ft
ft

FOR THE

k SUMNER,

WOODWARD

125 EXCHANGE STREET.
fel>21__dlw
STOCK OF

GOODS

shall hold

we

Carnival in three

For Sale at

a

Great Bargain.

For thirty days the stock of Millinery and Fancy
Goods belonging to the estate of the late FIISN
FLOOD will be sold regardless of cost at

35 DEERINC STREET,
POBTI.ASD,

fet)22dlw

ment.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Block, Foniano.

JUST ARRIVED.
Hard Wood from Bobbins, all prepared
ready for use, only $0 per cord, delivered. Also the largest assortment of
Wood kept in the city, including Birch
Edgings and Slabs, Hard Wood. Wood
sawed aud split by steam power.

TELEPHONE G87 B.

ORDERS SOLICITED.

O.

W.

WOODBURY'S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
they will cureyo heartburn immediately at once,
anu ef you sutfer from water-brash, 8am, they will
cure that too.”
“But Tilda, it ain’t that kind.”
“Never you mind, Sam: it must be indigestion
then w'hat makes you look so glum, and the

D. K.’S
will cure Dyspepsia aud Indigestion quicker aud
cleauer than you can rob a hen roost, Mister
Jolinslng.—Good day.
Doolittle & Smith, 24 aud 26 Tremont 8t., Boston, will send a box ol Dr. Mark It. Woodbury’s
the U. 8.
Dyspepsia Killers by mall, to any part of 25
cents.
Oil receipt of 50 ceuts; or a trial box for
TuTb&S lst2dor4tbpurm3m
febB

YORK.

OFFICES,

IT WASN’T THAT KIND.
“Mertllda, is you in lub with ine?”
“G’ way, Ham Johusing. cose I isn’t.
“8ho’ ’Tilda, don’t say dat. for my heart burns.”
“Hold on Mister Johusing, ef vou has the heartburn, Jest yo go and get a box of them

COLCOIllft

H.

J.

utl

tanka
HI SIMM CAM DM.

STEPHEN

Exchange Street.

ami $ouul

ffiookf fob

Congress Street, Opp. City Hall,
PORTLAND, ME.
The oldest Business School In Maine. Best
(belittle* offered. Experienced teachers in
each Department and thorough Instruction
guaranteed. Short-hand and Type-writing
a

practical Stenographer.

Mortgage

eod3m

Janl7

WANT

100 AND ACCRUED INTEREST,

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

IF

tures we propose to

Fairly shovel

out Dress

eodtSm

octal

Goods of

THINKINC

ARE

YOU
—

OF ILAVLNO A

High grade

Dress

Life

Tricots

WE WILL IM> IT OPICK1T.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Closing-Out Sale
—

OF

B. THURSTON &

of yourself, your
a

Crayon

or your children,
friends,
the

at

VASES!
OJf

—

STENOGRAPHER,
31tt Exchaxge St., Poktlaxd, Me.
teblS

_<Uf

the imrnm

or

IMSURMCE CO.,

THURSDAY MORNING, FER. 16,

yard

—

I SHALL OFFER

Of Nlnucbeater, Eng.
United States Statement. Jan. 1. 1S88, as rendered to the Insurance Department ol the
State of New York.

call at

whatever

Goods

price they

—

all iny stoek of due Vases at cost
aud many less than cost to close
them out and make room for new
goods. This is a rare chance for
any one wishing for any goods of
the kind. In addition to the ubove
I have an

will

respectable offer refused (as the
lone spinister remarked)
Everything in our Dress Goods Department shrunk 20 to 25 per cent, in
price.
No

Scene Second,

60 <1onimn rial Ml., 6
Car. Dunforth

jan26

and Clark Nl».
eodlm*

DEALERS

—

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.

assortment of sizes aud lengths of timber
and plauk in stock at our yard on Brown s Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.
A full

Office 322

Commercial St.,
.■oBrl.AMl

naoendtf

WEDDING
engraved or printed.

Boston.
jam*

III!.

W. W.
West Street,
Engravers,
20 samples and estimates sent free,
eoddm

INVITATIONS
DAVIS A CO.,

Opp. the

on

You may find here |A

no

Black

Gros

price.
actual

account of the

now.

I never shall dare to

look

without

In the face

worm

a

Silk-

blushing.

putting such contempt on the
real worth of their dainty work.
Black Silk, all Silk, 45 cts. a yard!
75 cts.!
75

cts.

for

Falmouth

street value

Kendall &
janS

English

means

honest, reliablllity)

Guinet’s Black Gros
for 81.00, 8125

Grain Silks

Elegant
yard warranted for

higher grade Silks and
Rhadames'placed on the“Temptation
our

Counter.”
And sold for what

Right

smart

they will bring

package

IMPORTERS.

dtf

and

bar-

And off they go I
Actual value of no account to us!
A great job lot of Linen Diaper
At less than manufacturing prices
All our Curtain Scrim shuffled off

™GHAPH

LEADING

OUR SPECIAL
Ladles’ and Gents’ Fine Goods still continues.
The finest, most reliable and best made

BOOTS and SHOES
to b« found In this market, all fresh, new and regular. at .rices that astonish all buyers. Those acquainted with the quality of our goods can best appreciate the prices we are making in this sale.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
of fine goods included In one grand discount sale
—notblng reserved. Gents’ Custom French Call
Jersey Goods $5.75 per pair, our regular price
I Julies’ Fine French Kid Boots, made by
$7.00.
A. Garside and Sou and Jas. Boyd, at $4.50 per
our
regular price $5.00 to $0.00. Remember
pair,
ibis golden-opportunity lasts but

SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD BDOT

ol three

ME.

years,
many
experience
.inIN of Stow
Netting for Purse Seines,
voire bn. rrnehrd ■..drrr.e
tons

hoi a

gle dissenting

rxcrllenrc for .irengih, .errirr nnd
handling.
offer it the ensuing season for Purse Seines.
Our Mr. Stowe is fully convinced that these
Seines mark an improvement in this class of
Mackarel Pishing, favorable to an increased
catch.
Lightness is Protit. All kinds of
to

461 Congress Street,
feb4
WM.

Market Square.
\udtl

a

iu

Nets made

as

Sam

Weller said.

HORATIOSTAPLES.
Middle street, Portland.

(13t

to

HOUSE,

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newlj decorated, and now kept on the

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men's cafe and billiard-room added, and flrst-class
In every respect.
hwu.vih mow 91.00 a ntt ip.

J. F. MERROwTcO., Proprietors.
eodSm
jan27_

CALIFORNIA!
THE

«BA8DEMT

EXCURSION OF THE SEASON.
Lraving Boston Feb. 29, ’88.
Everything First-Class. Sumptuous Meals and

Luxurious Double Berths lu Palace Hotel Cars.
The Personal Attention of an Experienced Manager and a Corps of Trained Servants.
All points of Interest visited, returning via Southern Route and New Orleans.
ALL EXPENSES INCLUDED.
Write tor full
particulars to

EDWARD S. SEARS,
Agent Worcester Excursion Car Company,
228 Washington St., Boston.

eodtm

Send for

ho i

wllgeaP'

*“<1

sessions.

•

Mss A. L Si*»tr.537 Cowjnm S!..
jy»

IIVTEKS' K.U H lK«r,

GLOUCESTER NET & TWINE GO.

97

Boston Office—94 Commercial St.. Gloucester.
MARSHALL X. lUC'E, tten’l Manager.
tcblS
eodSw

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

Exchange St., Portland,

l
Agent fort

Job Printer
’•*

*

Pwilut Ncheel ef »««•■•«.r“eh>’-

*l1!''rrtI‘^l

AJID-

Order.

(*

V

Pupils thoroughly Instructedevening
type-writing. l>ay and
circular.

Book, Card

We

One Thousand yards Scrim 5 cts.

BHfc.

Near Boston an<l Maine, Eastern. Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places ot amusement.

m7 marks-

«mr

cheap!

REVERE

BROWN,
°

with

BRUNSWICK,

tehl

STOW NETTING.
an

AGENT,

EUROPEAN PLAN.

DISCOUNT CASH SALE

511 CONGRESS STREET,

P^R-IXAND

H7 RILEY,

THOS.

BOSTON.

A FEW DAIS LONGER.

whirling Vortexj;of

yard!
Something else next week.
“Keep the pot a biling sir"

515 CONGRESS STREET.

___.k*

UltU>

stock

febZl

dtf

&00\^

Table Damask and Napkins.
Before I thought of selling out I

43

Portland, Me.

style Summer Silk

bought for Spring trade
Some splendid Table Damask
Napkins.

Chief Office in United States,

broken.

feblfi

R. STANLEY & SON,

pretty for children.
A few Silks in plain colors, 35 cts,
Lots of Silk Remnants tiresoinely
cheap.

In to the

is

E. LITCHFIELD. Manager.
GEO. PRITCHARD, Sub-Manager.

Frank 8. Clark,

on

410ForeSt.,

970,251.22

40 4k IS PINE ST., NEW YORK.

low in (lie original

feb7

A

ment

to close the estate.

25 cts.,

UVCUU

just from New l'ork which I slinl
offer at very low prices. Come
early before the assort-

<Ttf

R. STANLEY & SON.

quick.

We have but one

left, price

Whitney.

and 81-90.

wear.

All

Temple St.,

On Accountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stock of

will be sold

789,039.34
10,000.00

Unt amed Premiums.
Other Liabilities.

Net surplus.I 87I.943.H9
1887 Income.*.. 1,299,091.32
1,323,329.52
Expenditure...

dly

Corner Federal and

81.00 to 81.25.)
Guinet’s (which being translated in
to

Elegant Line of Moss Ware

Hotel.

WhitRO)' Building,

Black

handsome

a

Outstanding Losses......$ 171,211.88

Wc luivc Removed to

After

Black Gros Grain stout and honest

*LS4 3194.91
■.labilities.

*

I0VAL.

R

United States bonds ^market value).*1,478,047.50
64,728.93
Cash In bauk and In office.
109.418.48
Premiums In course of collection...

exhibition.

sep28

gains.
»*•. "“•*

CO.
HAINES,RICHARDSON*
IN
—

and examlue those

Black Silks and Rhadames,
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J. A. HAYDEN,

Asset*.

Here are all sorts of Dress

going
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PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
67 1-2 Exchange St.. Portland.
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Colored Picture

Made for K. If. White & Co., Boston
for their fine city trade.
Come and get them at 44 cts.

Size

_

PWErintinG

at

We offer a limited amount at

Sessions

days and Are evenings. Rates very low.
Catalogue free. Any additional Information
cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. CRAY. A. M.. Principal.
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BostonSafeDepositandTrustCo

While we are waiting for some one
to buy out the entire stock and fix-

tifaonbot;

»»»-_

taught by

CENT.

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook

scenes.

BERRY,

182.

b&str

Principal and interest payable

We put the entire Linen Damask
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High-
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Scene First.

Goods-Every

MILLINERY

The sole agency of this wond renowmed instru-
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one.

and alter careful examination recommend
them for Investment.

Rhadames, (Congress
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PIANO!

ST.

WATER CO. BONDS

value of the Silks.
We sell them for what they will bring

—

These in addition to the Steinway,
Hardman, and several other ilrst*class
makes, gives us the iinest line of goods
carried by any concern in the State.

FANCY

TO

MIDDLE

ACT SECOND.

*

We make

Smith Am. Pianos and Organs.

■
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admitted to both these classes

113 PEARL STREET.

C. J. FARRINGTON,
180

Call and buy

PER

First

alacrity.

This week
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YODR GROCER SELLS THEM.
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nervous

Grain Silk at any
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classes in (.rrnu and French.
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bring.

him uiKi, uma

^STARTLING FACTS^j

existing

1st.

For circulars or Information apply at OB Park
St., between 2 and 3 o’clock p. m.
)an It)_
_iltf

all colors.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., Now York,

y druggist*

SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,

Goods flew hither and yon, with

Here are a lot of

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

Special pupils

anil to

proportion.

—

is the blue of «o many Uvea that here is whero
.ve make our great boaet. Our pilla cure it while
ithere do not.
Carter’* Little Liver Pilla are very Bmall and
very easy to take. One or two pilla make a doae.
They are etrtctly vegetable and do not gripe or
all who
surge, but by their gentle action please
»se them. In vialeat 25 cents : five for $1. Sold
mail.
sent
or
by
everywhere,

reports

same

WILL OPES OS FEBRUARY

SINKINC FUND

all sorts.

feblO_eo<12m

-TERM

—

(liven to private pupils by the subsenner,

An early call will insure
choice of bargains.

.1.70.

.
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I'ORING, gHORT (JARMON,

or

90 Park Street,

price

he-gi-ra!

telegraph pole
press your ear against

Thump

are now

&

SECOND

These Suits are mostly all
Wool and well made and
trimmed, and will be closed
out at

CORNER ELM.

HORATIO STAPLES.

NEW GOODS.

We have secured the services of Mr.T.
who has for several
C. McGouldric,
years been connected with the Smith Am.
Piano and Organ Co., Boston, Mass., as
travelling salesman, aud from whom he
comes to us very highly recomended. We
hope his friends and customers may continue to favor hint with their patronage,
as generously in the future as they have
With Mr. McGouldric we
in the past.
have also secured the

of
Are contained in the
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
yet anyone who wants absolutely
Pure Spices can get them by
calling for

prices.

HOMSTED,

T. F.

you dare to) and hear that buzz and

are

Ache they yeould be almost priceless to those who
sufTer from this distressing complaint; but fortu
nately their goodness does notend here,and those
who onee try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

and

vuijiiuj*

.

hear it hum.

We would advise an early examination of our stock, and those
contemplating papering, to do it
early, before the busy season com-

feblO____d2w

THE

t If ■•lory will begin the History
The class in
•r Mculpiure and an additional class will
be formed to begin the Hist ary
•r Fainting.

Near

mences.

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills
pre
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and also
venting this annoying complaint, while they
correct all disorders of the stomach,stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they onlr
-

him that he could have the
use of all the ancient Roman armor and
weapons belonging to the Berlin Historical
Society for models for the armor to be used

Hit;

2.00

perfect goods and cheap

28.23-1

ready to show our
New Line of Wall Papers for the
coming season. We have all grades
and prices, and can furnise estimates and competent paperhang-

She WM Instructed
t,y the New York School, of
lirlsi Ian Science, and is also a graduate In both the
Healing Course and Normal Course of the Mental
Spiritual Science University. ot Chicago. Illinois;
as a graduate In the Normal Course sue Is <|ualltted and authorized to teach the Science; classes
are formed In her College about the first of each
month, and are instructed by herself. The College is associated with the above University, hence
Its Students will he entitled to the Test-Books and
Diploma of the University without extra charge.
UK. A. J. MWAKTN,
President of the University, will lustruct the February Clan, which is to open on Tbur.duy,
February lOih, at the College. All who desire
to enter this Course are Invited to call on Mrs.
Frye and her assistants at the College Booms,
they are authorized to make terms: several cxDoric i. red Healers are connected with the College.
(

HRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,

1.49.

“

“

prodigious.

Lau, informing

pageant in “The
Gladiator;” but, as none of the suits of mail
are large enougli for Mr. Robert Downing,

All

Trade

unlike McCullough, and an exchange says
he possesses qualifications that McCullough
lacked,—personal magnetism, and voice of
great melody as well as power. Mr. J. H.
Mack received a cablegram from Mr. Johns

in the combat scene

11

PAPER HANGINGS.

We

xisivr

....

a

$1.05.

.

1.75

hum.

HEAD

There was a good advance sale of seats
yesterday for “On the Trail,” to be produced
at Portland Theatre Saturday afternoon and
evening. The Oil City, Pa., paper says:
“On the Trail; or, Daniel Boone, the Pioneer,” is the rather sensational title of, without exception, the best border drama ever
presented to the theatre goers of this place.
It was presented by Peck &
Fursman’s

“24 in.

estab-

1888—SPRING—1888

roim..txi>

Casco

corner

Congress Streets,

The various lines make an
assortment of sizes from 4
Short Pant
to 15 years in
Suits, and from 14 to 17 years
in Long Pants.

in Short Pants, former
from $5.00 to $8.00.

liaiul too many Black Satin Khadames. I shall make
sweeping low price to start them, numely:

on

for
Regular $1.25 Quality
“
“

energetic
WANTED
lished business; good wages to the right
Address C. STANSF1ELX), 67 Exchange
—

and

—

$4.00 AND $5.00 EACH

23-1

Office.___

Rooms I and 2, In Broxss Block,

4

1 have

good style open

WANTED-Anyone
buggy, but little used and in first-class
hear of
low
for sale at

i In

only.

OF INTEREST TO YOU!

street.____23-1

diwlynrm

8ick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such ar
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after
eating, Pain in the Side, Ac. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

Beingdesiroustoturn them
into cash, at once, we shall
offer special bargains in this
department for a few days

Long Pant Suits reduced in

HACK—White Bear flour, for bread and
we shall sell this flour
no
low price of *5.26;
warranted; also Fillsbury's and Washburn's at
24 Wilmot
&
LAMBEKT,
*5.60; at JOHNSON

POO Doses One Dollar.
dcc3

School Suits.

the

equal;
FOR
pastry; has
for the next 20 days at the

having

MENTAL SCIENCE

—

son

.13.00

“

‘*

‘43.00 and SO.OO

PORTLAND

As usual after the full sea*
is over, we find many
lines of our Children’s Suits
broken In sizes.

are

question

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

“

“

Boot le

“

6-4 Wool Wrapper Plaid..
Combination Drera Pattern..

decs_e»dtf

CHILDREN’S

Drr« flood..9 .50
91 .OO 6-4 Colored
1
“
1 .‘43 French
.JJ
I .OO
I .OO
13.00
40 00

Specialty.

KKrr.KKM'B—Prof. Moses True Brown. Boston
School of Oratory.

COLLEGE,

Corner Congress
and Preble Streets.

Besides the two Towel bargains at twenty and
wenty-five cents which we are running this week we
shall open (TO-DAY) a lot of fifty doz. large size German Iluckabuck Towels at twelve and a half cents.
This is a common enough price for Towels but in this
It is larger,
case the Towel is an uncommon one.
heavier and finer than any we have ever sold before
at twelve and a half cents; that’s a good reason why
you should buy a dozen. If you don’t need them
now, they will be needed some time and such a bargain isn't always to be had.

and

or

a

SARAH E.FRYE.S.S. D.Ph.0., President.

the Telegram compositor’s blunder has been a good
thing for us, we have lost a little money on every one
of the curtains bilt then it has advertised the department better than we could have done in any other
way. All this week we shall continue to sell thirtynine cent window shades for twenty-nine, next week
the old price will be resumed.

SA.LE.

Literature.

JAelsarte Expression

—

Dengs

and

Elocution

February Sale

the twenty-nine cent window shades?”
our floor-walker has had to answer
hundreds of times in the past two days: “Over in
the drapery corner” he tells them, and so all day
Monday and Tuesday the clerks in that department
were kept busy doing up the thirty-nine cent curtains
which we are selling for twenty-nine. On the whole
“Where

is a

eod4t

feb23

Sale and Gingham

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
ON THE TRAIL.

lli

i

This article is made for the benefit of those persons who find the weight of clothing burdensome
and Injurious to health, because of the pressure
the obupon the loins and hips. It accomplishes
the
ject for which it Is Intended, by transferring
shoulders.
Ihe
to
the
of
from
hips
weight clothing
an
with
It is a perfect Skirt Supporter, combined
elegant Flttlug Corset, aud has for years been one
In
Corsets
of the most popular and satisfactory
the market. It is particularly adapted to the
has
Corset
Health
present style of dress, and as a
the endorsement of physicians. For sale by

TIOSEsT

ALICE €.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Come Early and_Avoid the Rush.

lu Bingham, Feb. 18, Horatio B. Balter and Miss
l.lzzie C. Jones, both of Moscow.
lu Belmont, Feb. 6, Fred H. Knowlton and Miss
Mary E. Jackson.
In Jonesboro, Feb. 9, Albert Foss of Manillas
and Miss Celia McKellar of Jonesboro.
In Harrington. Feb. 12, Winslow Kamsdell and
Miss Jennie Coffin.

years 3 months.

KinevrioniL.

OF-

MIDDY 9. PH
UUir I Ot UU19

c. w. ai.i.kn*
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CUT PRICE SALE!

RINES BROS.

MARRIACES.

Exchange Street.

r. o. HtlUl.
marl 4

C. H. GUPPY & CO’S

Longfellow Entertainment.
To the Editor of the Press :
As one who attended the exhibition given
by the Chautauqua Association last winter,

of

Auctioneers and Commission Merehauts

LAST DAY

The

This will be the last day
down sale.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

THE

Salesroom 18

all of Boston.

1 wish to say that exhibition was (jne which
excited the admiration of all who witnessed
it, and at the time every one exclaimed, “we
must have this repeated.’’
I understand
that in addition to the interesting features
new
several
ones
nave been
then presented,
added, and besides there are to be novelties
introduced at the coming entertainment by
outside talent of an interesting character.
From all that I have learned, Jthe affair will
excel anything presented to the public durAs the proceeds will help
ing the winter.
pay for the pedestal of the statue just completed in Rome, it is certainly to be expected
that the house will be crowded.
Alpha.

IS

—

the winter.
Among the guests of the club from out of
town were T. J. Flanders, general passenger
agent of the Boston & Maine Railroad; Geo.
L. Connor, general passenger agent of the
Old Coloney Railroad, and It. T. Gardner,

practice; and it removes a stumbling block in the way of securing trials by the owners of fishing vessels be'
fore‘skippers and sharemen have scattered
to the ends of the earth. A great feature of

NOTES.

cession to

Osgood and Henry

Britain or In our own

The concert at the Vaughan street church
Shaw’s
last night was greatly enjoyed.
quartette sang nicely each selection, receiving an encore. Mr. Ayer’s reading was received with great favor. Miss Nellie LeLacheur sang a solo and was recalled. Miss LizzieWescott presided at the piano.

to

SUPPORTER.

Cleaves, arranged
and conducted the entertainment in a mauoccasion one of
the
made
ner
tiint
the most enjoyable meetings of the club for
S.

special favor for fishing vessels, not existing elsewhere either under the laws of Great

A. M. SMITH A CO.

for them to purchase supplies to any
great extent while absent. However, as far
as the treaty goes in this direction, it is more
favorable to us than before,and is a small gain
and we suppose we must thank our Commission for acquiring such a privilege for us.even
if it did belong to us by right aud ought
to be guaranteed to us by our own government if we have one. But the only coucession
in the fishery controversy that would have
been of value to us aside from the three
mile limit, that is the right to purchase bait
lu Canadian ports, our commissioners failed

elab-

an

time was
dinner
orate
very pleasant
The
spent in conversation and at cards.
reception committee, Messrs. J. H. Hall, H.

Foy’s
CORSET and SKIRT

THIS

Madam

a

“The principal advantage, and about the
only one I can see, as a result of the treaty,
is that it removes ill doubt as to the rights
and privileges of American fishermen in
Canadian waters, whereas we once thought
we had some rights there, aud now know we
have virtually none,’’ said Mr. Smith.
"There might, in some instances, be an advantage to our fishermen to be able to tranship their fish in bond (observe, this can be
done only in case of distress), and some slight
advantage in being able to purchase, unmolested, provisions and supplies; but it is supposed that when an American fisherman
leaves her home port for a fishing voyage she
is supplied with all her provisions and gear
necessary for the voyage, aud it is not necessary

ished music for dancing, and after

very expensive method of proceedings inherent in the vice admiralty courts of Great
Britain.
The provision against security for costs is

evident that what

the Canadians desire is that our markets
shall be open to them free for their fish, oil,
&c., and that they are holding back the privilege of buying bait and shipping fish for the
purpose of driving us into reciprocity,' for
they hare declared that when the United

rooms of
There was
the Portland Club last evening, it being ladies’ night. About 150 ladies and gentlemen
Grimmer’s orchestra furnwere present.

AUCTION MAI.*".

nmCELMKOKII.

ADVERTIHK.HENTM,

NKW

ADVERTISEMENTH.

NEW

Portland Club.
a merry party at the

nON. WM. h. PUTNAM.

Mr Putnam said:

SARGENT, LORD & SKILLIN.

Sargent thought it

American

fishermen.

tion 9

Mr.

commissionallowing free

our

ers

E. O. WILLARD A CO.

very difficult.

were

largely upon the State of Maine for the clam
bait used in their cod fisheries, and they
conic here and purchase without restriction,

& MCKENNEY.
* MeKenney thought that
by tlie terms of ttie treaty we wefe not any
better off than we were before it was signed.
Messrs.

arm.

Women”

Makes

CUSHING

headache,

Tobefri_e from Sick

were no

Putnam

Yesterday representative of the Press
various
called on
fishing firms to get
their views on the treaty.
Some few
were not prepared to speak hut the gist of
tlie other statements is herewith appended. Mr. Putnam also makes tlie following
statements that will prove of interest.

Jifnes Brothers,

was

L.

a

Owen, Moore & Co.

■t-ummiiii

the Matter.

William

V
H»fKB'li*KJIIiHTS i’0-l> A

If

cessions of harbor and commercial privileges
which they did obtain, and the fact that
temporarily our vessels will be allowed to
purchase $25 worth of bait by paying a tonnage tax of $150 Is but little relief in that
direction, and still less creditable to our
commissioners that they should allow so
large a sum to be paid for the right which
virtually amounts to prohibition.
The matter of bait coueerus Canadian
fishermen as well as ours, as they depend

the treaty.

Mo.

All orders by mall or telephone promptly at
novlleootf
ended to.

UissiT II. Everett,

STENOGRAPHER,
21

CHESTNUT STREET,

Type-writing aud copying done. Orders hy tn»U
promptly attended to. TuTli&Sl m
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